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Cargoes Flow
At B.C. Docks
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
Vancouver waterfront and five 
? Other British Columbia ports 
/ were back. to normal today 
■after a tie-up that began here 
“ Aug. 7 and spread to other 
„j»rts Aug. 28.
i More than 3,000 longshore- 
- men were on the job today 
'• after federal legislation was 
passed by Parliament Friday 
ordering the men back to work.
Only regular maintenance 
Work was performed at the 
docks over the holiday week- 
■ end.
There were 46 vessels in Van­
couver Harbor • Monday, many 
of them waiting to be loaded 
'"with grain. An estimated 30 
million bushels of grain has ac­
cumulated since the 1,800 -Van- 
- couver longshoremen walked 
; off the docks in a hiring hall 
.dispute Aug. 7.
An official strike Aug.' 28 took 
another 1,400 men off B.C. 
coastal ports. The union has de­
manded a master contract for 
an increase of 50 cents an hour 
•on rates ranging from $5.05 to
$5.30 along with increased 
fringe benefits. The employers’ 
position has not been made 
public.'
Longshore' workers are guar­
anteed by the federal legisla­
tion that any negotiated settle­
ment will be retroactive to 
Aug. 1, when the last contract 
expired..
The legislation will remain in 
effect until a settlement is 
reached or until Dec. 31, which­
ever comes first.
Officials estimate it could 
take until early winter to catch 
up on grain shipments. One 
grain official said the closure of 
Vancouver’s docks has resulted 
to the loss of three weeks sales. 
- Ed Strang, B.C., - Maritime 
Employers*k Association presi­
dent, said today he is hopeful 
negotiations will commence 
with the union sometime this 
week.
Don Garcia, Canadian-area 
president of the International 
Longshoremen’s and Ware­
housemen’s Union, was not 
available for comment.
McGovern Claims full Revival 
After Big Welcome In Seattle
George McGovern, proclaiming 
his spirit revived and his hopes 
high after a boisterous welcome 
to the Pacific northwest, called 
: today for federal help to create 
25,000 new jobs at the Boeing 
Co. by' providing cleaner and 
quieter engines for commercial 
jets.
McGovern said the new pro­
gram could be financed from 
only “a small share’’ of $9 bil­
lion in recently granted corpo­
rate tax relief. i
“The cleaner engine would 
also improve the environment,’’ 
the Democratic ‘ presidential 
nominee said to remarks pre­
pared for a visit to a food dis­
tribution warehouse set up to 
feed' unemployed persons here, 
many from Boeing.
More than 5,000 cheering sup­
porters greeted Mr. McGovern 
outside his downtown Seattle 
hotel Monday night after his ar­
rival from enthusiastic recep­
tions at Labor Day rallies and 
picnics to Ohio and California.
“My spirit is revived, my 
hopes are high,’’ McGovern 
told the predominantly youthful 
crowds.
As in his other speeches ear­
lier Monday, the crowd espe­
cially cheered McGovern’s in­
creasingly aggressive attacks 
on President Nixon.
• The South Dakota. senator 
charged the White House is full 
of high- paid public relations 
men hired by the adminis­
tration to manipulate the 
people.
At every stop McGovern tit 
into Nixon’s Labor Day state­
ment that the Nov. 7 election 
pits advocates of a ’’welfare 
ethic,” represented by 
McGovern, with advocates of a 
“work ethic’’ such as himself.
“Mr. Nixon is for the work 
ethic on Labor Day but he’s for 
unemployment the rest of the 
year,’’ the Democratic nominee 
told a crowd of 2,000 at a labor- 
sponsored fair at Pleasanton, 
outside Oakland.
Air Canada And Wardair Study 
Co-Ordination Of Activities
lj MONTRIAL (CP) - Air 
.Canada said today it Is holding 
^discussions with Wardair of Ed- 
monton to find the best method 
in which the two companies can 
'co-ordinate some of their activi-
,j "*Tt is expected that n state­
ment on the outcome of these 
Conversations will be made 
‘shortly.’’
| Air Canada said It issued the
statement In response , to 
queries from the news media 
regarding relations between (he 
two airlines.
The company said: ,
“For some time there have 
been discussions with Max 
Ward, president of Wardair. ns 
to the best method for Air Can­
ada and Wardair to co-ordinate 
some of their activities.
“In the course of these dis­
cussions the possibility of Mr. 
Ward selling some of his shares 
In Wardair to Air Canada was 
discussed. However, no agree­
ment has been reached as yet.’’
Wardair Is engaged entirely 
In charger flight operations.
Half A Flight
Not Good Enough
TORONTO (CP) - About 39 
passengers wero removed from 
n Donaldson International Air­
ways flight to London hero 
Monday because they had not 
been on the first half of the 
flight last month.
The travellers said they hatl 
bought their tickets from a lo­
cal charter travel agency.
They wero the first to be 
caught in n crackdown by the 
Canadian transport commission 
against violations of charter 
flight rules,
CTC chief Inspector A. I). 
Pearce said Hie " passengeis, 
whn paid $89 for the one-way 
I flight, were not eligible to
TWO DOWN AND ONE TO GO
Well, it’s two down and one 
to go for this young Kelowna 
mother taking her . two older 
children to school,'and toting 
the youngest on her ■ back.' 
Mrs. Chris Haman takes
i Jeannie,;wbo is just starting, affair. A total of 13,000 stu- 
; and Chris, already in Grade- dents to the school district re-'
3 to Glenmore Elementary., turn to their desks today 
Learning the way to the class- after ,the summer vacation..
rooms, is Farah who takes a 
back-seat view of the whole (Courier photo)
Israelis Held Hostage
After Terrorists Slay 2
MUNICH (CP) — Arab com- i 
mandos seized the Israeli i 
Olympic team quarters today, 
killed one or two men, held oth­
ers hostage and brought the 
20th Summer Olympic Games 
to an unprecedented halt. West 
German police said they were 
prepared to go in shooting.
Israeli wrestling coach Moshe 
Weinberg was shot dead when 
the terrorists, armed with sub­
machine-guns, climbed the 
Olympic Village fence in the 
dark before dawn and burst 
into the Israelis’ apartment.
*. The Bavarian interior minis­
try first announced that a sec­
ond man also had been killed 
but his body could not be recov­
ered.
“ A spokesman of- the organ­
izing committee said later in 
the day: .
“All we can confirm now is 
that'one man has been killed 
and his body recovered. If 
there is, a second body in the 
house we won’t know it for sure 
until police are able to, enter 
it.”
Everybody .agreed that one 
hostage " was ' known to be at 
least seriously wounded.
• A 5 p.m.—noon EDT—police 
deadline for surrender' or shoot­
out apparently passed without 
action on either side.
FINISH SOME EVENTS
■Olympic, officials, in announc­
ing a suspension of the. Games 
for at least a day or perhaps 
longer, allowed completion of
several competitions that al­
ready had started when the 
commandos attacked.
At the end of Monday’s pro­
gram 124 of the 195 events on
the program had been 
pleted.
Except for two world 
the modem Olympics
taken place every- four . 
without interruption since they
started in 1896.
The terrorists burst into the 
Israelis’ aparment in pre-dawn 
darkness.
Some Israelis escaped but be­
tween nine and 13—the figures 
v aried in conflicting official' re­
ports—were held hostage.
The Arabs—five men with 
charcoal-blackened faces—an­
nounced that the rest of the Is­
raelis would be shot :f 200 Arab 
terrorists held in Israel were 
noF released by noon.
EXTEND DEADLINE
The terrorists had twice ex­
tended the original deadline of 
noon—7 a.m. EDT. ’ ’
As each deadline -approached, 
West German police, armed 
with sub-machine-guns and 
wearing bullet-proof vests and 
armored face protectors, got 
ready for a showdown.
A police spokesman said a 
squad of 38 volunteers would 
storm the house if a deal had 
not been working out with the 
Arabs by the deadline.
West . German Chancdlor 
Willy Brandt flew into Munich 
to take command. ,
.Competition started in -at 
least seven sports today but it 
was an off-day to the big track 
and field program.
But as the fateful hour ap­
proached they were stopped. A 
joint statement by Avery Brun­
dage of the United States, pres­
ident of the International Olym­
pic Committee,' and Willi 
Daume, - West German chair­
man of the organizing com­
mittee, said there would be no 
: more games for the rest of the 
day.
Egyptian Team Heads For Home
Holiday Accident Toll At 121
B.C. Reports 13 Deaths
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Two head-on .car crashes in 
Ontario, each claiming' four 
lives, marked a three-day holi­
day marred with the death pf 
at least 121 persons across Can­
ada, tying it with the' third- 
worst Labor Day weekend on 
record. "
A survey by The ' Canadian 
Press showed that between 
6 p.m. local , times Friday night 
and midnight Monday night 95 
people died on the highways, 
another 15 in drowntogs, seven 
in fires and four by mis­
cellaneous accidents.
The. Canada Safety • Council 
had predicted 85 deaths on the 
highways for the summer-clos­
ing holiday.
It was particularly grim to 
Ontario, where four died in a 
Hamilton crash Monday'night 
and another four Friday night 
at Renfrew, about 50 miles 
west of Ottawa,, for a total of 35 
traffic deaths.
At least 42 died in traffic to 
the province, four others ' in 
fires and three others drowned. 
The highway toll tied the mark 
set to 1962 and was exceeded 
only by the 46 to 1063.
In all Canada the fatalities 
total was tied by tho 121 set in 
1963 and was only a few down 
from tho 124 in 1065 and the 126 
in 1966.
At least thirteen persons died 
to accidents to British Columbia 
during the Labor Day weekend. 
Traffic accidents claimed six 
lives, three died in fires and 
four drowned.
Three men drowned early 
Sunday morning in Takla Luke, 
95 miles north of Fort St. James 
in central B.C. Their 17 - foot 
boat struck a rock wall. RCMP 
identified two of them as Robert 
Miller, 36, and Garry Reistercr, 
22, both of Fort St. John. Name 
of third man was withheld.
The fourth person to drown 
was Arthur Stevenson, 13, of 
I-anztviite. n communityJO 
miles noith of Nanaimo on Van­
couver Island. He was playing 
on a raft when he fell off.
A single-car crash on. Sunday 
killed, three persons, Lloyd 
Arthur Au bichon, 17, John 
James Small, 17, and Arthur 
Henry Thiessen, 18, all of Prince 
George. , The accident , occurred 
bn the Blackwater road, 12 miles 
southwest of Prince George.
A West Vancouver couple, 
■Wayne McMullan, 30, and his 
wife Susan, 31, died in a house 
fire early Sunday morning. A 
passing motorist saved the lives 
of their two small children when 
he broke down the front door.
Another house fire on Monday 
to Vancouver killed a baby boy, 
four - month - old Kim Stevens 
Chateauvcrt. ......
Three persons died in sepa­
rate traffic accidents. ,
On Friday, Quibel J. Carver, 
54, of White Rock, was killed 
when a transport truck to which 
he was a passenger, flipped 
over on the Trans-Canada high­
way about 39 miles west of 
Kamloops. The truck driver 
swerved to miss another ac­
cident.
A single - car accident near 
Rossland to the East Kootenay 
killed Kenneth Duncan McLean 
of Trail on Sunday.
In Richmond, south of Van­
couver, an unidentified young 
man died Sunday when a car 
left the road and plunged into a 
ditch. His name was withheld. 
TWO FATALITY-FREE
In Quebec, 28 people were 
killed, Including 26 on the high­
ways .and two by drowning.
The survey docs not Include 
known suicides, industrial acci­
dents or slayings or the 37 who 
died in a nightclub explosion in 
Montreal.
Nine people died in Nova 
Scotia, six In traffic accidents, 
two by drowning and a man hit 
by a train.
New Brunswick had seven 
deaths, five in traffic and two 
drownings.
Prince Edward Island and 
Newfoundland recorded fa tai. 
ity-free weekends.
There was one accidental 
death in Manitoba, a drowning.
Rock Fans
Cop Out
BULL ISLAND, Ill. (AP) - 
Thousands1 of tired and dis­
illusioned rock music fans 
deserted .this scarred peninsula 
early today.
The last: band at the Labor 
Day weekend Soda Pop Festi­
val packed 1 its equipment 
shortly after midnight Monday.
Between 25,000 and' 35,000
fans remained at that point, 
stiU waiting for performances
Saskatchewan recorded nine 
dead, seven in traffic and a 
couple found dead to a car 
from carbon monoxide - poison­
ing. ■ ,
Twelve people died In Al­
berta, 10 from traffic accidents, 
one drowning and a person hit 
by a boat while water skiing.
The 99 weekend deaths In ad­
dition ;to 49 others who died 
during last week brought the 
unofficial count to 2,533 those 
who have died in traffic this 
year.
by groups that never appeared. 
: Police: estimated nearly 300,- 
000 persons flocked to the 900- 
acre Island in the Wabash 
River between Indiana and Illi­
nois for the three-day celebra­
tion. Promoters said they had 
expected no more than 75,000.
The homeward trek caused a 
mammoth traffic jam.
, At least 50 persons were ar­
rested on alcohol and drug 
charges,
I The top attractions, J(je 
Cocker and Black Sabbath,,re­
fused after demanding more 
money. Two other featurec 
rock groups, The . Doors anc 
Faces, failed to perform.
U.S. TOTAL 554
CHICAGO (AP) — Traffic ac­
cidents in the United States 
took 554 lives during the Labor 
Day weekend.
, The National Safety Council 
had estimated In advance a 
highway death toll between 580 
and 680 for the period from 
6 p.m. local time Friday to 
midnight Monday night.
The 1971 Labor Day weekend 
traffic toll was 616.
The Egyptian basketball 
team forfeited a game “be­
cause of the events of the day" 
and’ - sources said the entire 
Egyptian Olympic team was 
heading home.
Mark,' Spitz,' the" American 
wonder swimmer who won a 
record seven gold medals, flew 
home. Spitz, a Jew, was moved 
by officials out of the village to 
a Munich hotel as a safety pre­
caution, but later decided to get 
right out of it.
By mid-afternoon two tanks 
were stationed outside the 
house to the village where the 
Israelis . were held captive. 
More than 100 police ringed the 
juilding. At least one police car 
filled with guns was driven 
through the village gates.
.Officials announced a me­
morial service for the dead Is­
raelis would be held to Olympic 
Stadium Wednesday morning. 
It was believed the Games 
would not be ' resumed , until 
after that, and much appeared 
to depend on the outcome of the 
'siege. , ' , -
Israelis who escaped from 
the house said the terrorists 
knocked on coach Weinberg^
door at 4:30 a.m. They barged 
into his room, which he shared 
with ■ five other coaches,, and 
shot him down when he tried to 
stop them.
ALLOWED TO LEAVE
The'teams of Uruguay and 
Hong Kong are quartered in the 
same three-storey house. They, 
too, were held by the terrorists 
at first but were later allowed 
to leave.
, The Arabs demanded that 
planes be made ready at Mun­
ich airport to fly them and the 
Israeli hostages to an Arab 
capital. One report said they
threatened to kill one Israeli 
every two hours if their de­
mands were' not met.
Diplomats of Israel and the 
Arab League flew to Munich 
from Bonn. •
Officials bargained with the 
terrorists, offering them unlim­
ited money and a safe conduct 
if. they would surrender. But 
the Arabs stuck to their de­
mands.
• Television cameras were 
trained on the house all day. 
Millions of. West Germans 
watched on- their screens, wait­
ing for a possible gun battle.
'Merged' Freighters Towed 
To Calm Waters Off B.C. Coast
Eight Children 
Found Alive
SYDNEY, N.S. (CP) - Sear­
chers found today eight chil­
dren missing since, Monday 
afternoon to the Coxheath 
Mountain area about five miles 
from here. \ 
, An RCMP spokesman said 
the children were to good con­
dition but wet after a damp 
night to the woods.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Amin Sees British Assassination Bid
KAMPALA (Reuter) — President Jdl Amin of Uganda 
accused Britain today of planning to have him assassinated 
before his November deadline for the expulsion of 40,000 
British Aslans.
Fire destroys Hotel Landmark In Alaska
MOUNT McKINLEY, Alaska (AP) - Fire has levelled an 
Old resort hotel at th® base of North America’s tallest peak.
■ No injuries were reported from the fire in the Mount Mc­
Kinley Hotel, Vacationers and hotel personnel were 
evacuated,
disillusioned' Grit Wagner Joins PCs
MONTREAL (CP) - Judge Claude Wagner resigned to­
day and announced he will run for the Progressive Conserva­
tives in the Oct. 30 federal election but a decision on which 
riding he will content has not been made. Mr. Wngncr said 
his switch to the I'rog««lve CorwervaUvca. followed his 
“growing disillusionment” with the government of Pieire 
Elliott Trudeau,
VICTORIA (CP) — The Ca­
nadian tug Sudbury II was tow­
ing two freighters' locked to­
gether in collision to calmer 
waters near here, a spokesman 
for the tug’s owners, Seaspan 
International'Co., said early to­
day.
He said cutting torches prob­
ably- would be used to separate 
the 12,300-ton C. E. Dant and 
the 9,600-ton Aegean Sea some­
time today. The C. E. Dant’s 
bow was burled deep In i the 
port side of the Aegean Sea’s 
bow. ■,
The ships collided In Cana­
dian waters, about 30 miles 
southwest of Victoria, but had 
drifted into American waters 
by late Monday.
There were no injuries to the 
collision. -
The C. E, Dant, owned by 
States Steamships of San Fran­
cisco, was enroute to Portland 
from Seattle at the time, carry­
ing manufactured goods. The 
Aegean Sea, of Liberian
registry, .was in. ballast, head­
ing to Vancouver from Hong 
Kong for a cargo of grain.
Damage estimates wero not 
available, but damage ap­
peared heavier, to the Aegean 
Sea, whose No,, 2 port hold was 
penetrated by the ■ bow of the 
American freighter,
A coast guard spokesman 
said it might be necessary to 
beach the vessels„ before they 
could be separated.
The spokesman said visibility 
was about one-half to three- 
quarters of a mile when the 
collision occurred before dawn 
Monday, with the sea described 
as moderate. The strait is 12 
miles wide where the collision 
occurred.
Crews of both ships remained 
on board their vessels Monday 
night. Canadian and U.S. tugs 
stood by, Both freighters took 
on water but were reported in 
no danager of sinking.
Barrett Home 
After'Musing'
VANCOUVER (CP) — Pre­
mier-elect Dave Barrett was 
back home to Coquitlam Mon­
day night after n weekenc 
spent in Seattle musing over pos­
sible cabinet selections and tho 
priorities of his New Democratic 
Party government.
He was not available for com­
ment, however. Bob Williams, 
the NDP MT.A for Vancouver 
East and one of 38 NDP candi­
dates swept in Io office Inst 
Wednesday, said Mr. Barrett 
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NAMES IN THE NEWS Kt'S
Protestant Mob Attacks
Rebel Marie Shakes IRA Command Police Post In Belfast
r .• i . ’. .4 . ■’ 1 BELFAST (AP) — A Protes- tion for more than an hour Provisionalsae a Xf
EARS COVERED
Thick .folds of skin over their 
ears shut out the water when al­
ii g a t o r 3 and crocodiles are 
below the surface.
Miniskirted Marie McGuire
24,sent a tremor • through-the- 
lough Irish ‘ Republican. Army 
Provisional itfing, with her bit­
ter denunciations of the military 
command, but British security 
men in London doubt that her 
defection will have any major 
impact on the command leader- 
ship. The fact that' the former 
IRA gun-runner had to seek a 
British hideaway before she 
" ' heaved a publicity brick at IRA 
military chief John Stehens, 
alias Sean MacStiofain may in­
dicate she has more , to fear 
from'her compatriot? than the 
unbending MacStiofain who, still 
directs ,the battle against the 
- British from his Dublin, head­
quarters. .
Ontario Justice Secretary'Al­
lan Lawrence announced- Mon­
day in Toronto he has called a 
Tuesday “emergency” meeting 
of law enforcement officials to 
discuss growing violence in 
Metro Toronto’s construction in-
i
I
child was hit from behind, and 
killed while walking with her 
father ..and her seven-year-old 
sister. -
cqast, a , traditional hunting 
ground, for vessels from Britain. 
A 1 leading Icelandic • .fishing
’ b
dustry. Mr. Lawrence and Sol­
icitor-General John Yaremko 
have cancelled a trip to North­
ern Ontario with other legisla­
ture members to meet with the 
Ontario Police Commission and 
the Metro Toronto Police Com­
mission.
A bankrupt businessman had 
two men run down his, nine-year-
JOHN STEPHENS 
. . . receiving end
old daughter with a car 
could - collect $70,060 in
so he
insur-.
‘ Okanogan County authorities 
continued their search- of the 
chilly Columbia River waters 
for the body of a Renton sky- 
diver who apparently drowned 
when he and two other divers 
missed their jump zone, and 
landed in the river as hundreds 
of spectators looked on near 
Brewster,' Wash. Killed outright 
Sunday was Craig Johnson, 25, 
of Seattle. Injured and hospital­
ized in shock but later released 
was Steve' Lightfoot, 20, of 
Seattle. ,
Edith Irving, charged with a 
$650,000 fraud-in her writer hus­
band’s Howard Hughes', autobi- 
igraphy hoax, entered Zurich 
jail Monday as Swiss authori­
ties began what appeared to be 
lengthy judicial proceedings 
against her. After a tearful 
separation from her two boys, 
two and four, she was formally
skipper, Olafur Olafsson, said 
that before .the new limits came 
into force last Friday British 
trawlers used' to k^ep out uf the 
way of local craft—which usu-
tant mob' hurling' sticks and 
bottles attacked a Belfast po­
lite post .early today and a 
powerful bomb damaged the 
headquarters of Northern Ire-
ance, police reported Monday 
in Aomori, Japan. They said 
Mitsuru Murata, 38, confessed 
he had hired Kenji Sugita, 22, 
and Norisuke Yonetani, 20, for 
$5,000 each to kill his daughter 
Wakako in what was to appear 
to be a hit-and-run accident. The
taken into custody.'
Icelandic fishermen threaten­
ed Monday to take the law into 
their own hands against. British 
Trawlers unless they move out 
of Iceland’? new' 50-mile fishing 
limit. The warning was issued 
by fishermen on the northwest
ally fish with long trailing lines 
carrying. thousands of hooks.
A major evolution in collec- 
live bargaining could come 
about,through use of voluntary, 
binding arbitration, Martin 
D’Connell, federal labor min­
ister, said Monday in Toronto. 
Mr. . 'O’Connell said he believes 
labor and - management “are 
turning increasingly in this dir­
ection as the adverse effects of 
prolonged strike action- becom­
es more apparent and burden­
some on all.”
Transportation S e c r e t ary 
John Volpe of the United States 
called on all nations Monday to 
unite in blocking»aerial hijack­
ings, saying sych piracy threat­
ened the future- of air com­
merce. Volpe said in Washing­
ton, “Piracy on the high seas 
came to an end when the ports 
of call were closed .to. plund­
erers of ships. Piracy in the 
; skies will die the same death 
' when the doors of welcome, are 
universally slammed on hijack­
ers around the world.”
land’s main Roman Catholic 
opposition party.
‘ Security forces also reported 
two men were shot and 
wounded in the capital and a 
tavern blown up in a new up- 
surge of. Protestant) militancy.
The extremist Protestant Ul­
ster Defence Association only 
hours earlier, .said it had broken 
off contact with the ’ British 
Army because of' military ha­
rassment. • 
- The subsequent violence was 
seen as muscle-flexing by 
Northern- Ireland’s. Protestant
afterward.
In downtown Belfast,.a bomb 
left in a car exploded, outside 
the headquarters of the Social 
Democratic and .Labor Party, 
blowing out windows and dam­
aging the front of the building.
The two men found shot were 
gunned down in the city’s An­
trim Road and taken to hospi-
r isionals s a result of Mac-
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd, 
1654 EUis St.
’ TORONTO (CP) Prices on 
the Toronto stock market rose 
-moderately in light xnid-morn- 
“ing trading today.
Industrials were up .62 to 
^215.53/base metals .25 to 96.53 
Jand western oils. 50 to 256.18.
Golds, however, fell .36 to 
'206.59. - /
- Volume by 11 a.m. was 552,- 
000 shares, up from the 503,000 
^shares traded by the same time 
‘.Friday. ‘
x Sectors which registered ad­
vances were industrial, mine, 
soil refining, trust and loan, bev- 
7 erage and communication is­
sues. Bank, food product, mer- 
chandising andreal estate 
/.stocks were off fractionally.
' ADVANCES LEAD
? ' Advances outnumbered de- 
‘ clines 83 to 80 with 128 issues 
'unchanged. . .
Falconbridge was up 4% to 
;$68%, Inco.,% to $35%, Con- 
; sumers Distributing % 'to $36, 
’-Argus % to.$16% and Imperial 
"Oil. % to $40%.
, Robinson Little was off 1% to 
f’$8%, Bell Canada % to. $43%, 
‘;MICC Investments % to $27% 














Harding Carpets A 23%
Home Oil “A” 

































































































P.W.A. Pfd. - . 47 48
Saratoga Process. 4.60 4.85
George Sparling 2.75 3.00
Steintron .4% 4% 
. 10%Trans. Cda. Glass 10
Wall and Redekop 2.40 2.70
Wosk Stores
MINES
9 .. . 9%
Acheron. 30% 40 .
Afton 9 10 ’
Alwin 43
Bathurst Norsemine .80
Expansion Minister Jean Mar­
chand said in Quebec Monday 
he will be a candidate in the 
Quebec City riding of Langelier 
in the Oct. 30 federal election. 
The minister also told report­
ers that Jean-Charles Cantin, 
Liberal MP for Louis-Hebert, 
will not run in the election. Mr. 
M arc h a n d has represented 
Langlier since 1965. Mr. Can­
tin has been in the Commons 
since the 1962 general election.
' Quebec Progressive Conser­
vatives have scheduled an “im­
portant’’ news conference in 
Montreal today, launching a 
new speculation that Judge 
Claude Wagner, a former Lib­
eral provincial justice minister 
is about to announce his deci­
tai. Their condition 
known.
MAKES THREAT
■ The UDA, which
majority.
At the same time, there were 
continuing, reports of a shakeup 
in the Belfast command of the 
Irish Republican Army’s Provi­
sional wing and speculation the 
guerrillas will end their bomb 
attacks on civilian targets.
80 ATTACK
The ’ Protestant mob of 80 
men and youths attacked the 
police post in East Belfast 
shortly after midnight and tried 
to batter down the main door.
Police inside fired two shots 
and the attackers left. There 
were no casualties.
The men smashed windows in 
nearby buildings as they ran 
off and. roamed surrounding 
streets in military-style forma-
was not
claims it
Stiofain’s bombing tactics in 
the North.
Reports persisted, however, 
that the, top Provisional in Bel­
fast, Sean Twomey, was being 
replaced to pave the way for a 
switch in guerrilla tactics from 
the bombings which "have 
claimed scores of civilian lives.
The Provisionals will concen­
trate on their shooting war with 
the British Army, the reports 
say.
can muster 43,000 trained men, 
now has threatened to resume 
parading publicly in masks and 
dark glasses, the uniform 
banned last month by Britain’s 
administrator in Northern Ire­
land, William Whitelaw.
■ The organization’s relations 
with the security forces have 
deteriorated sharply since the 
IRA sneaked through a security 
cordon and bombed a tavern in 
the Protestant heartland of Bel­
fast.
Meanwhile in Dublin, two 
leading Provisionals, alleged by 
Gue r r 111 a defector Maria 
McGuire to have plotted the re­
moval of the organization’s 
chief of staff, Sean. Macstiofain, 
denied the charges.
< The men, Ruairi O’Bpadaigh 
and David O’Connell, described 
Miss McGuire's disclosures in a 
। British newspaper during the 
, weekend as nonsense.
; They denied there was a 






• Services from $90
1134 Bernard Ave. 762-3040
MOVIE ’
MONEY
IS AS NEAR AS YOUR 
TELEPHONE — Kelowna 
762-0626 
HOMEOWNER LOANS 
from $1,500 to $15,000 
AND MORE 
- Your Idle equity in your ’ 
home or property is your 
borrowing power, 
o Up to 100% true Ioan 
; value.
• Cut present payments 
- by 60%.
'• No credit or employer 
investigation.








.Alta. Gas Trunk 60 
^Alcan 23%
, Bank of Montreal 20% 









“ B.C. • Telephone 
flCdn. Imp. Bank
4 Cdn. Ind. Gas & Oil 10%



















































Tor, Dom. Bank 36
Trans. Can. Pipe 44%



























































Mr. Maurice Meiklc, Man­
ager of Carruthers & 
Meiklc Ltd.. 364 Bernard 
Avenue, is pleased to Intro­
duce Ken Stevenson, who has 
joined their sales team.
Ken Is n licenced member 
of the Real Estate Boai(| and 
is now ready to help you 
with all your real estate 
transactions.
Having IS years tn sales 
and management, he is well 
qualified to service all your 
real estate needs.
Call Ken at 762-2127 or 763- 
60 for Immediate action!












Olympics' Business As Usual 























































































sion- to run federally for 
PCs.
Divers have recovered 
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(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Athabasca Col.









































































Western Std. Silver ,09 





























Sincere buyer bos $50,000 Io pay down on mini­
mum 20 units with living quarters in Kelowna. 
Immediate possession, prefer highway or down­
town location. No agents. Forward particulars to








drowned Sunday in the Spokahe 
River while on an outing with 
her family of; 12, authorities 
said. Police identified the girl 
as Nancy Kennelly, five, the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry 
P. Kennelly. The girl, one of 10 
children in the family, appar­
ently wandered away from a 
picnic site at Riverside State 
Park and slipped into the river, 
authorities said.
Bobby. <■ Fischer and Boris 
Spassky got good news Monday. 
They are getting the $122,500 in 
prize money British financier 
James :D. Slater is putting up 
in any currency they want. 
Slater announced Monday that 
the Bank of England has grant­
ed permission to export the 
£50,000 tie offered when Fis­
cher was balking at starting the 
world chess championship 
match in Iceland.
MUNICH (AP) — On the in­
side, among the athletes; mur­
der came almost unnoticed to 
the Olympics today.
Athletes walked and chatted, 
toted canoe paddles over their 
shoulders and listened to polka 
music over the village’s 
loudspeaker system while po­
lice bargained for the lives of 
Israeli competitors.
In the big social hall and tele­
vision room off the villages 
main shopping plaza, athletes 
lounged on the floor the same 
way they’ve done every day 
since the beginning of the 
Games, watching an equestrian 
event' on the village’s closed- 
circuit television system.
One channel showed, a police 
car at the gate and then pic­
tures of the Israeli headquar­
ters, but there was no sign of 
siege or catastrophe. . k
Outside the village, police 
blocked cars and ■ began 
searches—ice ‘ cream trucks, 
army vehicles and buses Were 
, closely scrutinized—but inside, 
the mood was more than calm.
SPOKE BAD GERMAN .
Luis Friedman, a Uruguayan 
team official whose delegation 
shared the same building - as the 
Israeli’s, recalled that the 
Arabs' “spoke pretty bad’ Ger­
man” as, they pointed sub-ma­
chine-guns at him and ordered 
him to return to his room.
Friedman then worried. about 
his team’s breakfast.
“The Arabs aaid we couldn’t 
even go into our / steward's 
room,” tie said. “My people 
had to go without fruit.”
At the Israeli housing.unit it­
self, the police had cordoned off 
the area, but there weie only a 
handful .of curious waiting to 
find out what would happen.
The Israeli team is a small 
one, with only one track and 
field participant, a 50-kilometre 
walker. There are also -Wim­
mers and sharpshooters and a 
woman .track coach for the 
walker.
Shaul Ladany, the ' walker, 
told a reporter that the Israeli 
participation was small be­
cause most of Isbael's ; young 
men were involved with the 
army. ..
fit’s not like the army in 
other.; places where sports are 
important,” . he said. “In our 
army, there’s not time for any­
thing but very serious bu’Si- 
■ness.”
ENDS TONIGHT — 7:30 p.m.
SITTING TARGET/CHANDLER
WARNING — Frequent scenes, violence. ■ '
—R. McDonald, B.C. Director (Mature)
PARAMOUNT Serving Kelowna — - Every Day at 






























Laurier Denis Boutin, 31, 
alias Joseph Colombo Jr., was 
arrested by Montreal police 
on five-year-old warrants charg­
ing, him with fraud and auto 
theft and ■ will appear in court 
today, police said Monday. Po­
lice said Boutin, accompanied 
by his fiance, a former Winni­
peg hospital clerk, was arrest­
ed on a warrant dating back to 
1968.
A man whose career spanned 
21 years in the newspaper field 
and whose abiding love of 
Saskatchewan and its wilder­
ness earned him the admira­
tion of his peers, died at the 
age of 49 in Regina. Harold 
Alvin Longman was provincial 
editor of the Leader-Post for 18 
years, a tenure during which 
he became an astute observer 
and chronicler of the Saskatche- 
.wan social and political scene.
ARCTIC RESEARCH
YELLOWKNIFE. N .W ,T. 
(CP) — The federal government 
Will spend more than $1 million 
for environmental research In 
the Arctic in 1972-73 as part of 
its water and land management 
responsibilities. Eight Canadian 
universities and two private 
consulting firms will carry out 
the research ranging' from 
studies of the effects of oil ex­
ploration in tundra regions to 
land uses Involving the removal 
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TOKYO (Reuter) — Premier 
Peter Lougheed of Alberta was 
recovering swiftly frpm back 
trouble in his Tokyo hotel to­
day. . '
The premier, who arrived in 
Tokyo last Saturday, heading a 
41-member economic mission 
from Alberta, cancelled his ac­
tivities Monday and today due 
to pains in his back.
J., Cowie, marketing co-or­
dinator of the International 
marketing branch of the de­
partment of industry and com­
merce, said the premier was 
recovering swiftly and hoped to 
rejoin mission activities 
Wednesday.,
Dr. H. M. Horner, Alberta's 
deputy premier and minister of 
agriculture, said the premier 
suffered a fall two weeks ago.
Lougheed's wife Jeanne said 
the trouble started just' before 
her husband left home for the 
trip and gradually worsened. 
He went to a Tokyo hospital 
Monday for n check.
New Boat Beats 
Harbor Oil Spills
SEATTLE (AP) - The U.S. 
Navy said Mondayit has devel­
oped a small boat to combat, oil 
slicks in ha'rbors.
The 13th naval district head­
quarters said the 25-foot, ‘ self- 
propelled boat can operate in 
one to two-foot waves at a 
speed up tp three knots and can 
lyarvest up. to' 2,200 gallons of 
oil an hour from an oil slick 
one millimetre thick.
The craft, built for the navy 
by the J. B. S. Scientific Cor­
poration' of Burlington, Mass., 
was- launched at the Puget 
Sound Naval Shipyard in Bre­
merton'Monday.
A /navy spokesman said that 
two articulated sweeps on the 
bow are capable of cutting a 13- 







and THE CANADIAN PACIFIC
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave, ' Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
Restricted WEDNESDAY ONLY
A VOUNO GIRL'S SEARGH*FOR SENSUALITY! .
...tolive,tobefree
wfth DANIELLE OUIMET* GUY GODIN ■ MICHEL PAJE
SCHpdt FOR SEX J 71
VOLVO
WARNING: Excessive nude and suggestive scenes
ENDS TONIGHT
BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APESSALES & SERVICE
Visit Kelowna's 
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Pre-Pac saves you money
while it cures your small parcel problems.
On singlo-piece, pre-paid shipments weighing 
• 50 lbs, or less, Pre-Pac will save you money,, 
50(£ on one shipment per pick-up.
Up to 50% on ten, or more, shipments per pick-up.
Because it eliminates the need for waynllls and 
simplifies procedures, Pre-Pac costs us less to operate 
and costs you less to use.
It gives you free pick-up and delivery botween 
business establishments.
Froo Insurance up to $50 per parcel.
The convenience of a credit account.
And records for follow-up purposes.
Naturally, thoro are some limitations, Call 
your CN Express Sales Representative. Ho 
has full details on rates, commodities f 
and where Pre-Pac applies. rtZ
See how you can cure your h'* 
small parcel problems while rfS / . 








City And District Schools





Indication Of Area Growth
Line Crews
SEEN and On The Job
HEARD




A MOMENTO FROM THE PAST
ENTRY DISPLAYED AT GYMKHANA
/- - --
NiCC has indicated it will be­
come increasingly active in 
B.C. and has agreed to help 
finance Mr. Arnold’s appoint­
ment.
Police in Kelowna are also 
warning motorists to be on the 
lookout for increased traffic 
around area schools. The RCMP
show nnd gymkhnnn held dur­
ing the weekend, Barrie Dew­
hurst of Kelowna, and her 
horse, Eanfasy, defended the
constitute about 30,500 of the
the show by being awarded 
the Pixie Aclaud tropliy. An­
other Kelowna rider, Jody
Okanagan Telephone Is cur- years.
rently engaged in an $80,000 The most significant figure is 
general program to upgrade encompassed in the school dis- 
facilitles in the Lakeshore Road trict payroll. A quarter-century
Brad Richards parades 
around KcJowna Riding Club 
mounds as lie displays Ids cn- 
ttv in the single light hor.-e 
class at the 24th annual horse
and was awarded the Captain 
Temple . .. memorial tiopliy, 
while She W. R. (’niii)ia bopliy 
went to Mi:. C, D. Onburnc of 
Vernon.
DEREK ARNOLD 
. . . increased business
conservation purposes. The
1
detachment here said today ex- In a quarter-century of oper- 
tra police patrols will be made ation, the school district is a 
around school areas this week, statistical testimonial to the
, . . Glos, look top honors in the 17-
title as top rider and horse at and-^nder junior aggregate
....
SCENE SUCJH AS THIS TODAY AT GLENMORE ELEMENTARY WAS TYPICAL OF ALL SCHOOLS IN THE AREA
Yacht Club Problem CITY PAGE Back To The Books
Set For Discussion
Kelowna city council was ex­
pected to decide tonight wheth­
er the Kelowna Yacht Club will 
have continuing occupancy of 
-its Water Street clubhouse or 
.if the club should seek another 
<.* site.
' Council set tonight as a dead­
line for the club to present its 
final- arguments in the 19- 
• month-old lease dispute with 
the city. Lawyers for the club 
had promised council that a 
complete resume outlining the 
club’s position „ will be in the 
hands of aidermen tonight.
At the last meeting of city 
council. Aug.- 21, aidermen 
. made it clear there would be 
no more delays in a decision in 
the case after tonight. The 
.Yacht Club has already-made 
-it known that it rejects totally 
the proposed city lease which 
would up. the rent by 2,000 per 
^f-jcentJW^
Until the previous lease ex­
pired in Febraury 1972 the 
Yacht Club had been paying 
the city $1 per year in rent and 
only minimal taxes. Under 
terms in a proposed lease 
drawn up by a committee of 
aidermen the club would be 
responsible for full taxes on 
the city owned property and 
pay rent amounting to $2,000 
a year.
Yacht Club: executive mem- 
■ bers contend the club’s 20-year 
relationship with the city was 
; underlined by a mutual agree­
ment which would see the club 
free frorii rent and city taxes. 
Present city council members 
have been consistent in reject­
ing any such suggestions as 
being valid. -
do - discount any city claim 
the added extras paid for
to 
by
the club during the 21 years it 
has operated from the site.
Kelowna mayor Hilbert Roth, 
who has played an important 
part in the continuing negotia­
tions will be present at tonight’s 
meeting.
The councU committee in 
eharge of the club lease was 
headed by aldermen Syd Hodge 
and Richard Stewart. Both of 
these aidermen have express­
ed determination m keeping 
the controversial subject in the 
open and away from the back­
rooms of council.
However it was : Aiderman 
Hodge who moved on Aug. 7 
to meet with Yacht Club eve- 
cutfve behind closed doors.
The meeting tonight marks 
the 19th month the Yacht Club 
have occupied the Water Street 
clubhouse without the lease. ■
The club at one point enlisted 
the support of several former 
counci‘ members who were part 
of, the city’s lease signing team 
in 1951. These former city re­
presentatives have backed up 
the club’s claim of staying on 
the Water Street property pro 
gratis. ■
The brief which will be pre­
sented to council tonight is ex­
pected to contain the legal 
backbone to the Yacht Club’s 
contention that it owns the 
building and Improvements. to 
the Water Street propery.
The ciy has been adament in 
its, opinion that the property, 
buildings ' and all ■ Improve-' 
merits are under the sole ow­
nership of the city.
Executive members of tiiS 
club have said in earlier state­
ments they do not dispute city 
ownership of the property but
Tuesday, September 5, 1972AUvsu jy Qvjvtviuuc* wj w \ nDHOKEI
Secretary-Manager Appointed
By Okanagan Parks Society
McIver Off
And Running
With a federal election slated 
for Oct. 30, Liberal Bruce How­
ard is set to defend his seat as 
MP for Okanagan-Boundary 
against an as yet unamed Con­
servative candidate • and New 
Demcratic Party hopeful Bryan 
McIver.
Although NDP supporters 
have barely had time to catch 
their breaths after last week’s 
Victory in the B.C. election, Mr. 
McIver has already climbed 
aboard the . campaign band­
wagon.
. He said today! winning last 
Wednesday’s provincial election 
* ‘opened the way for great gains 
by the. New Democrats in the 
federal election."
“The New Democrats are the 
only alternative, the only road 
for real change,” he. said, add­
ing that the otrier three major 
parties, “are all chips'off the 
old block.”
Derek Arnold, of Kelowna, 
has been appointed*the first sec­
retary-manager of the Okana­
gan Similkameen Parks Soc­
iety.
A spokesman for the group 
said success by the OSPS in its 
various projects and an in­
crease in correspondence made 
the hiring of a secreary-mana- 
ger necessary.
Mr. Arnold, a resident of Kel­
owna for ten years, starts work 
this month. He has worked with 
the B.C. Federation of Agricul­
ture,' is presently acting-chair­
man of the Kelowna branch of 
SPEC and is on the national 
executive council of the Angli­
can Church of Canada.
The Okanagan Similkameen 
Parks Society was first organ­
ized six years ago to protect the 
California Big Hom Sheep in 
the Vaseaux Lake area by ob­
taining winter range land and 
its most recent • achievement 
was having Okanagan Moun­
tain declared a provincial park.
The OSPS is the western af- 
fililate of .the Nature Conservan­
cy of Canada, a national organ­
ization set up to purchase land
I
Assessment Appeal Board 
Would Eliminate Waiting
DOLLAR LOWER
NEW YORK (CP) - Cana- 
dlan dollar down 1-61 at $1.01 
45-64 In terms of U.S. funds. 
Pound sterling down 1-32 at 
$2.44 57-64.
"In Manitoba," he claimed, 
"Tories and Liberals are dis­
cussing coalition to defeat die 
NDP—the same policy used in 
B.C. 20 years ago to keep the 
CCF out of office. Having noth­
ing of significance to offer them­
selves, the forces of reaction in 
Canada unite in an attempt to 
keep the NDP from acting."
At a meeting of the NDP 
campaign committee Sunday in 
Okanagan Mission, Monica 
Davis of Summer'and was nam­
ed campaign chairman, and 
Frank Snowsell, of Kelowna, 
second-place finisher against 
former Social Credit premier 
W> A. C. Bennett in last week’s 
provincial election, was named 
publicity chairman.
An assessment- appeal board 
may be in the offing for the in­
terior of the province sources 
close to the B.C. Assessors As­
sociation said Tuesday.
Present facilities for appeal 
on assessment have been des­
cribed as inadequate by Pen- 
tiction city assessor Sid Cor- 
nock. He said great delays in 
action under the present system 
have spurred a decision from 
the B.C. Assessors Association 
to press for a separate appeal 
board for the interior.
A proposal put before the 
Okanagan assessors was passed 
arid it will be placed before the 
provincial meeting to be held 
in Kamloops in September.
The proposal for a separate 
appeal board in the interior 
•has also been -sent to several 
government agencies including 
the department of finance head­
ed by the premier.
Assessors in the valley also 
hope to have trie proposal plac­
ed, before the annual convention 
of the Union of British Colum­
bia Municipalities which will 
run just after the September
meeting of assessors. •
Mr. Cornock said neither the 
municipality or the taxpayer is 
being adequately served by the 
present set-up which he said, 
“takes too long and is too de­
tailed.”
Leslie Hilton, long time cash­
ier for Canadian National 'Rail­
ways in. Kelowna, retires this 
week after 46 years of service 
with CN. Mr. Hiltori started 
with the'railway in 1927 in Kam­
loops and served in various 
capacities at Kamloops, Sask­
atoon, Prince Rupert and finally 
Kelowna. He was appointed 
cashier for CN here in 1951. 
While here he also acted as 
agent for CN when the regular 
agent was not available or on 
lolidays.
y
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Kelowna referee Blair Peters 
will present to the roach of 
the Russian National Team, 
the puck used in the game 
which was played heir In 19t>D 
I’ctwccn the ShicIs and the 
Vernon Canadians. Mr. Peters
was an official nt the game 
which sow the Soviets trounce 
the Okanagan Senior Hockey 
League club by .1 score of 10 
to 2. The prcM-hlation will be 
D’ii'lo in f’li-’-'in when Mi. 
Peters will accompany 2.700
other Canadians to watch the 
second half of the Cnnada- 
Riisun scries, He will leave 
fioni Edmonton Sept, 19 and 
li<»| e.-, to see Ilie Canadians 
l.,).c nt Ic.i-.! two o( the fotn 
games played there.
Reports from city hall indi­
cate an "unusual" number of 
applicants are being considered 
for the post of Kelowna Airport 
manager. The vacancy wps left 
by the resignation of former’ 
manager Eric Davison In July. 
The applicants and their quali­
fications will first be screened 
ay senior city hall officials with 
tire most likely prospects then 
turned over to the personnel 
commitice of council for fur­
ther consideration.
MEDICAL DIRECTOR TO CHECK
SALES OF APRICOT KERNELS
Dr. David Clarke of the South Okanagan Health Unit said 
today he was going to* check all local health food stores which 
sell the kernels of apricot pits as health food. <.
The subject of harmful effects from eating the pits of 
the fruit came to light after two Los Angeles people became 
sick when eating the pits purchased in a health food store.; 
California public health officials have posted a warning which 
indicates thatv health-food faddists could come. down with 
symptoms similiar to those caused by cyanide poisoning.
The kernel can be extracted and eaten when the pit is 
cracked open.
“We just don’t know hbw many: kernels will cause the 
symptoms of cyanide poisoning or death, but there is a pos­
sibility of cyanide poisoning from eating a large number of 
these things,” says Dr. Ben Werner of the state department 
of public health, in California.
Dr. Ralph Weilerstein the department’s public health 
medical officer, said: “We strongly urge the public .to recog­
nize that the apricot pits can cause nerve damage; intestinal 
upset and ringing in the ears.” •
Dr, Werner explained that “the same kind of poisoning 
can result from kernels of lots of different fruits—peaches, 
plums, even apple seeds.”
By BOB ,CAMPBELL I 
Courier Staff
From Oyama to Peachland, ■ 
a great collective moan cov- i 
ered the land today as almost : 
13,000 children in School Dis­
trict 23 (Central Okanagan) 
headed back to the books.
The • shrieks of anguish were 
offset by an equally stupendous 
wave of' relief from parents 
। freed from the bondage- of 
| “summer vacation” and up­
lifted by the heady prospect of 
another kind of holiday.
Parental joy is also engend­
ered by an end to school supply 
and clothes-buying maratrions 
which is inherently all part of 
the household ■ back-to-school 
**fun.”
But for students attending 43 
schools in city and district to­
day, the seemingly bleak pros­
pect of another term is hidden 
in unexpected personal wind­
falls. New friends, faces, tea­
chers and a whole new aca­
demic scene.
: . Arid, for many first-timers, 
today is the beginning of a new
600 new students to the district, 
a projected figure subject to 
the altering factor of circum­
stance, since some pupils may 
not return to respective schools 
for varying reasons.
1 Reflecting the growth of city 
and district, the school popula­
tion jumped from 8,039 in 1966 
to 12,489 last year, representing 
7,725 elementary and 4,764 sec­
ondary students. Largest over? 
all increase during the five-year 
comparison period was in 1970 
wlien student traffic rose to 
11,664 from 10,662 in 1969, a 
jump of 1,002.
A breakdown contained in a 
1971 report by district school 
superintendent, F. J. Orme, 
shows an elementary school In­
crease from 5,134 in .1966 to 
7,725 last year, or 2,591 more 
students. From a roster of 2,905 
in 1966, high scrool registration 
finished the 1971 term with 
4,764, or a rise of 1,859.
. The 1971-72 school year ter- 
minated with a teaching staff 
, of about 560 in1 seven secondary 
’ and 36 elementary schools ip the 
s district. In spite of an annual
A 34-year-old Kelowna man, 
Stanley Watson, was reported 
still unconscious in Kelowna 
General Hospital today after a 
motorcycle crash Sunday. on 
Glenmore Drive.
Police said the injured motor­
cyclist apparently slid on the 
pavement after the bike he was 
driving went out of control; Mr. 
Watson was taken to hospital 
riut was still unconscious this 
morning. v
A two-car accident Sunday on 
Highway 97 and Ross Road 
caused $400 damage to cars 
driven by Celia White of Kel­
owna and Isabelle Derbyshire 
of West Vancouver. No injuries 
were reported.
A single car accident, also on 
Sunday; 'caused $300 damage to 
a vehicle driven by Gary Lang 
of Kelowna. The driver was 
slightly injured but did not re­
quire hospital treatment.
A, two-car accident Monday 
caused an estimated^ $600 dam­
age to vehicles driven by Albert 
Callegari of Edmonton and 
Kathy Weddell of Kelowna. No 
Injuries were reported.
An accident on Highway 33 
near Rutland Monday caused 
an estimated $300 damage to 
vehicles driven by Walter Brat­
ton of Prince George and Terry 
Olenick of Rutland. Police said
life phase that v,’til continue
through high school and pos- teacher turnover of 90, the 
\ sibly college, and university. school board receives from j
. ... , . , The school population will l;800 to 2,000 applications every
no one was injured m the acci- a]S0 be augmented by about > term. * ;
dent.
stupendous expansion of the 
area it serves, From a modest 
budget of $402,766 25 years ago, 
operating costs are now a whop­
ping $11 million, with a total 
assessment of, $150 million as of 
last year. In 1953 assessment 
was $9 million, reflecting an in­
crease of $141 million in1 18
school disrlct’s total population 
of more than 50,000 people, with 
Kelowna contributing about 
19,500.
Toddy is . just the continuation 
of a long and impressive his­
tory of School District 23 . . . 
though you might get diverse 
opinions on the merits of edu­
cation from 13,000 schools of 
thought trudging back to tem­
ples of learning.
. For the past month, crews This year the payroll will be 
have been busy installing under- about $7.5 million.
ground cable at vdrious loca- Proportionately, with growth 
tions Including a main 1,200- and expansion of student popu- 
palr line out of the central of- nations, total holdings in build- 
flce, as well as 400, 200 and 50- Ings and equipment in the 
pair cables designed to accom- school district Is now more than 
modate new telephone service. $21 million,. \
The expansion program, ac- A report by board secretary- 
cording to a company spokes- treasurer, Fred Macklin, indl- 
man, will also benefit any cated the dirtrlct had exper- 
"feeder" area customers in the ienccd .“radical changes” ih its 
Lakeshore region, such as sub- population location from . the 
divisions. I time when Kelowna was accent-
The work Is expected to be cd as the population centre. To- 
completed by the end of this day, districts around the city
IN COURT
The crown entered a stay of 
proceedings in the case against 
Olive George of Westbank who 
was charged with possession of 
stolen property.
The trial of Emile Arcade 
Gauthier, the first Kelowna 
man to test the controversial 
breathalyzer law, since the 
July Supreme Court ruling, will 
continue in provincial court ou 
Sept. 7.
Ip July the Supreme Court 
ruled the breathalyzer law was 
not valid unless > the accused 
was given the opportunity to 
consult legal advice before the 
test was edministcred.
The medical director for the 
South Okanagan Health Unit, 
Dr. David Clarke, said today 
there were five' cases of rcporU 
ed "sleeping sickness" now un­
der observation at the Kelowna 
General Hospital. Tire disease, 
Dr. Clarke said, Is carried by 
mosquitoes and cannot be pas­
sed on from human to human. 
He said It was normally found 
In animals, particularly In hor­
ses, but this year humans have 
contacted the disease. Protec­
tive measures arc in the offing 
according to Dr. Clarke.
.. .Sunny
Sunny skies with a few cloudy 
periods , nre predicted by the 
weatherman for Wednesday; 
with high temperatures mound 
the 77-degree mark. Monday, 
the thermometer reached a 
high of 79 degrees in the city 
and dropped to 45 degrees over­
night, while out nt the airport,1 
the high-nnd low was 80 and 39 
degrees. Sunday, It wns 82 nnd 
47 degrees In the city nnd 82 
nnd 42 degrees nt the airport. 
Saturday's high and low In the 
city was 79 and 45 degrees, 
while nt the airjwrt It was 80 
'and 39 degrees, (hcimglit lows] 
tnd.iy should be between 45 and 
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British Columbia pharmaceutical 
representatives have come out with a 
statement that almost one-third - of 
Canadian pharmaceutical companies 
are producing drugs of such inferior 
quality that they should be recalled 
trim drug store shelves.
Peter Bell, executive co-ordinator 
of the B.C. Professional Pharmacists 
Society said, “It’s getting so that pre­
scription drug recalls ordered by-the 
federal government’s, health protec­
tion branch are as common an occur­
rence as the recalling of defective 
. automobiles.”
The society’s concern is backed up 
by the B.C. Pharmaceutical Associa­
tion, which together with the society, 
is concerned with alerting doctors and 
dispensing pharmacists about the dan­
gers of some drugs.
Mr. Bell also said "that there are 
about 300 pharmaceutical houses put­
ting out drugs throughout Canada. He 
said of these he estimated 200 are 
reputable outfits.
The task of protecting the public 
from taking medication that may not 
alleviate specific symptoms or condi­
tions has been further complicated by 
new provincial legislation which al­
lows the pharmacist to choose any 
brand of a particular drug if the pre­
scribing physician doesn’t indicate 
otherwise.
The only stipulation is that before 
a pharmacist-selects an alternate brand ' 
of drug, that drug must be of a lower 
price than the brand originally pre­
scribed.
Commenting on that point, Leroy 
Fevang, registrar of the Pharmaceuti- . 
cal Association; said that with all the 
recent publicity and emphasis on 
buying drugs by their generic names 
to save money, the customer insists 
on cheaper brand names which in fact 
may not do him any good at all.
He added that it doesn’t mean that 
all lower-priced drugs are inferior, but 
it does mean that a doctor’s or pharm­
acist’s advice should be listened to.
. A federal health department spokes­
man in answering the B.C. comments 
said the recall of drugs for inferior
quality is not a large problem in Can 
ada—and nowhere near comparison 
with recall of defective automobiles 
as Mr. Bell stated. .
“There’s no evidence to support the 
idea that one-third of Canadian 
pharmaceutical houses are not reput­
able,” said Dr. A. B. Morrison, as­
sistant deputy minister, health protec­
tion branch.
John Dyck, Kelowna pharmacist and. - 
newly-elected president of the Cana­
dian Pharmaceutical Association, had 
the following comments to make:
“If one-third of the companies in 
Canada are not reputable then that 
third produces considerably less than 
10 per cent of materials marketed in 
Canada.





CURRENT CROP OF YOUNG 
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"CAPITAL COMMENT
manufacturers witif higher reputations 
for quality and still pass on consider­
able savings to the public due to com­
petition between the major manu-. _
! nlcA “Thf* fprlprM rtenni-t. : n Government He also said, The federal depart-
Payroll Grows
Letters to the editor must 
be signed by and bear the . 
address of the writer. A pen 
name may be used. The 
Courier nr«y edit letters for 
brevity, clarity, legality or 
taste. Letters must not be 
more than SOO words. Reject- ■ 
ed letters will not be returned.
INSURANCE PLEA
Sir: - '
(This is a copy of a letter sent 
to premier-elect Dave Barrett 
by M. A. Abraniuk of Kelowna.)
Congratulations on. your re­
cent political victory in our 
great province.
I cannot say that I supported 
your campaign, but I do wish 
you well in leading the pepple 
; of British Columbia to an even 
better society. The; election be­
ing over, I feel that now- we 
must work together for a better 
- life. Because of this I would 
like to offer some constructive 
suggestions.
I am an insurance agent, 
dealing in life, fire and auto­
mobile insurance. Your govem- 
: ment will undoubtedly take over 
-the automobile insurance busi­
ness. With that I do not neces­
sarily disagree. I am in con- 
T' stant ' contact with the people 
that will now be your consum­
ers. I will outline to you a pro- 
/ posal that I, and many of my 
clients feel is worthy of serious
under the collision coverage, 
damage in an accident involv­
ing more than one vehicle, the 
right of recovery or subroga­
tion be granted to private car­
riers or individuals only when 
the third party is 100 per cent 
responsible. In effect, if one 
. contributes to the accident or 
did not make a reasonable ef­
fort to avoid it, he would lose 
his‘ deductible and his carrier
could also have a choice as to 
whom he dealt with, thus being 
able to seek the competent ad­
vice of an agent. -
• Many more insurance com­
panies would stay in business 
in British Columbia. This would 
prevent a mass exodus of 
-people and money from our pro­
vince such as occurred in Man­
itoba.
• Insurance agents, who are
the right to subrogate. - people, could stay in business 
I firmly believe there would .and continue to serve people’s 
be many advantages to the needs. This would apply not
above system. Some of these 
are:
O Government insurance and 
other agencies are better equip­
ped and could more economi­
cally handle the most urgent 
needs in an accident. This is of 
looking after and helping peo- 
. pie.
• e It would keep the cost of 
the government and . compul­
sory insurance to a minimum *■ 
yet offer maximum people pro­
tection.
• An individual would have 
the right to decide if he want­
ed to protect his own property 
or not, in accordance with the 
investment he has in it and the 
importance it has to him. He
only to auto insurance but to 
other lines, such as life, fire and 
business protection.
• I believe that it could be a 
model system that would be 
adopted by other provinces and 
British Columbia and your 
party would lead the way.
Mr. Barrett, I believe you are 
a reasonable and intelligent 
man, and I would be prepared 
to' discuss my proposals in . 
depth,with you. I do hope, for 
the sake of the people of this 
province, that you give this 
matter serious consideration, y
Sincerely A
, MICHAEL A. ABRANIUK \ 





ment of health and welfare is strength­
ening its department for assessing 
quality of drugs available in Canada.”
Mr. Dyck said he was firmly con­
vinced that in spite of government 
critics the supervisory row is strength­
ening from month to month.
“The Canadian department of 
health is probably in its own quiet 
• way, leading the rest of the world in 
drug quality assurance programs,” he 
said.
He also defined the job of the 
three groups. The B.C. Professional 
Pharmaceutical Society is a voluntary 
membership > organization of B.C. 
pharmacists.
The B.C. Pharmaceutical Associa­
tion is the licencing disciplinary body, 
whose primary object is public pro­
tection with respect to pharmaceutical 
services.
The Canadian Pharmaceutical As­
sociation is a federation of the regula­
tory associations of Canada that deals 
primarily in furthering interests in 
public services—-education and nego­
tiations with allied professions, gov­
ernment and industry.
By FARMER TISSINGTON 
.Ottawa Bureau 
of the Kelowna Courier
OTTAWA—Like Topsy, she
family budget goes for food
is
New Forecasting Plan
still growing. That’s a reference- 
to employment in the federal 
government as latest informa­
tion. from Statistics Canada 
shows that at the end- of 1971, 
employment in the federal gov­
ernment and in federal govern­
ment e nterp r i ses totalled 
401,471. ■ This is an increase of 
22,485 from the- 37,968 figure at 
the end of 1970.
With i n ere a s ed staff and 
higher wages in many categor­
ies,, the total payroll for the last 
quarter of 1971 was $851,348,000 
compared to $771,273,000 for the 
final three months of 1970.
> The payroll figures do not in­
clude overtime paid to employ-.
’ ees of federal departments and 
, departmental corporations. Dur­
ing the final three months of 
1971, overtime payments to­
talled , another $15,764,369. That 
brings the total federal payroll 
for the final quart er to 
$867,112,369.
Other interesting information . 
gleaned from the report in­
cludes the fact that the five de-
oartments which chalked up the 
highest amount of overtime in 
the final quarter were, in order:
while in France it is 28 per cent, 
the United Kingdom 24 per cent 
and Italy 37 per cent.
While prices farmers receive 
for their products have risen 
only 25 per cent, the prices of 
the things the farmers have to 
buy has gone up by 60 per cent 
in the past 20 years.
Latest speculation on the fu­
ture of Commons’ Speaker Lu­
cien Lamoureux is that he will 
not seek re-election but will be 
appointed to replace the retiring 
J. W. Pickersgill as president of 
the Canadian Transport' Com­
mission. < . i
It’s ah appointment ’ that 
would make sense because Mr. 
Lamoureux served for several 
years as executive assistant to 
former transport minister Lio­
nel C h e v r i e r before being
consideration. British Columbia 
is a different province than 
Saskatchewan or Manitoba and 
what may be good for them 
may not necessarily fit into a 
large urban, concentrated B.C.
■ society.
I have been thinking of this 
type of plan for five years. 
Certainly the details cannot be 
fully explained in one letter but 
what I-propose has some under­
laying principles.
The government is interested 
in people. The bodily injury, 
property damage, uninsured 
motorist and accident benefit 
coverages should be sold by 
government agencies and under­
written by a government com­
pany. Actuaries are capable of 
determining the actual rates 
necessary for this. These cov­
erages would be sold in two cat­
egories:
Primary—Coverage-would be 
afforded by the driver. He 
would purchase this with his 
driver’s licence and this policy 
wquld be the first to pay. This 
would result in efficient polic­
ing of rates as one would pay 
, more or less for his driver’s 
licence in accordance with his 
record. Coverage would be af-
Nelson Fell In Love 
With Canadian Girl
• elected to the Commons himself ■ forded regardless of what veh-
The Conference Board in Canada 
—an independent and non-profit bus­
iness research organization—is plainly 
gearing up for a plunge into the con­
troversial field of short-term economic 
forecasting. Its views will, hopefully, 
smoke out those of others and lead to 
—the kind of confrontations that make 
for better decision-making in govern­
ment and in business, says the Finan­
cial Post.
The board’s president, Dr. Arthur 
Smith, is fast packing his staff with 
economic heavyweights. He has en­
listed Charles Carter, who has been 
the chief statistician at Bell Canada, 
and Robert Rene de Cotret, a Cana­
dian who was senior staff economist 
at the Council of Economic Advisers 
in Washington and, more recently, the 
adviser on monetary affairs with the 
Department of Finance in Ottawa. 
Both men ioin the. board in October, 
as will Walter Duffet, who was Chief 
Statistician of Canada.
Smith argues with good reason that 
“Canada is really an underdeveloped 
country as far as applied research goes 
in short-term forecasting,” The Econ­
omic Council of Canada, when Smith , 
was its chairman, made a' strong plea 
for some new organization in Canada 
to move into short-term economic
issue a monthly pocket-size pamphlet 
including the main economic indica­
tors. And there will also be more of 
the board’s regular business outlook 
seminars held at points. across Canada.
Clearly, if the board moves effec­
tively into the short-term forecasting 
area, some feathers stand to be ruffled. 
Governments at all levels prefer to 
publish medium4erm and long-term 
forecasts. This is the safe thing to do 
because, in "effect, these exercises only 
sketch in broadly the general direction
post office, ministry of trans­
port, national defence, depart­








post office overtime although, 
the largest amount paid out in 
the three months was paid in 
November, almost $2 million. 
The trouble the Unemployment 
Insurance Commission had with 
late payments and a general 
foul-up in handling claims to­
ward the end of the year would 
add to that staff’s overtime
in 1962.
These figures ' represent a 
continuing trend that started 
several years ago and shows no 
sign of letting up. New Bruns- . 
wick’ is the only province that 
shows any substantial increase 
in birth- rate, with New­
foundland /registering a minor 
one. All other provinces 
recorded decreases. At one 
time Quebec led the country 
’•with a high birth rate-and large. 
- familes but its decrease of 10.8 
per’cent from 1971 and 12.5 per 
cent‘from the three year aver- 
arge is the largest. decline in 
any province.
BIRTHS DECLINE
The steady drop in the num­
ber of births, despite an even 
more dramatic increase in the 
number of marriages, has been 
attributed to the growing use of 
the pill, the influence of family 
; planning advice and the fright­
ening warnings about world 
over-population. It • is also an 
anomaly that birth rates histor-
forecasting. Now wearing his new hat, 
Smith appears well on the way to tak­
ing his own advice.
One of Duffct’s first responsibilities 
will be io examine the prospects for a 
quarterly business review aimed ;
view, and perhapsBy BOB BOWMAN
One of the world’s famous ro­
mances was between (Horatio 
Nelson and Lady Hamilton. 
However there was another ro­
mance in Nelson’s life that is 
little known. He very nearly* 
married a Canadian girl in 
Quebec in 1782 whence was the 
captain of the Royal Navy frig­
ate Albermarle.
- Nelson’s' ship had been de-, 
fending the Atlantic coast 
against privateers during the 
American revolutionary war but 
went to Quebec for a refit in 
September. It was a treat for 
the young sea captain to be in 
the romantic city during this 
colorful time of year when the 
maple leaves are changing to 
red and gold and he referred to 
“fair Canada” in letters home.
However, he did not divulge 
.that he had found additional 
beauty in Mary Simpson, 16- 
year-old daughter of the provost 
marshal of the garrison. It is 
possible that the romance, was 
“going strong” on Sept. 5. In 
any case, it continued during 
the month and Nelson was de­
termined to marry Mary.
Unfortunately, from Canada's 1
point of
Mary’s, Nelson’s fellow officers 
felt that marriage to a more or 
less penniless Canadian girl 
would be detrimental to his car­
eer in the navy and took steps 
to see that itdid not take place. 
Just how. this was done is not 
clear, but there is a story that 
the Albermarle was made ready 
for sea duty s o o ner than 
planned and that Nelson was 
forcibly carried on board.
Then the ship was transferred 
to duty in European waters and 
Nelson never got back to Can­
ada; or Mary Simpson, again.
OTHER SE P T E M BER 
EVENTS:
1534—C artier arrived 





1697—Iberville defeated three 
English ships in Hudson Bay.
1755—Acadians were told that 
they would be deported from 
Nova Scotia.
.1936—Beryl Markham, first 
woman to fly across Atlantic 
from east to west, landed at 
Louisburg, N.S.
1944—C o r n wall, Ont., was 
damaged by earthquake.
icle he may be operating but ; 
would give the government the 
right to subrogate if he operat­
ed a vehicle for which he is 
not licenced. It would result in 
a very equitable spreading Oi. 
the rate and would create in­
centive to maintain a good 
driving record and operate a 
vehicle in a proper fashion. 
There should be no limit • (e.g. 
$50,000) to the amount of dollar
. coverage and’would apply only 
while operating a vehicle licen­
ced in the province of British 
Columbia.
Secondary—Because in prac­
tice there are times when the 
driver cannot be determined, a 
secondary coverage as above, 
would be sold with licence plat­
es. This would protect the own­
er against law suit or payment 
should the vehicle be involved 
but operated by someone other 
than’ the registered owner. It 
would however, still provide a 
means of recovery to the injur, 
ed party, It would also cover 
use by drivers licenced in an­
other province but not those lic-
Wounded Ontario Labor Leader 
Found How Kickbacks Explained
TORONTO (CP)' — A dozen 
. years ago, Bruno Zanini dis­
covered that Italian construc­
tion laborers here did not 
' think much of the Queen.
‘That started him off 
union organizer.
Italian-born Zanini 




kickbacks from the unorga-
nizea workers, were 










only’ to get into another bitter 
jurisdictional fight with the 
powerful and wealthy United 
States-based international un­
ions.
In 1970 the Ontario Labor 
Relations Board ruled that 
.contracts signed by Zanini on 
behalf of his union were in­
valid.
Later that year, Dr. Morton 
Shulman, NDP legislature 
member for Toronto High 
Park, charged Zanini’s union 
was a phoney one with Mafia 
ties. The organizer denied 
this and challenged Dr. Shul­
man to repeat the charges
fire ambush in his apartment­
house garage Wednesday, 
embarked on a campaign of 
organizing the immigrant la-. _ 4 hours. But the high overtime i„O„ .
in which the economy is moving or payments in the other three are highest prosperity. ; enced’in British Columbia be-
could move. o less easy to expiain. ’ Our total population grows cause they would have primary .........
By contrast, short-term forecasts— ON THE UP AND UP slowly. It reached 21,830,000 at coverage. cent union history here. Zaninllaterbecamean or-
SUCh as those in Japan which look Consumers and consumers’ Since the,main interest of 5
- .a .r . ... ____________ —i,— 000 from ■ a year earlier. and\ vour nartv is neonle and not toa a voice that could Plasterers international un-
only 3,247,000 more than 10 things the first two would more sway the Italians like no one . ion’s catch-all Local 733, but
years ago, than adequately protect people S1?0- Soon he had organized a that group folded last fall
* • - ■ - -- labcrers’ tinier, that battled when the union’s Inter­
ior higher pay and better national executive cut off 
■” •- support.
Despite the downs in his 
roller-coaster career—which
ahead for 18 months—spark conflict organizations will continue to
about what corrective M0 should or to
cally decline during periods of
borers that made him the 
most turbulent figure in re­
outside the legislature, which 
, he did not.
i 1 j « i i •»i •« « • « lUUU Ill VilllUUUt MUV UltJLU Id . ' vwvk pvvp&v _ , . t .. rr , ... -
shouldnt be taken. Until now, this has । every indication that this cost is > While some may worry about on a compulsory basis. It would l or®,rs. U ton t t.
' going to continue upward in the increased immigration, .the mean that any person Injured "7',"’2. .
- ~ ................... point is that the Canadian econ- by or in a British Columbia safety standards In Metro ro­
omy, requires a steadily ex- auto or driver, could be well ronto’s mushrooming chaotic
been left largely to the mandarins of t- M______r__________ ____ -
the finance department and the Bank future. Even if wholesalers, re- 
of Canada, and their forecasts arc ^?1?.ers an<^ processors reduced
y*.’ . . .. .... , ; uieir cur, as many consumersquietly fed into the political mach- feei they should, the farmer is
tlieir cut, as many consumers panding market, both domestic looked after- and tills could be construction industry.
* ' •' and foreign. Wo make, great ef- integrated with other .govern' “
inery of policy making. Now the pub- far from satisfied with his share forts to sell more Canadian nient benefits, thus keeping 
lie can be as well-informed—if Smith, of'the total food pot. goods abroad hut the domestic costs to a-minimum and result-
Duffett and colleagues do the job ex- - ^1-10 c°W».hard facts are that toS Jn efficient service. It
pcctcd of them.
Smith objects to the idea that the 
board will automatically be in con­
flict with government. “That isn’t our 
intention. Wo simply want to make the 
facts and figures available in a way 
that intelligent people can understand 
and appreciate.”
In the ast 10 years, retail food for many of our products and 
prices rose In Canada by 27.4 particularly our manufactured 
per cent, while the general goods. If the birth rate contln- 
prlce index, of all goods Jumped ues on its present toboggan ride 
by 33.4 per cent. Wages have without a corresponding in­
risen much faster than food crease In immigration to take 
up the slack, the economy 
could find itself In-the doldrums
prlCes, with the result that Ca­
nadians spend less of their pay 
cheques on food than ever be-
fore, despite those $1.69 a pound
_ Built the board finds that inflation
is accelerating, and says so clearly, or food than any other country, 
that unemployment will reach seven States. Only 19 per cent of the 
at per cent next winter unless the econ- 
business executives who arc decision-omy gets new stimulus, then both bus- 
makers but do not have an academic incss and government will' have an-
background in economics. Also, start- other yardstick against which to mca-
ing in October, the Board plans to sure their own assessments;
in the next few years.
Perhaps it is time we started
Eventually he lost out in a
BYGONE DAYS
(From Courier Files}
10 YEARS AGO 
September 1902
Miss Audry lllady, a 1962 graduate of 
George Pringle High School, Westbank, 
won scholarships amounting to $1,211.00 
during last year's school term and plans 
now to attend U.B.C. The scholarships 
include Credit Union, $500; A. S. Mathe­
son schojarship of $230; government 
scholarship of $161, and a bursary and 
loan ns well as numerous awards within 
her school. •
20 YEARS AGO 
September 1952
At the Rutland Fire Protective Society 
meeting R. C. Lucas was authorized to 
recruit new members for the flrq bri­
gade and to hold a meeting of the bri­
gade to choose a fire chief to succeed 
Thos. S. Hughes, who had resigned since 
moving to Kelowna. E. Mugford will 
help the executive plan a membership 
drive.
39 YEARS AGO 
September 1912
Hu:,..- and Yon—Mrs. J. F. Hurnr of 
Vancouver, formerly of Kelowna, la a 
gwst at the Royal Anne. Mrs. J. Dow- 
»■ ;n ;. foimrrly of Kelowna, ha*, taken 
• a'* of the Willow Inn cottages while tor 
Ir.i'banrt is employer! on the Hnpe- 
Princctoq highway. Dr. Reba Willits, of
Vancouver, formerly of Kelowna, spent 
the last month here, a guest 
Willow Inn.
of the
40 YEARS AGO 
September 1932 
Interior athletes did well at the Jun- 
Homerlor Olympics ,at Vancouver, _____
Cochrane of Vernon won the 20 yards 
hurdle and was third in the 200 yard 
dash. N. F. Bowsher of Oyama took the 
12 pound hammer throw; Allan Poole 
of Kelowna finished third in the 100
yard dash. Art Reed of Kelowna 
fifth In the 880 yard run.
was
50 YEARS AGO 
September 1922
Wcsibnnk Notes—The Scout picnic 
was well attended, about 100 persons be­
ing present. Mr. Gore presented Scout 
F. Jones with the Silver Cross for gal­
lantry In saving a boy from drowning. 
Scoutmaster Ewer presented several 
Scouts with Second Class badges.
60 YEARS AGO 
September 1912
A large number of Kelowninns imxe 
taken advantage of the low rates to 
Calgary and are attending the big Stnm- 
pole tn that city. The exodus fiom the 
town and district was most inatked on 
Saturday aKti on Sunday morning.
is
would provide in the area it is 




Coverages—This is protection 
on things. These I feel can best 
be handled by private carriers.
They could offer a wide variety 
of coverages to persons who
to .look at immigrants, not as , wish to protect their own veh- 
competltors for jobs, but rather jcies against loss or damage by 
as valued new consumers of themselves or persons whom 
Canadian goods and services. they authorize to operate tlfbm.
B.C.'s NDP Election Upset Seen 
As Causing Little Effect In Ottawa
Bcssment ns "crap,” saying the 
win would give federnl New 
Democrats a psychological lift 
nnd probably strengthen spport 
for the party.
OTTAWA (CP) - Political 
observers here regard the New 
Democrat upset victory in the 
British Columbia provincial
election held last week mainly 
nil a protest ngalnst the 20-ycar 
Social Credit government.
It Is expected to have Utile 
effect on the federal Litoral 
government's political plans.
The decisive win by provin­
cial NDP leader Dave Barrett 
and bis party surprised spokes­
men for both the federal New 
Democratic Party nnd the Con­
servatives. Liberal party offi­
cials were not available as the 
results became clear.
New Democrat Lender i)avld 
Lewis said he had not “dared 
expect so decisive nn upscl,” 
w h IT e Conservative House 
Ixndcr Gerald Baldwin snld his 
party expected “something like 
tills,' but not as much.”
Mr. Baldwin said he thought 
the provincial win might make 
voters cautious when they cast 
their ballots federally.
"The nnli-sociali.’>t togey ix 
going to bite a lot of people. 
Many will b<- castin:: their lot 
with us." ,
A jpotosman for Mr, I.ewh 
dismissed Mr. Baldwin’* as-
’ggwpsaggj’ T
Coverages such ns emergency 
rond service, comprehensive 
nnd specified perils would be 
. left intact. I do propose that
Mr. Lewis snld he had no 
doubts that the party "will foci 
this upswing In the federal elec­
tion,’’
"The results confirm what wo 
had sensed for the last few 
weeks, that there is a real up­
swing for support of the New 
Democratic Party.”
Before the provincial election 
there was no general feeling by 
federal Liberals that the party 
would fare much better than It 
did In Wednesday’s provincial 
vote.
The party, generally consid­
ered fairly weak provincially, 
was led by former MP David 
Anderson, who started the cam­
paign late. He himself wns 
elected along with four other 
Litorals to maintain the num­
ber of seats the party held be­
fore the election.
The fact that Mr. Anderson 
BurWMfully held what the 
party already had In the prov­
ince is regarded here not un-
. settling to the federal party.
w*
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Scpt. 5, 1972 . . .
The Soviet cipher clerk 
Igor Gouzenko defected
from the Soviet embassy in 
Ottawa 27 years ago today 
—in 1945—taking documents 
which he handed over to the 
Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police exposing a network 
of Soviet espionage in Can­
ada. The documents he car­
ried out of the embassy re­
sulted in some 20 espionage 
trials nnd nine convictions, 
Since his revelations, Gou­
zenko has been living In 
' Canada under an assumed 
name with RCMP protec­
tion. ,
1914—An earthquake 
caused heavy damage In the 
Cornwall, Ont., area. .
1941 -G c r m a n artillery 
shelled the Russian city of 
Leningrad for the first time 
in the Second World War.
1936 -Beryl Markham ar­
rived in Louisburg, N.S., 
compleimg the first cast- 
west Atlantic solo Bight 
n o n -s I o p from Abington, 
England. .
I9IS—Czar Nichola, H as­
sumed peisonnl command 
of Ilie Ktuslan army.
16.18- toil Is XIV of Franca 
wus torn.
jurisdictional dispute and had 
to turn over his Italian work­
ers to the Laborers’ Inter­
national Union. Then he or­
ganized a Canadian union for
included a 16-month prison 
term in the mid-1960s for pos­
session of burglar’s tools—the 
51-year-old Zanini remains an 
idol to the Italian workers he 
originally organized. •
Auto Operating Costs In Canada
May Be Higher Than Those In U.S.
OTTAWA (CP) — Automobile car—a standard-sized vehicle- 
operating expenses are prob- cost $1,125 annually to operate 
ably higher, In Canada than in " **" * “
the United States, suggest re­
cent surveys.
The surveys, carried out by a 
U.S. firm for the Canadian and 
American automobile associ­
ations, compare operating costs 
of n 1071 Chevrolet Impala in 
the U.S. with a 1972 Chcvcllc In 
Canada.,
compared to $1,110 for the Ca­
nadian automobile—n compact 
car. A greater difference would
be expected because of the dif­
ference In size of the two cars.
Fire nnd theft nnd property 
damage nnd liability Insurnhce 
cost the U.S. driver considcrn-
bly more than his Canadlnr' 
counterpart. But the CanadIU 
They show, that the variable driver pays more for Hcem 
costs such ns gasoline nnd and registration and deprecla*-
maintenance are lower for the tlon.
Impnla than for the Chcvelle, a Runzhelmer selected Insur- 
’ ' nnce nnd depreciation n» fixedamnller car. Fixed costs such 
ns insurance and depreciation 
wore only slightly higher for
th" Impnla.
The surveys (by Runzhplmer 
and Co. of Rochester, WIs., nue 
national average cost figures 
which can to misleading. Thore 
are great variations In the ex­
penses of Individual motorists.
The U.S. survey was con­
ducted in May, 1971, while the 
study In Canada was In May 
this year.
The studies break expenses 
down Into variable cosls-gaso- 
llne,, oil, maintenance, tires— 
nnd fixed costs—fire, theft, col­
lision, properly damage and 
liability Insurance, nnd licence 
mid registration nnd deprecia­
tion.
Under variable eosin, the con­
clusion Is that the U.S. driver 
pays an average of about 4.25 
rents per mile to operate his 
Impala compared to expenses 
of 4.75 cents for the Canadian 
driver. The biggest difference 
. in this category Is in the cost at 
gas nnd oil—iitout .31 cents 
higher in Canada.
Under fixed costs, Roarhel- 
mer4 reported that Iha U.S.
costs though they vary greatly 
between different drivers. The 
company chose these Items as 
fixed costs because they do not 
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Stock Market Cranks Up A Bit 
To Raise Dow Jones 15 Points
NEW YORK (AP) — The 
' stock market started last week 
with two days of declines, then ‘ 
cranked up an advance that . 
sent the Dow Jonesi average of 
30 industrial stocks up'about 15 
<»ints in three sessions.
The turning point came late 
Tuesday afternoon, just -after 
Democratic presidential candir 
date George McGovern gave a 
•major Wall Street address 
spelling out his latest proposals 
* for economic reform. -Whether 
, the speech spurred, the turn­
about was a matter of dispute. 
Most brokers said it was just a 
coincidence.
At the same time, there was 
a' general feeling, as one 
analyst put it, that McGovern 
now was “less of an ogre” in 
. Wall Street’s eyes than he pre­
viously had been. ' '
“At least he didn’t propose 
' anything new of a radical na- 
, tare,” said Eldon Grimm of 
Walston and .Co.
During the week, the Dow 
Jones industrial average rose 
0.69 points to 970.05. The New 
ork Stock Exchange Index of 
some 1,400 common stocks was 
up .41 to 61.34.
The pricfe-change index of the 
American Stock Exchange 
dipped .04 to 26.67. Standard 
and Poor’s Index of 500 com­
mon stocks was up .84 to 111.51. 
ADVANCES LEAD
Advances outnumbered de­
clines 893 to 840 among 1,926 to­
tal issues traded on the NYSE.
In one respect, the, market 
was in keeping with the tradi­
tion of late August doldrums. 
' Volume was light all week, to- 
tailing 59.45 million shares oi 
the NYSE compared with last 
week’s 83.64 million.
“We had pre-boliday volume 
jut not pre-holiday price ac­
tion,” said Robert Stovall of 
Reynolds Securities. "This de­
velopment was very encour­
aging, particularly since it 
came In the face of increases in 
the prime rate at the major 
banks.”
The higher prime rates were 
the main factor cited by 
analysts for the 4.66-point drop 
in the Dow the first two days of 
the week. ",
When Chase Manhattan had 
raised its rate to 5% per cent 
on Aug. 24, the Dow had plum­
meted nearly 12 points. As 
other major banks followed 
suit, there was a depressing ef­
fect on the market, analysts 
said.
The week’s most active 
NYSE stock was , Curtiss- 
Wright, up six to $54 after Gen­
eral Motors’ announcement it 
may use the Wankel rotary en­
gine in some cars within two 
years. Curtiss-Wright owns 
North American rights to the 
Wankel.
Occidental Petroleum, - the 
second-most-active stock, rose 
1% to $14%/ Analysts said in­
vestors were attracted by the 
company’s oil and metals ven­
tures in the Soviet Union, and 
by news that Occident:! is sell­
ing 22 million barrels in Libyan 
oil to a Japanese firm.
At the American Exchange, 
the week’s five- most active 
stocks were:
Champion Home Builders, 
down % to $16%; National Gen- 
eral new warrants, down % to 
■ $7%; Syntex, down nine to $82; 
: American Israeli Paper,i up 2% 
: to $16%; and National General
warrants, up % to SlTYg.
Britain Appeals To 50 Nations 
To House Ugandan Asians
LONDON (AP) - Britain has 
. appealed to more than 50 coun­
tries, includnig the United 
States and'India, to help find 
homes for the 50,000 Asians 
being expelled from Uganda, 
government officials said Mon­
day.
Several countries were re­
ported to have made firm of­
fers to help, but most of those 
replying have said only that 
they are ready to help in prin­
ciple, the officials reported.
Messages went to the United 
States, the Latin-American 
countries, Commonwealth coun­
tries, the member nations of 
the European Common Market, 
India, Pakistan and Bangla­
desh.
Foreign Minister Swaran 
Singh of India said in New 
Delhi that India might accept 
some of the Asians individually, 
but he ruled out any mass in-
take of the largely penniless 
refugees.
Canada already has said it 
will take some of the Asians; 
who hold British passports.
Britain recognizes that not all 
the countries it approached will 
be able to settle Asians. But the 
officials stressed that London is 
anxious to muster as much in­
fluence as it can to try to per­
suade President Idi Amin of 
Uganda not to go through with 
the expulsion.
The officials estimated the 
number of Ugandan Asians who 
will finally settle in Britain 
could be as low as 20,000. They 
stressed that many Asians ex­





TORONTO (CP) — Twelve 
pickets, some of whom had 
been handing out pamphlets 
and carrying placards, were ar­
rested Monday when a small 
group tried to force its way into 
Maple Leaf Gardens where the 
second game of the Canada- 
Russia hockey series was being 
played.
Seven policemen were injured 
and taken to hospital. Hospital 
spokesmen said the policemen 
suffered cuts and bruises.
The group, about 50 strong, 
moved toward the Gardens 
doors minutes before the game 
was to begin. Police wrestled 
them to the ground and lined 
peaceful demonstrator^ against 
the Gardens wall.
Those arrested were charged 
with such offences as resisting 
arrest an(l assaulting police.
Earlier, another groun, mem­
bers of tiie Betar Brit Trumpcl- 
dor youth group, chanted out­
side the Gardens, demanding 
.the release of Jews who want 
to leave Russia.
“We don’t want .this con­
strued as something agaipst 
their hockey team,” said Harry 
Stclman, ’’but there is no Rus­
sian consulate or office here 
and they arc nn official delega­
tion of their country.”




Plans have been announced 
to rebuild a building destroyed 
Aug. 24 on Highway 97 near 
Reid’s Corner.
Occupied by DeVerne’s Distri­
butors and R and S Auction 
Sales, -the building was owned 
by Carlyle Dry wall Ltd. The 
owners said the site has been 
cleared of rubble, and the build­
ing will be rebuilt. Finished in 
April, the building was worth 
about $50,000.
DeVerne’s is temporarily at 
1030 B, Houghton Rd. R and S 
expects to be in temporary 
quarters soon. No damage esti­
mates were available from 





with Every Gas Purchase 
CIGS. MJ
Pkg. of 20 ---------
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE
1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2822
NOTICE TO PENSIONERS
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Shop tonight ’til 9.30.
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GANNON 
HAS TOMORROW’S TOWELS TODAY
A Cannon’s "Crystal Palace” range for a 
touch of luxury. Thick and rich. Captivat­
ing colours set your bathroom a-glow. 
Now it’s the most inviting room in your 
home. Frosty snowflake, design in rain­
bow colours. Purple, orange, gold, blue* 
pink, green.
Bath 4.50 Hand 2.98 
Washcloth 1.29
B Cannon’s "Ovation" towels ... made to & 
enjoy. Cotton terry pampers your skin.
. And the pucker-free woven border is a 
neat finish. Colours rich in the feeling for 
life. Ideal to match or contrast your 
"Crystal Palace" selection. Purple, gold, 
green, camelia, orange.
Bath 3.98 Hand £69 
Washcloth 1.19
c Cannon’s "Seven Seas'' transforms your 
■ bathroom into a tropical paradise. All 
cotton Jacquard with soft fringe. Brilliant, 
natural colours just longing to wrap them­
selves round you. Fire red, cinnamon, 
blue.
Bath 6.98 Hand 3.98
Washcloth 1.50
Staples, Kelowna only.
Use your Bay Account. Enjoy those new 
things now!
Phone orders by calling 762-5322 •
Open 9.30 - 6 p.m. daily, 
9.30 - 9 p.m. Thursday and Friday.
B
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For cider citizen associations of B,C.
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A clinic will be held in Kelowna on Thursday, Sept. 7 
to test hearing, check existing hearing aids, make car 
molds, etc. The tests arc performed and results ex­
plained, without cost or obligation.
Should the individual require a hearing aid, quality, 
bchind-ihc-car hearing aids manufactured in British 
Columbia arc available for
MON? 11HN EVER






Okanagan Lake Is Background
For Lovely Garden Wedding
X?. *
Richard Walker, and the Couves 
went on to Edinburgh. .
A highlight for Mrs. Davis 
was visiting the place of her 




IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN
Kelowna ladies will once
again welcome the opportun­
ity of seeing a collection of 
fall and winter styles to be 
shown at'the Kelowna Golf 
and Country Club when the 
Kelowna Dental Assistants
fashlons are left to right, Mrs. 
Loralee Laing wearing a 
washable after-five gown in 
multi color acetate blend with 
the new popular bareback 
look. Sandy Curtis in the cen­
tre wears a two piece sports
Association hold their fourth' outfit, with pants in polyester 
annual golf and fashion show - and washable blue and orange 
on Sept. 19 at 8 p.m. Modelling plaid pants with the cuffed 
some of the fall and winter .
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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Among the many Kelowna . 
students off to continue their 
studies is Mary Sullivan, daugh­
ter of Mr. and Mrs. William Sul- I 
livan who will study ballet at i 
the Ryerson College at Toronto.
Summer holidayers back in 
town are Mr. and Mrs. Grant 
Davis and Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Couves, all. of Kelowna. The 
foursome travelled across the 
Atlantic for a wonderful trip of 
sightseeing and visiting. They 
spent four days at London upon 
arrival, then over to Belgium, 
the Netherlands; Germany, Lux- 
enbourg and Paris, France. 
Back in London they did some 
more touring taking in all the 
famous .historic sites and tra­
ditions. Travelling in a rented 
automobile the foursome took 
• a leisurely tour through Eng­
land' and Wales and. on up to 
Glasgow where Mr. and Mrs. 
Davis visited her brother and 
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
hems. The navy, blazer in for- 
trel is neatly fitted with three 
brass buttons. On the right is 
Mrs. Rita Neufeld wearing a 
wool blend plaid coat in 
shades of rose and black with 
six buttons. This smartly belt­
ed fall coat has slit pockets 
and a grey fox collar.
(Courier photo)
Interior Provincial Exhibition 
Opens Thursday At Armstrong
VERNON—The 73rd annual 
thtcrior Provincial Exhibition 
will be held at Armstrong Sept. 
7 to 9.
The IPE is commonly called 
the "Armstrong Fair,” a 
designation carried on from 
earlier days.
The IPE is well supported by 
exhibitors from the district, but 
the majority of some 800 in­
dividuals who exhibit, come 
from other Okanagan Valley 
and interior points.
Association' - members and 
directors also reside in many 
interior districts., The. 20 
presidents (since 1930 when the 
organization became a provin­
cial society rather than a lodal 
one) lived in Penticton, Sum­
merland, Kelowna, Vernon and 
Armstrong. The current presi­
dent is Bernard Pow of Vernon
'■area.- ..■ ■ ' - - ■
An agricultural exhibition, or 
fair, exists as a continuation of 
an event dating back to Old 
Testament time. It is and was 
the meeting place for the people 
of the area; a place where they 
gathered to sell, trade, obtain 
necessities for the continuation
. ANN LANDERS
New Horizons For Retired
Still A Few Cloudy Guidelines
where she also met relatives 
she had never seen before. The 
Davis who spent an extra 
week in the old country stopped 
off at Calgary and Edmonton 
enroute home, to visit their 50ns 
arid report that in all their tra­
vels, Kelowna, looked better 
than ever.
Interest n the New Horizon 
program for retired citizens re­
cently announced by ths Depart­
ment of National Health .and 
Welfare is beginning to quick­
en.
Although further information 
on the program which is to be 
administered in close liaison 
with provincial and municipal 
officials as well as retired 
citizens' organizations, has been 
received by provincial counsel­
lor, Mrs. Phylis Trenwith, 
there appears to be some ques­
tions unanswered. '
The release received by Mrs. 
Trenwith. states? that the fed­
eral government will provide 
funds to groups of retired Cana­
dians to carry out projects 
which reflect their design and 
desires. The conditions which
. । projects must meet in order to
A recent visitor from Moose I be considered are set out, as 
Jaw, Sask., was Mrs. Simone f0n0ws': • 
Stewart who visited with old k objectives of the pro­
friends, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. | ject should fall within the over­
Sweeney of Okanagan Mission. aQ objectives of the New Hori-
Back from a wonderful week “ns Program, which are: to 
at Couer d’Alene, Wash, are stimulate and support the crea- 
Mrs. W. J. Sullivan and young ltive participation of retired 
sons, Bill, Larry and daughter Canadians in the mainstream of 
Lori’who’enjoyed a 'visit with Canadian life.
ganize and carry' out a Hori­
zons project. The group should 
zave a membership of at least 
10 persons, the majority of 
whom will be required to be 
permanently retired from the 
labor force.
3. The duration of the initial 
project should, not exceed 18 
months.
4. The project proposal should 
indicate that existing: activities 
in the communty whch serve 
similar purposes have been 
taken into account in the de­
velopment of the project plan.
5. The funds which are re­
quested for, particular aspects 
of a project should be appropri­
ate inrelation to the proposed 
purpose of the expenditure.
6. The project group will 
naturally be required to main­
tain a record of revenue and 
will be subject to the usual 
financial audit.
7. Project groups will be re­
quired to participate in the pro­
ject assignment and' evalua-
Mrs. Sullivan’s father and the —to enable retired Canadians 
children’s grandfather, J. H. to patticipate in activities which 
Singleton of Phoenix, Arizona. | will utilize their experience
both for their own betterment 
and that of Canadian Society 
’ as a whole.
—to enable retired Cana­
dians to define and develop
On September 2nd,- at 4:30 
p.m., Rose Viola Tallis of Bur­
naby. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
T. -W. Barrat, Dundee, Cape 
Breton Island, and Don Allen 
Melsted,. son of Mrs. L. E.
roses. The bidesmaid’s flowers
were similar. Suitable ’music 
added to the impressive occa­
sion.
Weather permitted a sump­
tuous buffet > dinner served on
the- lawn. The toast to the )>ride
veloped by a department oi 
agency of a government, fed­
eral, provincial or municipal.
2. A project which is or U, 
intended to be a profit-making: 
enterprise for the individual­
participants. : [
3. Wages for individual pax* 
ticipants.
4. Capital construction.
Mrs. Trenwith is seeking fur* 
ther information such as ex- i 
amples of specific projects I 
which meet with approval, that ! 
could be used as a guideline for j 
discussion of projects by senior ! 
groups.
tion.
Funds will not be provided 
through the New Horizons pro­
gram for any of the following:
1. A project, which is de-
their interests in consultation 
with others who are retired 
from the labor force.
—to generally contribute to 
the betterment of the physical 
and psychological well-being of 
older Canadians.
, 2. Responsibility and control
J of a project must rest with aCantell, were united in mar- pri"T by the Bev. John David- proposed b^J. MUton Pad-1 „Mch is ,„rmed fo 0I. 
The . ceremony was solemniz- grams bringing good wishes.
ed outdoors at the home of Mr. Guests included Sherri Tallis, pn/'isz-fOKHOKli' 
and .Mrs. L. E. Cantell. TheJ daughter of the bride from Bur- LI IUCIUazI IIUI11 
couple were supported by • Mr. naby as well as a few close I
and Mrs. J. M; Padgett, bro- friends from the coast and re- Annfii inCPO 
ther-in-law and-.sister of the latives from Kamloops as well OI IIIUUI Ivvll
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD.
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the . . .
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner 
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
son.
e  outdoors at t e o e of r.
couple ere supported by r.
and Improvement of their way. tremendous impact upon the 
of life in the coming year, and visitor. It would, be difficult 
to enjoy briefly the company of to find another area as compact 
friends and relations who came as B.C.’s south central interior
from outlying points. '
The basis of today's agricul­
tural fair is still very much the 
same; it is the meeting place 
for people who offer goods and 
services, for the people who 
wish to find out who may have 
provided a better product or 
improved an .established pro­
duct.
It is the place to find out if 
your standards compare with' 
those of others, the place to 
gather new ideas which could 
be used to improve your work 
or pleasure.
The comprehensive Agricul­
tural Fair is “a reflection of the 
way of life and potential for 
living. in its area,” thus the 
changes brought by time in­
fluence the scope of exhibits, 
both competitive and commer­
cial.
‘ As leisure time and recrea­
tional opportunity expands, the 
exhibits in the fair reflect the 
activities rind Interests of the 
majority of the area’s resi­
dents, a factor which has a
Mother Of Six Shares 
Secret Of Success
ALOHA LADIES
Now open in r 
Shops Capri, // 









31 Shops Capri 
763-5516
OPEN 6 
DAYS A WEEK 
7:30 ’ffl 5:30
I55°
Dear Ann Landers: A young 
neighbor of mine has six chil­
dren under 12 years of age. I 
have always admired this young 
woman for the way in which 
she handles her growing fam. 
ily. .The children get along 
beautifully, They are co-oper­
ative and mannerly. Yesterday, 
I learned her secret.
She told me she makes it a 
point to spend at least 10 min­
utes each day engaged in a per- 
, sonal conversation with each 
child. This makes them fee) 
"visible". It adds to their self­
esteem and reduces the sibling 
rivalry that riiost children grow 
up with. A child doesn't resent 
a brother or sister who gets pa­
rental attention if he gets his 
share. \
Will you please find room In 
your column for this little nug­
get, Ann?—Lady Across The 
Road
Dear Lady: Here's the nug­
get mid my thanks for allowing 
tt:c to pul it in a showcase for 
other mothers to see. If every 
mother who reads your letter 
will make a special effort to 
act on your suggestion today, 
I'll bet they'll be astonished nt 
the results.
had dinner in .one another’s 
homes and in restaurants.
The problem is her table 
manners, They are atrocious.
which can offer as wide a range 
of opportunity for living a good 
life, with the accessible variety 
available.
The interior’s largest exhibi­
tion will: give visitors the oppor- 
tunty to see the full range of 
the. best livestock, field pro­
ducts, hememaking skills pro­
duced in the past year.
They will see. the latest in the 
tools of the trades, : whether 
these be for making a living or 
for enjoying skills and opportun­
ities which abound throughout 
the area.
There is the opportunity to 
enjoy the atmosphere of the 
fair, not duplicated in any other 
annual event, the blending of 
sights and sounds that create 
excitement, interest and pleas­
ure as no other event can do, 
and which also adds to the 
mysterious nature of the fair's 
attractiveness. . . ■
j Mankind has depended upon 
the land, it is in the nature of 
our being to want to retain 
some connections, thus the 
apartment dweller in the large 
city nurtures and protects a 
potted plant as the only prac- 
-tlcal connections with, the real­
ity of his origins.
Parents teach children nursery 
rhymes with animal characters, 
yet it is possible only at an 
agricultural fair for the major­
ity of people to come in con­
tact with a variety of the ant-
groom. They stood under an 
archway beautifully: decorated 
with flowers, the pine trees and 
blue waters of the Okanagan1 
Lake as the background. I
The bride and her bridesmaid 
were each attired , in full length 
blue dresses with matching 
hats. The bride escorted to the 
altar by L. E. Cantell, carried 
a; cascading bouquet of small 
white daisies and; sweetheart
as Kelowna. Mr. and Mrs. R. l. ‘Dick’
The bride and groom will sharp of Kelowna, announce the 
spend a part of their honey- engagement of the daughter, 
imoon in the Kootenays and then LeSiie Marie to Neville Mac- 
। return to Cedar Creek before Pherson, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
[going to reside in Burnaby, B.C. MacPherson of Brisbane, Aus- 
' / traUa. The marriage will take
HAS NO LEGS place on Dec. 9 at Kelowna. The 
The glass snake is not a snake couple will make their home in 
but a legless lizard. [Australia.
BMW - RENAULT 
Test Drive Them at 
PARTHENON MOTORS 
(KELOWNA) LTD. g®
735 Baillie Ave. !|
763-7832 ’ fe
This otherwise genteel woman 
uses her thumb as a pusher, 
eats stewed chicken with her 
hands, drips gravy all over the 
tablecloth, and frequently uses 
her forefinger to dislodge food 
from her dentures. At this point 
I become nauseated. The last 
time we dined out I simply did 
not look at her.
I enjoy this woman's com­
pany but I cannot stand her 
table manners.
Should I drop her or tell her 
how 1 feel? Or is there a 
chance that I am excessively 
critical and, intolerant?—New 
Orleans
mals that contribute to Cana­
dian life.
Many people have had little or 
no contact with farm animals, 
yet nearly all can enjoy seeing 
them at an exhibition, par­
ticularly since at that time they 
are lookng at the best and In 
settings that contribute to their 
appeal to the eye. .
Elsewhere in the fair, spec­
tators can admire the finest, 
in fruit, vegetables and flowers; 
the handicrafts , of the house­
wife, hobbyist, and melding of 
Cultures with distinctive baking 
and sewing exhibits.
Dear N.O.: Tell her. If she 
resents it and discontinues the 
friendship! you have lost noth­
ing. If you don't tell er, you 
will soon become so annoyed by 
her grossness that you will 
eventually attack her on some 
other grounds and the friend­
ship will be over.
Bear Ann Landers: I’m prob­
ably old enough to be your 
mother but 1 am coming to you 
for advice because you seem to 
have good judgment.
I am n widow who recently 
met another nice woman with­
out a husband. We have gone to 
the movies together, and have
FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
ANTIGONISH, N.S. (CPI — A 
community committee on 
human rights, set up this year 
following disturbances between 
black and white residents of this 
town, has added Indian citizens 
to its ranks. Representatives of 
churches, business and govern­
ment have been working to help 
blacks and Indians .surmount 













A ABS Plastic Pipe and Fittings.
“Everything hit (he do-it-Youiself Hundvnrin” ,





Judi Taylor, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Taylor 
of Kelowna, graduated from | 
the College of New Caledonia, i 
Prince George as a certified 
dental assistant, Judi who 
took most of her schooling in 
Kelowna will return to Prince 
George where she has accept­
ed a position, after a holiday 




, Gweneth Lloyd, 
Betty Farrally and 
Qualified Staff.
Ballet, Jazz, Highland and 
Adult Slim and Trim.







The Regional District of Central Okanagan invites 
submissions by property owners or their agents to sell 
or lease a site or sites to the Regional District for a 
sanitary landfill.
The site selected would be used for the disposal of 
garbage wastes of all kinds including domestic and 
industrial- The sii$ would also be used for the disposal 
of septic tank effluent.
The Sanitary Landfill operation will be maintained in 
accordance with the standards established by the 
British Columbia Pollution Control Board and will be 
a continuous operation until the site is fully utilized. 
Submissions will be received by the undersigned up 
to 5:00 p.m. September 15, 1972.
A. T. Harrison
Administrator
Regional District of Central Okanagan,
540 Groves Avenue, 
Kelowna, British Columbia.
SEPTEMBER 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th
SEE THEM LIVE AND 
IN COLOR ON A1973
■SI ■IvvIWWW
COLOR TV
AT SPECIAL PLAYOFF SALE PRICES
















* All Sizes 
Available
ALPINE FURNITURE
Pandosy and Leon Phone 762-4779
J 4
Rev. J. H. James Conducts 
Daughters Marriage Rites
A NEW YOU
Paprika Loaded With Vitamins 
Synonymous With Hungarian
I ped onion, one egg, salt, pepper, 
one tablespoon paprika and the 
drained rice. .Put the stuffing 
mixture aside.
Core one head of fresh cab-
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Rev. Joseph H. James of Kel­
owna, conducted the marriage 
ceremony uniting in marriage 
bis daughter Marjorie Grace 
James of Vancouver with Pat- 
ride Roy Duncan of Burnaby in 
First Lutheran Church, Kelow­
na. Assisting in the' double-ring 
ceremony on Aug. 26 was Rev. 
F. Wiley of Vancouver. The. p 







Baskets of yellow gladioli and
white 'mums .and dandles dec­
orated the church for the mid­
afternoon ceremony during 
which the bride’s brother, Jo­
seph James of Willmore, Ken­
tucky, accompanied by another 
brother, Donald James, of Seat­
tle, Wash., sang Eternal Life. 
Trufnpeter Mike Angell of Van­
couver- played the processional 
and Don Kyle of Kelowna played 
^mazing Grace on the bagpipes 
Hk the recessional.
Mfiven in marriage by her fa- 
Mfr the bride chose a lace gown 
featuring ruffles at the neck, 
/sleeveless and hemline. Her cap 
of daisies held a full length veil 
of. silk illusion trimmed with 
tiny daisies to match the head­
piece and she carried a bouquet 
of yellow foses, white daisies 
‘and baby's breath.
!■' Mrs. Marlin Hall of Kelowna 
’served as matron of honor for 
Tier sister.
; Bridesmaids were: Sharon 
James, sister, Marie Dupree, 
'.Ursula Wetklo, Donna Boyes 
and Kathy Stewart, all of Van­
couver. Junior bridesmaid was 
Debbie James, another sister of 
?Kelowna, and flower girl was 
Tammy Salzmann of Kamloops. 
'Ring-bearer was Brent James 
of Seattle, Wash., and sisters, 
‘Marion and Susan James of Kel­
owna were candlelighters.
IDENTICAL
■ They were all clad in -floor- 
length dresses of flocked voile; 
two in pink, two in yellow; two 
in blue; two in mauve, with the 
candlelighters in green. They 
carried baskets of sprayed dais­
ies entone and forget-me-nots in 
matching color were tucked 
In their curls.
- Bill Duncan, brother of the 
groom of Burnaby served as 
best man and attendants were 









The Hungarians have a word 
for it—and that word is pap­
rika. There is something about 
paprika itself that makes it 
synonymous with “Hungarian” 
—fiery, spicy, temperamental. 
Paprika is essential to the Hun­
garian cusine. Not just as a 
superficial garnish, but an in­
tegral element of the food itself 
— a very special and unique 
flavor, instantly recognizable.
There is more to the value of 
paprika. It not only tastes good, 
it is good for you. Good for 
the apnetite, good for the diges­
tion. People once used paprika 
plasters for boils and night 
blindness was alleviated with 
paprika tea. Hungarian profes­
sor Lazio Cholnoky proved that 
there is so much carotene in 
paprika, that even the vitamin 
A-loaded carrot cannot com­
pete with it. The Hungarian 
peasant or shepherd could live 
on bacon, bread and paprika
alone and remain perfectly 
healthy.
This red-ripe green pepper is 
the richest source of vitamin 
C. It contains five or six times 
as much vitamin C as citrus 
fruit. Paprika is also rich in 
vitamin P—a vital need for a 
healthy circulatory system. It 
also contains the B-complex 
vitamins. It is perfectly clear 
that science has not yet ex­
hausted the beneficent possi­
bilities of the paprika.
For beautiful Paprik-ified re­
cipes, we have only to turn to 
the Hungarians. With our com­
pliments to them — try these 
recipes — for compliments to 
you!
STUFFED CABBAGE
Cook ¥4 cup rice in % cup 
water for 10 minutes. Drain. 
Thoroughly mix one pound lean 
ground pork and one pound 
lean ground beef with two 
mashed garlic cloves, one chop­
bage and cook in enough water 
' to cover-for. 19 to 15 minutes.
Gently take apart the cabbage, 
leaf by leaf. Cut' out heavy
veins if any. Put aside.
In a large oval casserole, put 
two pounds of sauerkraut, on* 
cup tomato juice and % pound 
sliced, smoked pork .butt. Add 
enough water to cover. Bring to 
a boil, then lower heat and cook 
for, five minutes.
Fill cabbage leaves with the 
stuffing mixture; with well 
‘floured hands form rolls. Pinch 
the, ends of the rolls together 
to seal them. Cut remaining 
cabbage leaves into fine shreds 
and add to the casserole.
Make room in the sauerkraut 
with a wooden spoon, and place 
the cabbage rolls. in it. Cook, 
covered, over very low heat for 
one hour. Before serving, pour 
sour cream over the cabbage, 
making sure not to break the 
cabbage leaves.
> with WIN PACKER
- That eternal and ever with 
us job of washing dishes 
wouldn't be such a chore if It 
weren’t for pots and pans, - es­
pecially greasy frypans! Here’s 
a help that I have found simpli­
fies the washing up. Sprinkle 
a small amount of one . of the 
grease dissolving sink cleaners' 
in the greasy skillet as soon as
EASY DOES IT
NATURE STUDY
EDMONTON (CP) — A 
$450,000 municipally-operated 
nature study centre at Fort Ed­
monton Park is scheduled to 
open in 1973. The central focus 
of the centre will be the inter­
pretation of Edmonton's human 
and natural ecology.
the food Is taken from it By 
the time you are ready to do 
the dishes, most of the grease 
will have dissolved and the pan 
will simply need washing in 
sudsy water.
If the grease has been burned 
on, leave the cleanser with a 
little water in the pan for an 
hour or so. The water will evap­
orate and the cleanser will have 
loosened the encrusted spots 
so they flake off and the pan 
is easily washed.
MR. AND MRS. PATRICK DUNCAN
(Sooter Portrait Studios
Swinden, New Westminster; 
Steve Bailey, Coquitlam, Jim 
Stewart, Vancouver and Ken 
James, brother of the bride, 
Kelowna.
Receiving the guests at the 
reception at the Rutland Cen­
tennial Hall the bride’s mother 
chose a .floor-length floral print­
ed gown in pink and blue tones. 
A white orchid formed her cor­
sage. The groom’s mother as­
sisted wearing a baby blue floor­
length gown with yellow orchid 
corsage.
The bride’s table was centred 
with a three-tiered wedding cake 
decorated by her mother. Yel­
low roses were featured at each 
corner and the baskets of flow­
ers carried by the attendants 
also added color to the table. 
The toast to the bride was pro­
posed by Harold Demry.
Another feature at ther recep­
tion was a table decorated with
were dressed by Mrs. Marilyn 
Salzmann, mother of the flower 
girl.
During dinner .guests were 
entertained with various instru­
mental and vocal musical num­
bers. Benediction was sung to 
the bride and groom- as they 
left, by their sisters, brothers 
and parents.
Telegrams were read from 
friends in Holland and Vancou­
ver. ■ Many guests attended from 
points in the Okanagan and the 
Coast area of British Columbia 
as well as Alberta, Saskatche­
wan, Manitoba, Ontario ant 
Washington and Kentucky.
Before leaving for a honey­
moon trip to the Oregon coast 
the bride changed to a navy pat­
terned pant suit with midi top 
and white turtle neck sweater. 
Navy blue shoes and purse anc 
a white gardenia corsage com­
pleted the ensemble.
> They will make their home atdolls wearing gowns identical to 
the bridal party’s gowns. These8750 Osler St., Vancouver.
For Anderson-MacKay Rites
';A double-ring ceremony unit­
ed in marriage Donna Lynn 
.Mackay-of Rutland and Duane 
fidward Anderson of Kelowna 
<m Aug. 27 in the Rutland 
^Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
Two large baskets of, pink and 
white gladioli and candelabra 
intertwined with ivy and pink 
"and purple fuji ’mums and 
baby’s breath added a special 
Jglow to the ceremony conduct­
ed by Pastor Raymond Dev- 
pich of Regina, Sask.
The bride is the daughter of 
&r. and Mrs. William Mackay 
of Rutland and the groom is the 
Son of Mrs. Nancy Anderson 
6f Kelowna.
. Soloist Robert Kyte accom­
panied by Mrs. Donald Ritchey 
of Rutland sang He Gave Me
■ You. ■
7 Given In marriage by her 
father, the bride chose an em­
pire styled-gown of organza 
over satin. The bodice featured 
fm illusion yoke overlayed with 
cut Imported French Alencon 
lace and the skirt was re­
embroidered with Alencon lace 
appliques, which also edged the 
cathedral length train. She car­
ried a cascade of pink sweet­
heart roses with a few white 
faji mums and baby’s breath.
Maid of honor was Joylin 
Valerie Dick of Kelowna and 
bridesmaids were Wendy Tren­
chuk, Ardrossan, Alta; Bernice 
Rohrig, Rutland and Bonnie 
Seibert of Salem, Ore. Tory 
Thlbaudeau of Edmonton served 
as flower girl, with Bible boy, 
Bobby Carlson of Kelowna,
The bridal attendants were 
dad in empire styled dresses 
of radiance satin polyester edg­
ed with silver nnd white. The 
maid of honor was pink, with 
the three bridesmaids In mauve 
: and the candlelighters in pink 
and the flower girl in white.
Robert Wagetnnn of Rutland 
j served as best man and ushers 
j were Jerrold Ritchey, Bryan 
} Lakusta and Marc Garrett, all 
of Rutland.
J For the reception at the Rut- 
UriteDd Centennial Hall the bride's 
HHnher received wearing a 
■MMPil-formal dress of apricot 
wBjC-aau d'clegance'with a bodice 








corsage of apricot gardenias 
blended with her ensemble.
The bridegroom’s mother was, 
in a semi-formal dress of lav­
ender peau d’elegance with 
bodice of lavender nylon lace 
overlay and her corsage of gar­
denias was also entone. Toasts 
were proposed by Cornlo Pet­
ers.
A navy polyester dress with 
white and navy lace was the 
bride'll going away costume. 
Navy accessories and a corsage 
of pink sweetheart roses com­
pleted her outfit, After a honey, 
moon at Vancouver and the 

















MR. AND MRS. DUANE ANDERSON
(Pope’s Studio)
their home at 4031 SE, 122nd 
Portland, Ore.
GUESTS'
Out-of-town guests were: Mr. 
and Mrs. Bud Dobbins, Jimmy 
and Lori, Wendy Trenchuk, 
Brad Negrych, all of Portland, 
Ore.; Mr. and Mrs. Mike Toh- 
iwsky, Barby and Darran, Col­
lege Place, Wash.;' Mr. and 
Mrs, Edgar Reiswlg, Maureen 
and Drew, Vernon; Mr. and 
Mrs. Claude Miller, Mr. and 
Mrs. Albert Stnynowskl and 
family, all of Penticton; Mr. 
and Mrs. Tony MacKay and 
family and Pastor Ray Dev- 
nlck and family, all of Regina, 
Sask.; Mr. and Mrs, Bob Gra­
ham, Quesnel; Mrs. Doug Bar­
ton, Mr. and Mrs. David Webb, 
Mr. and Mrs. William Hlnden, 
Mrs. W. Wultschlk, Mrs. Mary 
Porter, all of Vancouver; Mr, 
nnd Mrs. Don Staynowskl and 
family, Cranbrook; Mr. and 
Mrs. Victor Fr|tz, Osoyoos; 
Mr. and Mrs. Ackermann, Judy 
Cook, Seattle; Mr. and Mrs. 
Ken Taylor, Walla Walla, Wash.; 
Mrs. Jackie Thibaudcau, Ed- 
monton; Mrs. Bill Bifford, Kam­
loops; Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Olson, Lacombe, Alta.; Mr. and 
Mrs. Harvey Reiswlg and Lori
TREE FOOD
Every part of a forest tree 
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Chicken Wings $1 OQ Bologna
5 lb. bag..........................Grade B ® WF B By the Piece Bums..................
CO- Cooked Meats
TTB ST 5 Varieties, Just Right for 
lb. JB W School Lunches.............. .........
Bulk Wieners
No. 1. Finest Quality
49c
3 99c
MARGARINEWest Pure Vegetable Oil . 1 lb. pkgs
* SESAME BUNS/ 
x LIQUID BLEACH
; BREAD Home Bakery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
wl i Aylmer's Tomato or Vegetable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LAUNDRY DETERGENT 1.99




nr■ icn Libby’s. Hot Dog, Hamburger, Sweet, Q QQ/»
KCLDII Mix ’n Match ............     v for 0<v
&
Ann Reiswlg of Sicamous; Mrs. 
Sharon Gardner, Williams Lake; 
Mrs. John Goertzen, Adams 
Lake; Dr, and Mrs. F. L. Dun­
lop, Kennwick, Wash.; Mrs. 
Peter Stoyanowski, Summer­
land; Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ol­
son, College Heights, Alta.; Dr. 
arid Mrs. John Neufeld, Loma 
Linda, Calif.; Mrs. Audra Gil- 
bert, Mrs. Ardice Dean, both of 
Oroville; Elsa Warner, P. A; 
Washington; Wendelin Matcl, 
Osoyoos and Mrs. Bertha Sei­
bert and Bonnie, Salem, Ore., 
as well as others from Valley 
pointe near by.
-K SOFT DRINKS 4 forl.00
Jr SUNGOLD CRYSTALS Assorted....... 3 for 1.00










CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD 
Largest selcctlon~of fatirlcs 
In the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763-2121
SEE MORE
SEE. IT BETTER on your 
CABLE TV SYSTEM 
Cf Black Knight I |fT , ’ Television Co. bd.





Head -* - ■ *«■*,«||je ill
Ifil CQf oranges
.... I S Jr W • 5 lb. cello  .....:.




VALUES EFFECTIVE TUE.» SEPT. 5th - FRIDAY, SEPT. 8th
79c
• We reserve the right to limit quantities.
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Orchardists Expect Crops 
To Hit Record This Year
DISTRICT PAGE -lerWtaMd, PEACHLAND ISneeid)
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PEAC LAND (Special) —
Oxfam Will Offer New
RUTLAND (CP)—Fruit farm­
ers in the Okanagan Valley cx- 
nect a good crop this yew. Jota 
Dincan of British Columbia Tree 
Pruts said Saturday this should 
be the biggest season for Bart­
lett oears since 1964, with 532,- 
000 boxes expected and higher 
prices. Prices were expected to 
be firm for an expected peach 
crop of 839.000 boxes. But the 
cherry picture was poor, with 
the 315.000 boxes picked 'his 
season the smallest ! in. years.
PNE ATTENDANCE UP_
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
Pacific National Exhibition end­
ed Labor Day, with a record 
attendance of 1,192,737 for the 
17-day fair. Mary Dunn, 79, of 
Vancouver won the 850,000 house 
in the final prize draw.
WESTBANK SOCIALS
ISLANDERS WIN _ 
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
British Columbia Timbermen, 
captained by Brian Herlihy of 
Victoria, Monday won the $2,100 
first prize in the seven-man, 
nine-event team relay at the 
loggers’ show at the Pacific 
National Exhibition. The team’s 
time was six minutes 47.9 sec­
onds.
LOGGER KILLED 
CAMPBELL RIVER (CP) — 
RCMP identified a logger killec 
Friday in an industrial accident 
as Clifford Wade, 47, of Court- 
gtaayrTg.|i^
POWER CUT 
QUESNEL (CP) — Electricity 
to the Quesnel area was cut for 
three hours Sunday after a fire 
in a B.C. Hydro substation. The 
fire was not serious and there 
were no injuries, authorities 
■aid. _________
DONATION PROPOSED
VANCOUVER (CP) — Mayor 
Tom Campbell returned from a 
month-long vacation in Europe 
during the weekend, and told, a 
news conference he. had several 
questions for the new NDP gov­
ernment in Victoria. He propos-
WESTBANK (Special) — 
September is here again and 
all the clubs and associations 
will be getting down to business 
once more. The Community Hall 
and Recreation Association in 
Westbank: have their meeting 
on the first. Monday of each 
month. Next meeting will be 
held the following Monday wiucn
ed the government give up a 
downtown block that the pre­
vious government planned as a 
site for a 55-storey . office build­
ing, and turn it over to the city 
for a park. The mayor also said 
he would ask if the city would 
receive grants for maintenance 
of provincial highways within 
the city.
CHAIRMAN ATTACKED 
VICTORIA (CP)—Hugh Curtis, 
MLA-elect for Saanich and The 
Islands, attacked Dr. Alex Wood, 
chairman of the Victoria gen­
eral hospital board, oyer the 
weekend following the dismissal 
of the hospital’s administrator, 
Dr. Embert Van Tilburg. Mr. 
Curtis said that Dr. Wood was 
the “single most disruptive fac­
tor in that hospital” and added 
that when Dr. Wood resigns 
“things can only get better.” ;
Belly Dancers Invade U.S.
Right Nexf To Nixon's Home
WASHINGTON (AP) — A 
few shakes and a fast 
^himmy down the street from 
the White House, Turkish 
Princess Ayse and the former 
Fifi LaFemme are teaching
Washington, city of movers 
and shakers, how to wiggle 
for fun and profit.
In a cosmopolitan capital of 
the Western world, a model 
from Las Vegas is running a. 
belly dance school..
“Cosmopolitan?—I ' don't 
feel Washington is cosmopoli­
tan at all, it’s terribly ho­
key,” says Lynn Van De- 
Walle, mother of eight, who 
has opened a school for "ex­
otic dance” two blocks from 
the president’s mansion.
Why belly dance? "Well, 
for one thing,” she says, “it 
can improve your sex life.” 
She explained fully, but an in­
terviewer’s notes were illeg­
ible at this point.
Who belly dances? “Well, 
students are doing it to have 
. more fun at parties,' house-' 
wives are doing it to shed un- 
! wanted pounds, girls are 
doing it to improve their fig­
ures, and some > men are 
doing it to get rid of their 
spare tires,” adds Mrs. Van 
DeWalle.
will be Sept. 11.
The Senior Citizens’ or Re­
tirement Services in Westbank 
are going to have a bus trip 
to Naramata on Sunday, Sept. 
10. The bus will be leaving the 
Westbank Community Hall at 
1 p.m. Those taking this excur­
sion are advised to bring their 
lunch and utensils.
SEE OWN PROVINCE
QUEBEC (CP) — The Dis­
cover Quebec program, spon­
sored : by Tourbec (Quebec Stu­
dents Office of Tourism) i nd 
the high commissariat on youth, 
recreation and sports, is encour- 
aging'.young Quebecers to know 
their own province* better. More 
than 600 youths/ have partici­
pated in the program since its 
inception in 1970, and through 
organized tours and visits have 
discovered areas of their prov­
ince with which they were pre­
viously unfamiliar. ‘
There was a very fierce wind 
in Westbank a few nights ago 
and it blew many of the late 
peach trees down, ruining the 
peaches.
LOOP ALONG
Some snakes throw loops of 
their bodies forward first to one 
side and then the other to move 
themselves along.
OPENS IN CAPITAL
OTTAWA (CP) — Oops!, the 
o r i gin a l Canadian musical 
revue by David Warrack, is 
playing at the Studio Theatre in 
Ottawa’s National Arts Centre 
from Sept. 5 to 30. The produc­
tion was originally given 208 
performances at the Theatre in 
the Dell in Toronto. Ottawa' will 
be added to the market area for 
a cast-recording album which 
currently is available only in 
Toronto and Calgary, Warrack’s 
hometown.
Peachland Elementary School 
has a new principal and a 
Grade 6 teacher this year. 
Principal of both the Peach­
land Primary and Elemen­
tary Schools is no stranger to 
the community, having taught 
here two years ago. .
Brian Chamberlain of Kel­
owna was appointed principal 
and the new teacher, Robert 
Daniel, will teach Grade 6. 
He is a recent graduate from 
the University of Victoria.
In an interview, Mr. Cham­
berlain stated that only one 
problem in registration this 
year is the 46 students in 
Grade 4. This he said will 
mean some classes in the Ele­
mentary School / might be 
split grades., The Grade 1 
class now stands at 19 with 
overall enrolment standing for 
both schools at 224. This fig­
ure is up one from June. A 
division on the large Grade 4 
will be made after today’s 
school opening.
Educational Programs
Oxfam-Canada, a private in­
ternational ' development agen­
cy, is offering a new educa­
tional service for church, school 
and other groups in British Col- 
umbia.
It is prepared to assist any 
group in planning and present­
ing educational programs on 
international affairs and devel­
opment.
“This is our way of saying 
thanks to the hundreds of 
people in B.C. who’ have sup­
ported, and still do, Oxfam's 
projects around . the World,” 
said P; K. Sundararajan, west-
MAJOR INDUSTRY
QUEBEC (CP) — The Quebec 
pulp and paper industry em­
ployed 29,612 persons in 1970, 
the Quebec government statis­
tics department says. Pay total­
ling $251,926,000 was made by 56
Eight lessons in “erotic 
dance,” at a fee of $100 a
person, “a bargain, an in­
vestment,” she says, include 
24 hours spent shaking along 
with the princess from Tur­
key or with the former Fifi 
from the Follies Bergere and 
elsewhere.
The former. Fifi, a mixture 
.of Cuban and, French, is 
known-these-days as Latin, 
‘ ‘ Kin g' Farouk’s favorite 
dancer.” She is especially en­
dowed by nature and by a 
stack of scrapbooks . attesting 
to travels through everyone's 
favorite dancing capitals 
wherever they may be.
. “I’ve worked all over,” she 
says, “and beautiful people 
. like exotic dancers—it builds 
your body, gives you grace, 
gets you exercised, and keeps 
you from getting, bored."
Two afternoons and two 
evenings each week, the pu­
pils, no more, than 15 to a 
class, go through their/ bell# 
dancing practice on the sec-' 
ond floor of a downtown of­
fice building. During a recent 
session, 11-month-old Shawn 
/kept a bemused eye on the el­
ders while his mother, Cher 
DeGrechie, danced nearby.
Nation-Wide Search Alert
For Montreal Fire Suspects
MONTREAL (CP) — A na­
tion-wide search continued to­
day for two Montrealers 
wanted for questioning follow­
ing a fire at the Blue Bird Club 
Friday which killed 37 people 
and injured 53 others.
Marc Boutin, 24, and James 
O’Brien, 22, are being sought 
by police, while a third man, 
Giles Eccles, 24, is already in 
custody. A warrant allowing po­
lice to hold Eccles was renewed 
Monday for eight days.
Meanwhile, police are main­
taining a 24-hour guard over 
the remains of the downtown 
country-music club, to ward off 
curious spectators.
But police did allow two men 
to lay a wreath on the doorstep 
of the club Monday.
Dave Lee, a 25-year-old sub­
urban Lasalle resident, and 
Don Annett, 19, whose cousin 
Sandra died in the blaze, laid 
the flowers against the sooty 
plywood which seals tl|e club's 
entrance.
ESCAPE CUT OFF
"This la a reminder, I guess, 
to everyone who goes by" said 
Mr. Lee. "This is where 37 
people died in a fire on Sept. 2, 
1072."
More than 200 patrons scram­
bled for safety from the second- 
storey dance area of the club 
Friday night when a wall of 
flame swept up the stairs cut­
ting off escape by the main en­
trance. Ten patrons are still in 
hospital, three In serious condi­
tion.
John MacDougall, Montreal's 
fire commissioner, snkl that 
technically Ihe nightclub met 
the legal requirement for fire 
exits,
"Rut whether the exits were 
properly lit and unobstructed
will be determined at a coro­
ner’s inquest later in the 
week," he said.
Police said many patrons 
were caught in a mad rush 
from one exit to another/'About 
two persons were injured when 
they crowded onto ■ balcony 
which collapsed under their 
weight;
Others jumped or fell from 
second-storey windows, 
THREE THROWN OUT
Lieut. Normand Trudeau of 
the Montreal police department 
said three men,' known as regu­
lars at the club, had been or­
dered out Friday night follow­
ing an argument with the door, 
man about seating arrange­
ments.
Shortly after the three drove 
away from the club;' three men 
bought gasoline at a downtown 
service station he said.
Witnesses told police they 
later saw three men drive up to 
the club in a grey Comet, jump 
out and dump liquid., in the 
stairway leading to the second 
floor.
The dance hall was licensee 
for 261 persona while a down­




Featuring all types of ornn 
mental iron works and de 
signing. Railings, lights, 
ornamental store fixtures, 
etc. Custom built boat trail 
ers.
"We weld anything that's 
broken, except your broken 
hearts, and that we try." 
Okanagan Welding
A DESIGN SERVICES 
1077 Glenmore Si. 762-4393
OVAL TRACK RACING
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, SEPT. 10
Time Trials 1x00 p.m. — Racing 2:00 p.m* 




Admission* Adult* $2 Ori Studemt $1.50
Children:. — Under 6 >cars free
em regional director. In the 
1971 fiscal year, the people of 
B.C. donated more than $157,000 
to Oxfam.
More and more community 
organizations are feeling the 
need for greater understanding 
of affairs and issues which af­
fect the developing, or “hungry 
half,” of the world, he explain­
ed. By offering an educational 
planning service, .Mr. Sundar- 
arajan said Oxfam wasn't just 
publicizing itself.
MULTICULTURAL PROGRAM
MONTREAL (CP) — The Na­
tional Film Board of Canada,in 
co-operation with the depart­
ment of the secretary of state, 
will implement a multicultural 
program during the next four 
years aimed at acquainting 
Canada's ethnic groups with 
NFB movies in their own lan­
guage. The board, in addition to 
English and French produc­
tions, makes versions of many 
of its prints in more than 40 
languages. Its new program will 
concentrate on a large-scale dis­
tribution plan directed at the 
ethnic population in Canada.
"We see this as a means of 
making a genuine contribution 
to the life and learning of B.C. 
communities,” he said.
Oxfam could arrange for re­
source people to take part in 
the education program./ These 
people could be from either the 
private or government sectors. 
“The right people are often the 
secret of a good program, and 
our office is able to contact 
many well qualified, authorita­
tive people,” said, the director.
The sort of program Oxfam 
might help plan could range
from a three-hour evening ses­
sion on some topic to a week­
end, or longer, conference on 
international development is­
sues in general.
“When you come right down 
to it, Oxfam can help -prepare 
almost any type of educational 
program," said Mr. Sundarara- 
jan. “Naturally we want any I 
program we participate in to 
reflect the needs and wishes of 
the particular group which ask­
ed for it."
Any individual or group wish­
ing further information can con­
tact Oxfam at 315-119 W. Pender 
St., Vancouver.
FEED IN FLIGHT
Some birds catch insects in 
the air by opening their mouths 




1575 Harvey Ave. \ 
WHY PAY MORE 
FOR GAS?
S(f OFF PER GALLON 
ON ALL PURCHASES 
763-2110
Save$1OO
Discover carefree viewing 
on a color TV that’s bigger and 
brighter than you’d ever imagine 
26" big. Two great styles with 
easy, fiddle-free tuning and 
for three days only, easy savings 
699^9
ThislsviewIng-famlly-sIze.You cantunoln315sq. in. ofvMdcolor 
as easy as’A.P.C.’That's Automatic Pre-set Color. It locks in automate' 
fine tuning, tint and color at the touch of a button. Instant Start 
brings you picture and sound In 10 seconds flat. Distance-powered chassis 
- Is 80% solid state to give reliable performance. Choose from romantic '
Spanish or dramatic contemporary styled cabinets- . 
each an achievement in fine craftsmanship..
, Simpspns-Sears
M W IB Available from coast to coast through all
w ° b Blmpsons-Seara stores and selected catalogue sales offices.
H B B B BnBSM This veryspeela! offer Is the sincerest effort Slmpaons-Searo
BL. > JWBL HI ■ J| HIL jbw — ■ can make to bring you merchandise that combines
W fine quality with the lowest possible price.
SlmpsanN-Sean: Televisions (57) Kelowna 7W-5SII
Offer ends 5:30 p.m., Sot., Sept. 9, 1972.
Also Available Through Sales Offices Throughout B.C. And The Yukon.










































BEST PIZZA IN TOWN































Trudeau, Stanfield Find Accord
TORONTO (CP)
Minister Trudeau and Opposi- 
tion Leader Robert Stanfield 
found an area of agreement in 
Maple Leaf Gardens Monday
dued campaigning for the three 
leaders before the election 
campaign begins in earnest 
next week.
Stanfield along with R. Alan
night
Mr. Trudeau announced last
Eagleson, president of the On­
tario Progressive Conservative 
party and a director of Team 
Canada, sat behind the Cana­
None of the three leaders
Canada sweater and whacked a
few pucks into the net at the
team’s practice Monday morn­
Mr. Trudeau visited the CNE
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Both were on hand to chctr 
Team Canada to its initial vic- 
lory over the Soviet Union in 
the international hockey 
. match—and David Lewis, New
Democratic .Party leader, was 
also In the city in a day of sub*
Friday that Canada's next gen­
eral election will be Oct. 30.
' The prime minister and the 
opposition leader sat a few 
yards from each other at the 
game. Mr. Trudeau with his 
wife Margaret were behind the 
Russian bench and Mr.
dians.
for an hour- and at one point
SI MPSONS-S EAR S
Mr. • Lewis was visible at the 
head of the three-mile long La­
bor Day parade at- the; Cana­
dian National Exhibition, and 
later Joined Labor Minister 
Martin O’Connell on the review­
ing stand.
wore a headset which allowed
him to listen to flight instruc­
tions for pilots taking part in
an air show.
. LOUD CRIES
The bellow of an alligator can
be heard a mile away.
DIAL-FOR-DOLLARS CONTEST
Each week you are invited to match the scrambled telephone numbers to the telephone number of 
one of the advertisers on this feature. This week's number is 763-8360
To be eligible to win simply read through all the ads on this feature.and clip the correct ad out. 
Mail it along with your name, address and) phone number to DIAL EDITOR, c/o The Kelowna
CJOUITCI* ... .
The first two correct answers drawn tach week will win as follows: 1st prize $4; 2nd prize $2.









ining, Plate shear 
ing and forming.
356 Cawston Ave.
Kelowna Bowling and Billiards
Your Brunswick Safes And Service Dealer 
265 Lawrence AVe. (Next to Fire Hall) 762-3105
• one free game or
25 minutes when you
pay for 3 games.
one free game of


























Excavation At It’s .
Mobile Home Parks, all types
of Cat Work, all types of
Trucking, Buck Hoe and
loader. Septic Tanks, Water
Unes, Drain Field, elc. Mo­
bile crane rental.









New and reconditioned ma­
chines, repairs to all makes.






















Custom tunc bending, nhncks,'

















, Man docs not live by
broad alone but Jack
and Tena have the







Day Caro Mon. to Fri. 
7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m
REGISTER NOW
FOR KINDERGARTEN















Want a new fashion look?
Let Simpsons-Sears help you 
at a price that':
‘Advertised prices in effect 'til 5:30 p.m., Saturday, September 9
a. Moke friends with the .beautiful 
one and save money three ways.
|k I Save on the price. Save on the
|\| dVIZ undercushion because soft, heavy foam Is




charges when you put it in yourself. 
Just roll it out and trim to fit. Nothing 
to it! Striking multilevel tip-sheared pile 
is nylon. Takes the wear, lasts for
years. Easy-cdre too. Most spots and 
spills just wipe away. Non-allergenic. 
9' 12' widths. 10 decorator colors.
b. Now you can carpet with 
vinyl—and get the last word in 
eosy-care. Never ever needs waxing.
. Stays bright because dirt just can't 
penetrate the /s" of pure vinyl. Co 
are 'locked in' for life so they can't 
fade. Comfortable underfoot. Resilient
tough. Install it yourself, even 6n 
concrete. 12' widths give you a smooth, 






Work with aprofoa. 






MmpMHis.Srm: I’loonoverlngs (37) Phone Enqulrku: Kelowna 763-3*11.






. Nanaimo Tally-Ho in the final 
game of the Senior B Men’s 
Championships held in King’s 
. Stadium during the (weekend.
jir^uate with the insurance run 
to his club’s 4-2 victory over
Westminster’s Gary 
ike is about to cross home
&
ifz
New Westminster B.C. Champs
S. , i ' ■ J 1 - ____
Defeat Naniamo 4-2 In Final
*<
New Westminster Central Oil 
Sales won four games in a row 
Monday, including back to back 
victories over Nanaimo Tally- 
Ho, to winning the B.C. Senior 
B Men’s Softball Champion­
ships held to King’s Stadium 
during the weekend.
New Westminster beat the 
Nanaimo club 4-2 to 'the final 
game Monday .after giving the 
Tally-Ho team their first set­
back in the nine-team double 
knockout tourney, a 3-2 win to 
' force the deciding game.
The provincial champs had to 
do it tiie hard way after losing 
their opening game of the play­




INSURANCE RUN FOR HIS CLUB
5
762-5203




He did admit, however, the 
international system of using 
two referees rather than one 
referee and two linesman 
“hurts them (the referees),’’
I
p.m. CDT (8 p.m. EDT), and,things Saturday which we 
will be carried nationally on thought worked tonight. I don’t 
the CTV network. want to say any more.”
Anxious buyer with cosh wants highway or down­
town Kelowna site zoned for minimum 25 units and 
pool. Submit particulars to
0
I
Canadians Stunned By Russia
But Recover To Even Series
TORONTO (CP) Team
Lauridsen Tops In Calcutta











□ $. Om ItO PmIDo >in»nc« offlc«« In Canada,
or
The New Westminster squad 
had earlier defeated the Tally-
Kelowna:
Kamploops
any make of car or 
light truck.
235 Bernard Avenue • Phone (403) 763-4435
352 Seymour Street • Phone (604) 372-8861
close contest to Penticton Ala­
dins 4-3.
PHIL ESPOSITO 
. . . opening goal
TORONTO (CP) - A So- I .
viet hockey player is asking W|||A1AK IflCA




1434 Water St. Fh. 742-3016
h;.,i luui'bdttun in Ihict'jJona< poinli an* from oty- 
■ iiiimi -. touchdown, 1!* conceits and six
| Hu.lv f.intirin in w.is qie'-d on! field goals while Cutler's nrri 
jour <>( Ihiff wmu-it atlempl,*. | from JR converts, five fields 
I "lie just didn't do a good job* goals and 10 singles. *
won a total of five games, 
including four to a row, on 
Ho club 3-2 to 11 innings to Monday, to take the provto- 
force the deciding game, and cial title.
Xa’8BCAv‘l I meet to Canada wUTtake IrXdtens Vnd" Ct Another 
gary coach Jim . Duncans ex- ---x., •*!,« «* ILanamans ana lost anomerplanation of the thrashing.1 W’ 3’ yeaW .s*ar“ I nloso contest to Penticton Ain.
able to collect only two runs as । out 10 Tally-Ho batters.
their opponent’s defensive play I Ed Litchfield suffered the 
kept rmmara from advancing. I loss for Nanaimo before getting 
The winners only collected four I relieved in the fifth toning by 
hits but three of them drove in I Ed Melariousky. The two pitch- 
nips I ers gave up a total of four hits,
Nanaimo struck first to the I three walks and struck out 11
land Rovers 5-1, but went on to 
win two games Sunday: and five 
contests Monday to take the 
title.
The Budget Boys and the 
Rovers, the two local teams re­
presented in the playoffs, were 
eliminated from the competi­
tions on Sunday and . Monday 
respectively. Budgies won their 
opening game Saturday with a 
10-4 victory over Kamloops Le­
land, but were then eliminated 
Sunday by taking a 3-2 defeat 
from Prince George and a 2-0 
loss to North Vancouver.
The Rovers followed their 
win on Saturday with a 2-0 vic­
tory over Prince George on 
Sunday to keep them in the win­
ning bracket. The Rutland squad 
were then eliminated Monday 
by suffering two straight losses, 
including a 1-0 decision to Nan­
aimo Tally-Ho and a 4-1 loss 
to New Westminster.
In the final won by New 
Westminster, the Nanaimo club 
hammered out 11 hits, but were
second toning, picking up a run batters.
as first baseman Earle Robin-l ln the individual awards Rut- 
son rapped a stogie to right land Rovers’power hitter Dave 
field, stole second base and was I Kroschtosky took - the hitting 
driven in by Terry .Grimm, title with a .583 average. Right- 
Tally-Ho picked up another run hander McGee, of New West- 
in the next inning as shortstop minster, took the top pitcher 
Wayne Kennedy smashed a trophy as he collected three 
triple into right field and came wins , to the tourney. Jim Mills, 
n to score on a stogie by Terry also of the B.C. champs, took 
•ft/Tann. the most valuable player award..
New Westminster then ex- Mills pitched two victories for 
ploded for three runs in the his club, clouted two home runs 
bottom of the third inning to and when he wasn’t pitching 
toke a one run .lead. Brian played- outstanding defensively 
Smith drove a double to centre to left field.
field and was- followed by short-1 The playoff results: Saturday 
stop Ernie Zuccolto, who reach- —Nanaimo Tally-Ho 16, Ladner 
ed first on a walk. Third base-|0; Budget Boys 10, Kamloops 
man Gary Cooke then rapped a 
sharp stogie to left-centre field 
to score two runs and tie the
Canada played the- waiting 
game Monday night and reaped 
the fruits of a costly lesson.
“We found out a lot by losing 
Saturday night,” said coach 
Harry Sinden after the Cana­
dians : handed Russia a 4-1 set­
back at Maple Leaf Gardens to 
avenge a 7-3 loss at Montreal.
The Canadians, left the 
wake of the well-conditioned So­
viet players in Game One, 
made their own breaks Monday 
and kept the visiting speedsters 
in check.
Phil Esposito, Yvan Courno­
yer, Peter Mahovlich and 
Frank Mahovlich scored for 
I T e a rn Canada. Alexandre 
Yakushev broke Team Canada 
goaltender Tony Esposito’s 
shutout early in the third pe­
riod.
One of the big differences in 
the Team Canada performance 
from the opening game was 
their decision to keep a close 
check on the Russians who had 
been allowed'to use their free­
wheeling style to advantage. in 
the first meeting.
Sinden did. a major reshuf­
fling to add more defensive 
strength that paid off.
“We played a much closer- 
checking game and a little 
more sensible,’’ admitted Sin­
den at a post-game interview- at 
which members of the Russian 
coaching staff failed to. put in 
an appearance. “Those were
“They missed a few offsides 
tonight, but that’s the two-ref­
eree system—they can’t posi­
tion themselves to catch all 
those things.?
The temperature in the Gar­
dens was more attuned to 
hockey than at the Forum. 
Temperatures inside the Mon­
treal arena ranged between 80 
and 100 degrees while the Gar­
dens was a not-so-humid 65.
The Canadians ignorance of 
international protocol in Mon­
treal when they skated oft after 
the game without shaking 
hands with the Russians, was 
remedied Monday night.
The Canadians came through 
with three third-period goals, 
the first by Cournoyer while the 
Soviets were a man. short and 
the second by Peter Mahovlich 
while the Canadians had a man 
in the penalty box.
CLOSE TO FORM
“The game Saturday was a 
conditioner for us and by the 
third period tonight we seemed 
to be getting over the hump,” 
said Phil Esposito. “After two
the key factors tonight.”
Asked if his game plan called 
for slowing the play by-bounc­
ing the Russians around', a tac­
tic that failed in the first game, 
Sinden admitted this is what 
the Canadians had in mind but 
“we hit them when our tufn 
i came instead of trying to man-
games now 'we’re pretty close ufacture situations.” 
to being to condition and this is I RUSSIANS LOST POISE 
going to make a big differ- The Soviets’ patterned of- 
ence.” fence continued to frustrate
Third of the four Canadian Team Canada early in the 
games will be in Winnipeg game, but under relentless 
Wednesday night, starting at 7 skating and solid checks the 
--------r—----------------------------- visitors finally showed signs of
losing their poise in the second 
period.
Wayne Cashman, goaded by 
reporters to admit he was play­
ing the policeman’s role ■ for 
Team Canada, replied only: 
i “My job is to play right wing.” 
I Asked what conversation took
More than 150 shooters from (gets shot at this year’s , shoot | place between himself andsey- 
all parts of western Canada and! is a 15,000 increase from last! eraT Russian players during we 
the United States took part to year.the Okanagan Open Trapshoot Other trophy winners include: Sy^seeiS to un-
as he shot a 98 out of a possible Lorna Lycon West Vancouver erees styev* and Frank
i00. wav’ Lar-a were busy keepingEach shooter had a total of ffltte players apart.
450 targets during the fiveEv^nt3P(’5o ?oubles) • class Al Team Canada took five of the 
events that were spread over invent Jine penaRies but the Russians 
Saturday and Sunday with Hal ^CaldweR Vati. (48), class hardest when higb-
Foos, of Tonasket, winning the Nina scoring Valary Kharlamov was
high over-all with a 435 score, | cla5?, C’J*ar° , sentenced to 10 minutes to the
The better-conditioned Rus­
sians took advantage of the 
sticky weather Saturday to 
leave the Canadians wilting. 
Kharlamov, and Eugeny Zimin 
each scored twice in that game. 
Boris Mikhailov, Vladimir Pet­
rov and Yakushev also tallied 
for the winners. Phil Esposito, 
Paul Henderson and Bobby 
Clarke were the Canadian 
marksmen.
GOT INSURANCE GOAL
Pete Mahovlich, who’ shifted 
around a Russian defenceman 
for the insurance goal Monday 
night with team - mate Pat 
Stapleton in the penalty box, 
credited positional play and 
checking with the Canadian vic­
tory.
Noting that the Canadians 
couldn’t hope to keep pace 
after only three weeks together,
Lelands 4; Victoria 1, Prince 
George 0; ' Rutland Rover 5, 
New Westminster 1. Sunday’s 
results—Nanaimo 2, North Van­
couver 0; Ladner 5; Kamloops 
1 (eliminating . Kamloops); 
Prince George'3, Budget Boys 
2; New Westminster 3, Victoria
1; North Vancouver 2,. Budget 
Boys 0 (eliminating Budget 
Boys); New Westminster 11, 
Ladner 2 (eliminating Ladner); 
Rultand Rovers 2, Prince 
George 0. Monday’s results— 
New Westminster 5, North Van­
couver 0 (eliminating North 
Vancouver); Nanaimo 1, Rut­
land’ Rovers 0; New Westmin­
ster 2, Prince George 1 (elim­
inating Prince George); New 
Westminster 4, Rovers 1 (Rov­
ers eliminated);. New Westmin­
ster 3, Nanaimo 2; - New West- 
minster 4, Nanaimo 2 (giving 
• New Westminster the B.C. 
! title). '
ball game.
. Jim Mills, who reached first 
on a fielder's choice, . scored 
what turned out to be the win­
ning run, when first baseman 
Gary Wilson hit a long triple 
into left field. The New West­
minster team then added an in-. „ „„„„ -
surance run in the fifth toning PAGE 10 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., SEPT. 5, 1972 
as Cooke, who reached first on 
a walk, was driven in on a 
double by centre fielder Paul WrC
Mitchell.
Mills picked up the victory 
for New Westminster before 
giving way to reliever Lee Mc­
Gee in the fifth inning. Aside 
from the 11 hits, the two pitch­
ers gave up one walk and struck
Esks Move Into First Place 
As Roughies Defeat Bombers
McQuay Returns Just In Time 
To Lead Argos To First Win
By THE CANADIAN PRESS .
Leon McQuay came back 
Monday. So did Ian Sunter.
McQuay, Toronto’s flashy 
halfback, returned to help the 
Argonauts to their first Eastern 
Football Conference win, a 43- 
21 decision over Montreal 
Aloucttcs.
And Sunter, Hamilton Tiger- 
Cats’ rookie place-kicker, came 
back for a fifth field goal try 
after missing four in a row to 
give Ids club a 17-16 victory 
over Ottawa Rough Riders on 
the last play of the game.
Sunter’s kick from 42 yards, 
after missing in the second half 
from 22, 41, 46 and 52 yards, 
sent the Rough Riders to their 
first defeat of the season.
Hamilton's victory evened the 
Tic ats’ record at 3-3 and move 
them to within two points of Ot­
tawa, who have four wins.
The Alouettcs, yet to win at 
home, arc third with four 
points and Argos are last with 
two points.
The moody McQuay was 
missing when the team plane 
left Toronto Sunday night after 
he had a flare-up with corner- 
back Dave Raimey on the prac­
tice field Saturday.
“1 didn't know he was here 
until this morning,” Argonaut 
coach Leo Cahill said in Mon­
treal after the" win. “Evidently 
lie arrived here late Sunday 
night hut nobody told me about 
it. I had no idea where he 
was.”
Neither McQuay nor Raimey 
would talk about the Incident.
' Talk to somebody else, man, 
I've got nothing to say," 
MiQuay muttered after he car­
ried the ball 14 times to pile up 
12!) of the 145 yards the Argo­
nauts picked up on the ground.
McQuay also caught touch­
down tosses from quarterback 
Wally Gabler and backup Jim 
Chasey, who relieved in the 
.fourth quarter.
I Cahill said: "There’s no ques-
By THE CANADIAN PRESS .
Edmonton Eskimos took sole 
possession of first place and 
there was some minor shuffling 
in the lower ranks Monday 
after two Western Football Con­
ference contests.
The Eskimos took advantage
of many errors to beating the ’ 
Stampeders 31-19 at Calgary i 
appointed 14,594 fans. while Winnipeg, which had
In Hamilton, a record Ivor I been' tied for first place, :
Wynne Stadium crowd of 34,772 dropped into a second-place tie .1
had a reason to be apprehen- when it was beaten 32-21 by :
sive as Sunter strode into the Saskatchewan Roughriders at I
ball to cap a drive that started Regina.
on the Hamilton 15 with 1:27 with 10 points from five ivins 
leIt’ and one defeat, Edmonton has
Sunter admitted later he was a two-point edge over Winnipeg 
shaken after missing three at- and Saskatchewan while Cal- 
tempts in a little over five min- gary has four pqints and Brit- 
utes but "the coach Just saidhsh Columbia Lions are in the 
‘OK, let’s go for the field cellar with two.
Seal . The Lions get a chance, al-
' "I’m ■'Just glad he had the though it’s a slim one, to pick 
confidence to give me the up, points Thursday when they 
chance.” meet the Bombers at Winnipeg.
—------—------ ;------ At Calgary Monday, alert
a a •*■• plays by tight chd Tyrone walls
VainmilVAI* WmC gave Edmonton the edge. He 
vmIIWUVvI vw IIID pUt yie Eskimos on the scorc- 
m board after 10 minutes of play
SnfCAl* IfflliriAV when he picked up a fumble byJUUVUI IVUIIIUy Calgary’s John Scnst and ran
Vancpuver Labatta defeated 57 yards for a touchdown. He 
Castlegar 2-0 in the final Mon- added another touchdown in the 
day to take the Kelowna Kick- Fowfth quartewm a 87-yard 
era’ Invitational Soccer tourna- pass-and-run play from quar- 
ment held in City Park oval. ^ll’ac.k,rT“n\/VJ'r, v°n’
In the B division Merritt edg- MISTAKES COSTLY 
ed Calgary Cougars 2-1 in the ,Jn 'CaWy lct 
final. the visitors pick up 16 points.
TnriiuMnni i.a„a,. Edmonton linebacker DaveEddteVHn™rth^^^^ Gasser intercepted a Jerry
CirW' Keeling pass to set up a sec- 
toen ^h2CJ)Uyer LnJ ond-quarter touchdown by Gene 
OI,ridFOSl<!r nnd WaUS ’'eC0VCrCd an’ 
a?w,di’ Iotlicr Scnst fumble to set up a 
respectively. Eyed Molzahn offR>.yard fjeld goal by Dave Cut- 
the Kelowna Kickers took the jg/ 
8Cl?nn^lroEh^<\'llh Blx ^oa,s' Edmonton l<xl 7-6 after the 
while Frank Malone of KamJ first quni-ter and there Was a 
loops won the best sportsman ia_19 dcadiock at half-time be- 
trophy. I jorc a cutler single gave Ed­
monton a 20-19 lead going into 
the fourth quarter.
* (ion of a suspenskm. However, 
J, we'il discuss the matter be- 
* i«ren us when we get Iwme." 
«. <:..l»h-i. making his second 
* thf ssssnw for T«nx-nt»»,i 
lilted ihtew two M'or.ug xtnkcs1 
Mien and anoshei tn! .Hit ,,
Lb™ y th* \i:os rtasrst tt,;
a 14-7 Monti eal lead and dis-1
he said“those guys maintain a 
terrific pace.”
One of the . interesting points 
in the game was linden’s juggl­
ing of lines in an effort to slow 
down the Soviets’ big line of 
Kharlamov, Alexandre Mal- 
tseve and Vladimir Vikulov.
There were several heated 
exchanges in the first period 
over line changes. Sinden said 
that the international rules are 
no different than NHL—the 
home side gets to make the fi«
StoS'local <«)• Event 4 (100-16 pe^ for brushing I on flnal
Shephard, who took first place!^^vern,I agajnst oovrtmg wMle argumgL^^g^ he said> to t tlght 
ta to class D ol event one. K” JuSSn,* HaneHm! mateT ±5“ ®“ “ m Kh“1*’
The open trapshoot is show- class c R R Brown> Red while he was ott the Cana-|2?2L—.____ _ -
tog its increasing popularity I Deer (g4). class D Henry Rot. 
each year by the number of taeher> Vernon (95). Event 5, 
shooters entering and the num- Kris Lauridsen of Haney.
ber of targets shot. Last years I Ladies* winner was Loma 
total field of shooters numbered Lycon of West Vancouver with 
close to 90 while the 56,400 tar-1 an gg. non-classified winner
Questions For 
Team Canada
‘ Ray Sproull of Prince George 
I(97); Junior winner, Phillip 
(Hall, Delta, B.C. (97); sub-Jun- 
I tor winner, John Richter of 
I Merritt, *who is only 13 years 
I old, shot a 93; over 65 years 
I of age winner, John Genier of 
I Vernon (95).
dians scored three goals that 
up the victory in easy 
fashion.
TEAM MORE RELAXED
. “They were a little more re­
laxed tonight,” Sinden ob­
served. “They were a little wild 
Saturday but seemed more 
composed tonight.”
The Team Canada coach and 
general manager said the Ca­
nadians learned something of 
the tactics employed by the 
Russians Saturday and used 
them to their own advantage 
Mo-'-’ny. He wouldn’t elaborate.
“We just found out some
TOYOTA no. i 
Kelowna Toyota
answer anonymously a ques- H*r ■ T
tionnaire he has prepared on I Wfl 111 | flUI*HAV 
the "moral and spiritual
qualities” of hockey. r I Willow Inn Willowsofthe Kel- 
Veteran forward Viacheslav Iowna and District. Senior E
Starshinov said Sunday night Men’s, Softball League.travelled 
tite questionnaire is to form Princeton during the_week­
part of a philosophy master lend to play to a Senior C tour­
thesis he is preparing during , ,,
the current Canada-Russia Willows were only . able to 
series being played in both V? W D; a 
countries. over VaU^
•«r go with their two defeats. Wil-I hope every hockey play. |jows were edged 5-4 by Delta
“He’s a good quarterback, he 
knows how to pick you.”
Stampeders defensive back 
Larry Robinson said Calgary 
was looking for long bombs and 
wasn’t ready for Wilkinson’s 
short-range missiles.
Statistically, Edmonton had 
.9 first downs to Calgary’s 18, 
mt they had 428 yards net of­
fence to Calgary's 445. The 
Stampeders also had a slim 
edge rushing and passing, 94 
yards on the ground to Edmbn- 
on’S 64 and 376 yards through 
the air to Edmonton's 364.
At Regina, the Roughrlders 
gave Winnipeg a lesson to ball 
control to end the Bombers’ 
four-game winning streak.
Saskatchewan • was never 
threatened seriously and a good 
example of the way they per­
formed was their fourth touch­
down. Quarterback Ron Lan­
caster put together an 85-yard 
march downfield, using 15 
plays, and George Reed capped 
the assault with a one-yard
shlnbv saidi through an inter- I 
prefer. "I am giving a ques­
tionnaire, translated into 
English, to all the Canadians 
and I hope they will complete 
it for me before our last game 
(n Moscow.”
Among the questions asked 
is: "To what extent do you 
think yourself morally respon­
sible before society?”
The questionnaire explains 
that Russians look on a; 
sportsman as "a moral ex­
ample for people.”
The rent of Edmonton’s 
points enme on two more field 
goals by Cutler, from 47 anti IB 
yards out, and two converts 
and another single on a wide 
field goal attempt.
The Stampeders' touchdowns 
were by flanker Gerry Shaw, 
fullback Hugh McKinnla and 
halfback Howard Starks.
Starks, a regular defensive 
hack in.mtnl for one play <»n 
offence in the first quarter, 
completed a 72-yard pjas-and- 
inn plav uhl<h prodiicnl Cal-
plungo for six points,
They went on the scoreboard 
at 2:36 of the first quarter 
when Lancaster hit Bobby 
Thompson with a pass and 
were ahead 11-0 at the end of 
the first quarter. The rest of 
the points came oh a 48-yard 
field goal and n convert, all by 
Jack Abendschan.
Thompson got another touch­
down in the second quarter 
after Gord Barwell had scored 
one and the Roughrldcrs’ score 
was rounded out by An- 
bedshen’s two other concerts 
and a single by Allan Ford. 
SCORE TOUCHDOWNS
Quarterback Don Jonas and 
running backs Mack llerron 
and Ed Williams got Winni­
peg’s touchdowns. Jonas and 
Williams scored theirs on two- 
yard plunges while Herron’s 
was a sizzling 65-yard run. 
Jonas converted all three.
Saskatchewan had 24, first 
downs to Winnipeg'^ 20 and 
were ahead 225 to 171 In yards 
rushing. Winnipeg, however,
NEW PROGRAMS
SUDBURY, Ont. (CP) - 
Cambrian College Is teaming up 
with various professional organ­
izations in launching "co-opera­
tive programs” for area resi­
dents this fall. Dennis San- 
diionl, director of continuing ed­
ucation, said that the "co-opera­
tive programs” are designed to 
facilitate entry into various pro­
fessions as weir as to upgrade 
the status of members of some 
of these groups.
and 204 yards passing to tlici 
Roughrldcrs’ 157, with 3G4 
yards net offence, Saskatchc- 
wan had a four-yard edge.
Herron's touchdown, his 10th 
of the season, gave him a total 
of 60 pointe In the conference's 
|>Mllvi*hinl scoring race, 171 
more than Jonas and Cutler.
“That’* th* third tim* you’va 
lo»t by * nock, Hawkina I 1 






loan with us before, this
will get us started. O $200 
Clip out the coupon.Tbll q^oo 
us how much you need.
(Wo will ask you a few 
more questions, 
but we can handle if 
by telephone.)
Then watch us go to 
work. Same day service 
is our way of saying, 
“Glad to meet you.”






Leaders Remain On Top Drag Usage 
In Race For AL Pennant
AT THE OLYMPICS
v
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRES 
The pennant scramble fa the 
American League East is so 
, wacky that the four contenders 
who started play Monday with 
only one-half game separating 
them finished the day with— 
you guessed it—one-half game 
separating them.
Baltimore Orioles split a 
double-header with New York 
Yankees, winning 4-3 and then 
losing 5-2. That dropped the 
Orioles into a first-place tie 
with Detroit, which edged 
Cleveland Indians2.1. /.
Boston Red Sox beat Mil­
waukee Brewers 2-0, but lost 
the. nightcap 6-2 and trails the 
leaders by one-half game and 
three percentage noints. .
The Yankees blew a chance 
to take over the top spot by 
blowing a late 3-0 lead in their 
opener ; against Baltimore and 
wound up instead in fourth 
place, one-half game and four 
points out.
. - Oakland. Athletics opened up 
yome more ground on Chicago 
White Sox. in the West Divi­
sion—the Athletics lead by 3% 
games—by splitting a 10-5, ? 1-2 
twinbill with California Angels 
while the White Sox were being 
swept 2-1, 4-0 by Minnesota 
(.Twins.'
-In Sunday’s .games it was: i 
Chicago 5 New York 0. Cleve-1 
■ land 4 Minnesota 1, Texas 4 
Milwaukee 1, Oakland 3 Detroit 
1. California 1 Baltimore 0, and | 
Kansas City at Boston was] 
postponed.
‘ Saturday it was: Detroit 3 
Oakland 1. Milwaukee 6 Texas 
2/ Cleveland 5 Minnesota’ 3, Cal­
ifornia- 2 Baltimore 0, New 
York 2 Chicago 1, Boston. 5 
Kansas City 3.
BOX WIN OPENER
' Boston took its ouener from 
Milwaukee as Luis: Tiant hurled 
a five-hitter for his fourth con­
secutive ■ - shutout and Carl 
Yastrzemski hit a two-run 
. homer. A group of former Red
Sox sparked Milwaukee’s vic­
tory in the - nightcap. . Syd 
O’Brien hit. a tie-breaking two- 
run homer, Joe Lahoud also 
homered, George Scott deliv­
ered a run-scoring single and 
Ken Brett was the winning 
pitcher.
i Calif or ni a pitchers had 
allowed only five earned runs 
in nine games but. Oakland 
jumped on. Clyde Wright for 
four runs in the first inning of 
the opener and added four 
more in the second on two-run 
homers by Matty Alou arid Te- 
nace. Nolan Ryan fired a six- 
hitter and fanned 11 in the 
nightcap as the Angels bounced 
back.
New ‘York’s Fritz Peterson 
blanked Baltimore for six in­
nings in the opener ; and was 
staked to a - 34) lead., But the 
Orioles erupted suddenly. - in the 
seventh on Boog Powell’s 
single, a walk and Andy Etche- 
barren’s second home run of 
the season.
The Orioles also scored a run 
in the eight on Don Baylor’s in­
field single, a wild pitch and 
Paul Blair’s two-out double.
YANKS BOUNCE BACK
The Yankees bounced back to 
take the nigtitcap by snapping 
a tie with three unearned runs 
in the eighth inning ,on run­
scoring singles by Bobby Mur-i 
cer, Felipe Alou and John Ellis 
following an error by first base­
man Powell.
Willie Horton paced Detroit’s 
victory with a, two-run two-out; 
triple' off Gaylord Perry in the 
sixth inning, again preventing 
the Cleveland ace from winning 
his 20th game in his third try;
Meanwhile, Minnesota dealt 
the White Sox a severe jolt be­
hind the six-hit hurling of Bert 
Blyleven in the opener and Ray 
Corbin’s five-hitter in the night­
cap.
The Twins rallied to take the 
first game with two runs in the 
seventh. Rick Renick lashed a
pair of run-scoring singles in 
the nightcap.
John Mayberry and Lou PL 
niella sacked two-run singles 
for Kansas City to offset home 
runs by Jim Fahey and Tom 
Grieve of Texas.
MUNICH (CP) — Two Olym­
pic medals hung in the balance 
today as_ the International
Jenkins Picks Up 19th Win
• Al Oliver’s two, three-run 
- homers started Pittsburgh Pi- 
a rates to a 10-0, 5-1 doubleheader 
•weep Monday of Philadelphia 
Phillies.
’ ’ But after sharing the hero’s 
act with Steve Blass* five-hitter
■ in the first .game, Oliver took a 
back seat pt Bruce Kison in the 
second as the baby-faced right­
hander completed Pittsburgh’s 
ninth doubleheader ^ sweep this 
year with a five-hitter. '
’ \ “You hear so much about our 
Hitters that people forget that 
;■ we have one of the best pitch­
ing staffs in baseball,” said Oli­
ver.
Pittsburgh’s National League­
leading East margin jumped to 
13 games after the Labor Day 
activities. Chicago Cubs, second 
in the-East, lost a game after 
splitting a doubleheader with 
New York Mets—winning the 
; first one 2-0 and losing the sec? 
■ ond 7-2. ■
The West-leading Cincinnati i 
Reds split a doubleheader with 
i Los Angeles Dodgers and im- 
< proved their margin to 8% 
games. After .the Dodgers won 
the first game 6-5, the Reds 
came back to win the nightcap 
8-4 and move up a half-game on 
Houston Astros who lost 6-5 to 
Atlanta Braves.
I In the other National League 
gam e s , Montreal Expos 
• trimmed St. Louis Cardinals 1-0 
in the first game of a double­
header before losing the sec­
ond, 8-7 and San Diego Padres 
tripped San Francisco Giants 1- 
■ ■ 0.
In games Sunday it was 
Pittsburgh 2 San Francisco 1, 
Philadelphia 8 Atlanta 0, San 
Diego 3 Chicago 0, Cincinnati 4 
Montreal 3, Los Angeles 6 St.
BASEBALL 
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Louis 3, New York 2 Houston 1.-I
'>‘”>-day it was' Chicago 8 
San Diego 0, Los Angeles 5 St. 
Louis 1, Montreal 7 Cincinnati 
2, Pittsburgh 6 San Francisco 3, 
New York 11 Houston 8 and in 
a doubleheader Atlanta beat 
Philadelphia 10-7 in the first 
game and was shut out 3-0 in 
the second.
Ferguson Jenkins, bidding for 
his sixth straight 20-game-win- 
ning season, hurled a four-hit­
ter for his 19th victory as Chi­
cago took the opener from New 
York. The Mets won the second 
game, featured by Gary Gen­
try’s first victory since July 20. 
ERRORS A RECORD
Manny Mota doubled home 
Bill Russell from second base 
with two out in the ninth inning 
to give Los Angeles its first- 
game triumph. Cincinnati came 
back with a 12-hit offence in the 
nightcap led by Tony ■ Perez' 
two singles and a double. The 






the second game, a 
for the Los Angeles
Aaron tied the score 
two-run bases-loaded
single in the ninth inning and 
Felix Millan sent home the win­
ning run with a grounder for 
Atlanta.
Carl Morton pitched a five- 
hitter, recording his first shut­
out since Sept. 1970 as Montreal 
won the opener from St. Louis. 
Bill Voss had three hits, his 
first in the National League to 
help the Cardinals take the 
nightcap.
Derrel Thomas hit a home 
run and Mike Corkins and Gary 
Ross combined on a five-hitter 
leading San Diego over San 
Francisco.
Trevino Wins Playoff Hole 
To Take $25,000 Prize
' WETHERSFIELD, Conn. 
(AP) — Lee Trevino who has 
not won a tournament In the 
United States since May, won 
the $25,000 first .prize Monday 
in the Greater Hartford open 
golf tournament in a one-hole 
playoff with Lee Elder.
Trevino had to drop a 12-foot 
birdie putt on the 72nd hole to 
get into the playoff with Elder 
and then sink n Ifl-footcr on the 
first sudden-death hole to win 
the $125,000 tournament.
Elder, attempting tri score his 
- first tour victory and thus be­
come the first black to qualify 
for the Masters golf tourna­
ment, could have won In regu­
lation hnd his five-foot birdie 
putt on the 72nd hole not hung 
on the lip.
“You wonder what you have 
to do to win,” snid a dejected 
Ehler, who won $14,300.
Trevino’s victory pushed bls 
official 1072 winnings to $168,955 
to keep him second behind Jack 
Nlcklaua' record $280,482, 
Both Elder nnd Trevino 
wouldn’t have been in a playoff 
had it not been for the disaster 
that struck tour sonhomorc 
Ralph Johnston on the fourth to 
the last hole.
Johnston, a co-lcadcr with 
Curtis Siftord after 54 holes, 
scored a four-under-par .11 on 
the front nine and birdied the 
Hth to take a three-stroke tend.
But his lead evaporated when 
|»c trinle-bogcycd the par four 
15lh when he sprayed his drive 
Into the woods, took two shots 
tn pct back on to the fairway 
end then three-putted from 15 
f'et. He could do no better than 
p--. that
Trevino and Elder finished 
rntulaiiiHi j>lnv with 15-und<T- 
par ’!69s,- the lowest • ‘•hole to-< 
tai on the tour tins venr. I
Johnston and Tte.inc Itemim,, 
who nn -rd n fm.i-foot b role 















































Boston 2-2 Milwaukee 0-6 
Minnesota 24 Chicago 1-0 
Oakland 10-1 California 5-2 
Baltimore 4-2 New York 3-5 
Kansas City 4 Texas 3 
Detroit 2 Cleveland 1 :
: Results Sunday 
Kansas ..city at Boston, ppd. 
Chicago 5 New York 0 . 
Cleveland 4 Minnesota 1 
Texas 4 Milwaukee 1 
Oakland 3 Detroit 1 
California 1 Baltimore 0
Results Saturday 
Detroit 3 Oakland 1 
Milwaukee 6 Texas 2 
Cleveland 5 Minnesota 3 
California 2 Baltimore 0 
New York 2 Chicago 1 
Boston 5 Kansas City 3
Games Today 
Kansas City at Texas N 
Minnesota at Chicago TN 
Cleveland at Detroit N 
New York at Baltimore N 
Boston at Milwaukee N
Games Wednesday 
California at Kansas City N 
Minnesota at Texas N 
Oakland at Chicago 
Milwaukee at Cleveland N 
Detroit at Baltimore N 
New York at Boston N
National League
Olympic Committee had the 
problem of drug usage by ath­
letes thrown into its lap once 
more.
Champion swimmer Rick De­
ment of the United States and 
Dutch cyclist Aad van den 
Hoek both showed “positive” 
reports in urine tests for stimu­
lants and were disqualified for 
taking /‘forbidden prepara­
tions.”
-■ Demont, 16-year-old freesty- 
ler who is an asthmatic, was 
yanked out of the 1,500-metre 
freestyle final minutes before 
the race started Monday night.
For Van den Hoek, it meant 
I that the entire Dutch four-man 
team in the pursuit road race 
was affected and their bronze 
i medals withdrawn.
i... Demont ,won the 400-metre 
ifreestyle gold medal last■ Fri-i 
[day. Whether he can keep thei 
l medal is up to the IOC’s execu- 
i tive board, which will also re­
view the cyclists* status.
i Strictly following the 'rules 
governing use of drugs on its 
banned list even for asthma, 
the medical commission an­
nounced that Demont was dis­
qualified “because of the use of 
forbidden preparations.”
The commission gave similar 
reasons for disqualifying the 
Dutch team that was third in 
the 100-kilometre team time 





























Mark Spitz Strikes Gold Again
Takes Seven First Place Medals
By BRUCE LEVETT
Canadian Press Sports Editor
MUNICH (CP) Athletes
who spend four years training 
to compete at the Olympic 
Games and never win a medal 
were shaking t eir heads at 
some of the goings-on in Olym­
pic track and field Monday.
Kip Keino, an established dis­
tance runner but a novice at 
the 3,000-metre steeplechase 
which’ he ran for the first time 
four months ago, beat a fellow- 
Kenyan in Olympic record time 
for the gold medal.
Sixteen-year-old‘ Ulrika Mey- 
farth of West Germany, in her 
first year of international com­
petition, equalled the world 
record as she won the women’s 
high jump.
i And 17-year-old Glenda Rei- 
ser of Ottawa, who switched 
I from swimming to track 15 
(months ago and still doesn’t] 
i know that runners are supposed i 
I to take it easy in qualifying 
heats, forced Ludmila Bragina i 
of Russia to break her own 
world record in the 1,500 met­
res and got under the old mark 
herself.
A sprint . double for Valery 
Borzov with his victory in the 
200 metres and a repeat by an-i 
other Russian, Viktor Saneev, 
in the triple jump restored 
decorum to the proceedings and । 
the United States swept the last 
four events in the swimming 
competition, all in world record 
times as Canada collected a 
pair of bronze medals.
Mark Spitz was helped to an 
unprecedented seventh gold 
medal by: his team-mates on 
the U.S. 400-metrc medley re­
lay team with the Canadian en­
try of Erik Fish, Medicine Hat, 
Alta.; Bill Mahonyv New West­
minster, B.C.; Bruce Rob­
ertson, Vancouver, and Bob 
Kasting,. Lethbridge, Alta., 
barely missing a silver medal 
and setting a national record.
Donna Marie Gurr of Van­
couver made amends for a dis­
appointing showing in the 100- 
metrp backstroke by finishing 
third behind two U.S. girls in 
the 200.
Klaus Dibiasi of Italy joined 
Saneev as a repeat winner by 
। taking the' men’s tower diving! 
competition and the favored 
I Russian weighflifters, with only
one gold medal to show for the 
first, week of competition, fi­
nally captured <a second in the 
heavyweight -class.
ITALY SCORES UPSET
Victories in water polo and 
tandem cycling gave the Soviet 
Union a total of five for the day 
but they lost a sixth when Ital­
ian fencers took away the team 
sabre title that had been Rus­
sian property in the last two 
Games.
Japan won its third judo 
championship in the lightweight 
division and the team pursuit 
cycling title went to West Ger­
many*
i Keino, who has described the 
steeplechase as an event fori 
I animals and says he jumps like I 
a horse, began boning up on iti 
when he discovered that the 
schedule prevented’ him from 
entering both the 1,500 and 5,- 
009 metres.
Bunched with fellow-Kenyans 
Ben Jipchoand defending 
champion Amos Biwott most of 
the way, he took the lead on 
the final lap and won comfort­
ably over Jipcho and Tapio 
Kantanen of Finland. Biwott 
finished sixth.
The home crowd was ide* 
lighted when the tall, slender 
Miss Meyfarth used the Brill 
Bend to clear six feet ? 3% 
inches while Ilona Gusenbauer 
of Austria, who originally'es­
tablished the world mark, was 
second. The originator'of;the 
backward bend, Debbie Brill of 
Haney, B.C., was eighth at 5- 
11%. { 
i The Russians; -who «on only 
i the single and double skulls 
Saturday and nothing atl all 
Sunday, came out of the long 
weekend with-26 gold medals to 
25 for the United States; which 
led to. over-all medals, 71 to< 63.
In unofficial point standings, 
based on a 10-5-4-3-2-1 count for 
the first six final - placings, it 
-was 489 for the Americans-and 
441 for the Russians. Canada 
stood 18th -with 24. "
East Germany, which -.had 
taken a run at the leaders Sat. 
urday with six gold medals, 
three of them in rowing,' fell 
back with 16 golds, 48 total 
medals and 343 points.
EATS MATE
It is not unusual for a female 










































. . . since May
third, one stroke back, nnd Slf- 
ford, who struggled to n one- 
over-par 72 on the last dny, fin­
ished tied for fifth nlave with 
Homero Blancas nt 273.
George Knudson of Toronto 
finished nt 278 and won $1,351.
Montreal 1-7 St. Louis 0-8 . 
Chicago 2-2 New York 0r7 
Pittsburgh 10-5 Philadelphia 
0-1
Los Angeles 64 Cincinnati 5-8 
Atlanta 6 Houston 5 
San Diego 1 San Francisco 0
] Results Sunday
I Pittsburgh 2 San Francisco 1
i Philadelphia 8 Atlanta 0 
San Diego 3 Chicago 0 ;
Cincinnati 4 Montreal 3 i
Los Angeles 6 St. Louis 3 
New York 2 Houston 1 •
| Results Saturday
I Chicago 8 San Diego 0‘ i 
I Los Angeles 5 St. Louis 1 i
i Montreal 7 Cincinnati 2 
Pittsburgh 6 San Francisco 3 
New York 11 Houston 8 
Philadelphia 7-3 Atlanta 10-0
Games Today
Chicago at New York N 
Montreal at St. Louis N 
Atlanta at Houston N 
Cincinnati at Los Angeles N 
San Francisco at San Diego 
N ’ • ' - ■ •
Games Wednesday 
Montreal at New York N 
St. Louis at Philadelphia N 
Chicago at Pittsburgh M 
Cincinnati at Los Angeles N 
San Francisco at San Diego l 
N
I MONDAY’S STARS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Pitching—Ferguson Jen­
kins, Cubs, fired a four-hitter 
for his 19th victory as he 
pitched Chicago over New 
York Mets 2-0 in the first 
game of a doubleheader,
Batting—Al Oliver, Plrateg, 
collected four hits, including 
two, three-run homers to lead 
Pittsburgh to a 10-0 victory 
ovci- Philadelphia Phillies In 
header, 
the first game of a double-
•MjtoAtfuMn.
,:,l
ELAN1973. Goes anywhere the big ones go 
.. ...foralotlessmoney; ; ■
Elegant power compact — that's lightweight Elan 
Features full length 15" track.
Plenty of single or twin cylinder muscle — right up to » t -the new 22 horsepower twin-cylinder model.
New standard features including high/low beam, contoured
VICTORIA, B.C. (CP) ~ The 
New Westminster Snlmonbcllies 
defeated the Victoria Sham­
rocks 22-7 here Sunday to win 
their Western Lacrosse Associa­
tion best - of - five semi - final 
series 3-1.
The Salmonbellies will play 
the Vancouver Burrards in a 
best of seven final, expected to 
begin today. Tire winner of that 
series will meet the eastern 
Canada champion for the Mann 
Cup.
Fred Greenwood and Wayne 





If this la your problem call the experts nt
GUY'S PAVING CO. LTD
(Locally Owned and Opci ateJ)
Phone 762-2523 Anytime
”Our smallest job k*!* our biggeM attention”
seat, padded steering, kill button, brake lights and more 
Feel the best floatation of any real snowmobile.
At your Ski-Doo dealer now.
SKI DOO
the machine that changed winter 
...has changed
•Tr»4» Muta of L Mwtxl,
HI-PERFORMANCE SPORTS LTD
1057 Harvey Ave. Hwy. 97 Y()UR AUTHORIZED SKI-IXX) DEALER
Kclnwni 762-2229
PAGE 12 KELOWNA DAILY COUBIEB, TOES., BEET. 8, 1M2
VALUES ARE A DAILY OCCURRENCE IN THE COURIER WANT ADS-SHOP THEM
USE THEM NOW — PHONE 763-3228
USE THEM
Kelowna and District











CRAFT LINE CABINETS 
Custom kitchens, China cabi­
nets, planters and vanities.
. Mada to your specifications.
Remodeling & designing 
kitchens.
Phone 769-4324 or 765-9315
M, W, F, 39
EXCAVATING .
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
NEW HOME IN RUTLAND, THREE 
tediwnns cn: main; floor, drapes 'Sup­
plied. some furniture, fireplace and 
carpet. Suitable for two or three school 
teachers. Reasonable rent for good 
tenants. No pets. Available immediat­
ely. Telephone 765-5P1 after 5 pan, tf
NEW FOUBPLEX UNIT. IN RUTLAND, 
cHeriag two' bedrooms.' Vfa baths; car­
pet throughout plus < air conditioning. 
References required. Call Hany Mad­
docks. Collinson Realty. 765-5155 or 765- 
621$. U 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. LARGE 
nites in, new - fourplex tn Rutland. 
Featuring' U5 baths, two bedrooms, 
large living room, all carpeted. - Close 
to schools and shopping. Children wel-
16. APTS. FOR RENT
Central City Manor
1980 PANDOSY ST.
One and two bedroom suites in­
cluding: range, refrigerator, air 
cond., cable TV, drapes, laundry 
facilities, w-w carpeting, eleva­
tor, parking and storage room. 
No pets. Mature adults. Central 
location.
18. ROOM' AND BOARD
GOOD ROOM AND BOARD FOR 
student or working gentleman., Tele­
phone 762-3835. . tf
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE 
Gentleman preferred. Telephone 763-6771. 
eu
20. WANTED TO RENT
FAMILY OF THREE. DESIRE COWL 
try house.’or cottage, preferably, West­
bank area. Write J. Shepherd,-General
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
Delivery. Westbank. 33
WOULD LIKE TO RENT FOK TWO 
weeks In September, Volkswagen van 
equipped for camping. Telephone 763-
S919. 34









scaping, Clearing. All types of 
Dozer Work.
765-9629
' M, W, F tf
HOVING AND STORAGE
Jenkins Cartage Ltd
THREE BEDROOM — LAKEVIEW 
Heights —: Thacker 'Drive, full ' base­
ment. nicely landscaped, paved drive­
way. covered sundeck. $225 : per month. 
Includes refrigerator and stove.. > 762- 
2127. Carruthers and MeBde. Ltd.- 30
THREE BEDROOM LAKESHORE 
home — Hobson Road — rent - from 
September 3 to June ' 30. : 1973. , $275 per 
month plus utiliUes — lease required. 
762-2200 or < 762-2127. Carruthers and 
MeUde Ltd. ___________________ 30
NEW TWO BEDROOM FOUR FLEX 
unit for rent in 'Rutland. Wall to wall 
carpeting. ' Small pets • and children 
welcome. Available October 1st. $145 
per month, includes ■refrigerator and 
stove. Telephone 765-8733. . tf
LAKESHORE HOME — TO RENT 
furnished for winter. Exceptional one 
of a kind home. $300-per month. Call 
Dennis Denny at Lakeland, Realty Ltd. 
763-4343 or 764-7581. evenings. ’ < 31
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants 
Telephone 7624434
477 Leon Ave., Kelowna
Aoontc for I TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. UNFUR-
Agents IO! nlshed. stove and all utilities included.
North American Van Lines Ltd. close to bus and shopping. $its per 
Local Long Distance: Moving ' I month.; References. Telephone 765- 
“We Guarantee Satisfaction** I 5353 atter 6 p,m‘ -----------------------—
1120 ELLIS ST. 762-2020 nearly new Spanish two BEih <r ,r»« c I room duplex suite with refrigerator and 
■ 1, ID. o. ul jtOTe, in Rutland. Available October 
""" " 1st. $145 per. month. Telephone 763-5578.
33
TELEPHONE 763-5147 
. M, W, F tf
MOSAIC CENTRE. 1449 ST. PAUL ST. 
(awarded Park and Tilford trophy. Cer­
tificate of' honor. 1971). One > two 
storey townhouse apartment available. 
Two bedrooms. B4 baths, two patios, 
air conditioning (individual control), 
washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator. One 
car space. - > $307 per month. Lease. 
Terms available. Telephone 763-481L tf
CONTINENTAL MANOR. ROWCUFFE 
Avenue; one and two bedroom deluxe 
suites available for Immediate occu. 
pancy. WaU to waU carpet, cable TV. 
undercover parking, laundry facilities, 
elevator, and a reduction for. tenants 
60 years and over. Adults only. No 
pets. Must be seen. Telephone 763-4209.
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT ON 
second floor at $157 per month; one 
bedroom suite. $140: per month; all 
utilities included. Close to Shops Capri. 
No children, no pets; Retired couples, 
preferred. Apply Mrs. Dunlop. Suite 1,' 
1281 Lawrence Avenue or telephone
WANTED TO RENT: GARAGE FOR 
small boat and utility trailer. Prefer 
close to .lake or downtown area. Tele-
phone 765-8769. tf
THREE OF FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE 
or duplex. Reasonable rent. Will lease. 
References available. Telephone 765-8233.
REQUIRED BY OCTOBER 1. TWO OR 
three bedroom home in Kelowna. Re­
liable tenants. References available.
Telephone 763-6187. 32
S10 FOR INFORMATION LEADING TO 
the rental of a three bedroom house in
Kelowna. : Telephone 763-7051. 30














' Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
286 Bernard Ave. Ph. 762-363:, 
BUILDING SUPPLIES
T J IJ 1 DUPLEXES IN RUTLAND, ONE’ I TP Anno In three-bedroom, two bathrooms, includ-•IteOUyUIU basement suite, $200; 2 two-
*% . r I I. I bedroom; including, basement suite. $175Psint Supply Ltd. leach. Telephone 765-8290.____________ tf
_ ________________ n^l«- AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 15th. Your Bapco & SWL Dealer , I three spacious duplex in quiet
Paint — Wallpaper — signs Rutland subdivision. Carpets, full base­
Art Supplies I ment. carport, landscaped. $160.. Adults
1619 PANPOSY 762-2134 only- Telephone 765-8515 after 6 p.m. 31
T Th S tf QUIET AREA, THREE BEDROOM 
__________—_J—__1—L__ I home, large lot. full basement, large 
REPAIRS ; 1 main floor family room, fireplace, car-
rtDmiaa ..........  ...... peted Uvlng room $150, Telephone 762-
THE FIX-ALL SHOP
General repairs, household, m- ] suite in fourplex near Four Seasons 
dustrial, etc. Specializing in Motel. One child accepted. Telephone 
custom woodwork. Welding ^65~8219- .
fabrication. available September 5th. view
Comer WATER & CAWSTON fo£ebrfrwm tome.°Le"se at glVper 
763-6833 month. Telephone 765-9211.30
WANTED: YOUNG WOMAN TO SHARE 
guest house at 4316 Hobson Road, from 
September 1st (72) to June 30th (73). 
Ideal for student—completely self con­
tained.: Before August 31st contact 
Donna Petrick. 291-3205 Vancouver. 
After August: 31st contact Donna Pet­
rick. 4316 Hobson Road, Kelowna.. 34
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- 
furnished ground floor cuite available 
immediately- 1797 Water Street. Stove, 
refrigerator. -waU to wall carpets, cable 
television, heat, lights. laundry and 
parking, included. No children, no pets. 
Retired or professional tenants prefer-
4.76 ACRES: With good fron­
tage on Highway 97 North. 
Close in, presently zoned in­
dustrial. Vendors are asking 
$52,000 but are open to offers. 
For further details call Alan 
Elliot at the office or even­
ings at 3-7283. MLS.
red. Telephone ■ 763-3695. tf
BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED ONE 
bedroom apartment. Fireplace, wall to 
wall carpets, linen, dishes and all util­
ities supplied except telephone. Garage. 
Available immediately; Telephone 769-
4489. if
7% MORTGAGE — OWNER 
TRANSFERRED: This is the 
first time this 4 bedroom 
home has been: offered for 
sale. You should see the view 
from this immaculate home! 
Features include 2 fireplaces, 
separate dining area, rec. 
room and double carport. Ex­
cellent area. Call G. R. Fun­
nell at the office or evenings 
at 2-0901. Exclusive.
DELUXE ONE BEDROOM SUITE, 
waU to wall carpet, colored appliances, 
cable: T.V., heating and laundry facili­
ties. Available immediately. Telephone
765-8262. tf
OKANAGAN MISSION
New 3 Bdrm quality built home in quiet 
area. Close to schools and shopping. Beauti­
ful view from large covered sundeck. 
Double glazed windows, ensuite plumbing 
off large master Bdrm. Full basement, gas - 
heat, W/W throughout Priced to sell with 
terms. Call Art Day 8-5089. MLS.
WOW! LOOK WHAT WE FOUND
Just off Hall Road in a natural pine treed 
setting- with your own pond. A perfect 3 
Bdrm family home, fireplace, 1% baths, 
W/W carpet, full basement, large sundeck, 
much more. Too good to last, so call now, 
Marty Martin 2-2251.
MOVED MUST BE SOLD
Must sell this 2 Bdrm home. Large kitch­
en, excellent utility'room with cooler. Good 
corner lot, asking $15,500.00. Offers wanted. . 
Call Bren Witt 94326. MLS.
HOME PLUS ORCHARD
Older style home plus a working orchard 
with terrific view and potential, for subdivi­
sion. Plans already begun, see listing office 
for details. Catt Bob Robinson 3-5161. MLS.
WANT TO MAKE A BUCK?
Here is a different lot. Lakeview Hts. loca­
tion with pine trees. Full price with under­
ground services $4950. The view Is as good 
as from any $15,000.00 lot in the area. MT 
Art MacKenzie 9-4264.
George Trimble 2-0687; Ernie Zeron 2-5232;
’ APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD. ■
1431 PANDOSY ST. • • • SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY • • • Office Ph, 341«




Beautiful 1850 sq. ft. 4 level 
split level home on extra 
paved road's, etc. 3 bedrooms, 
large family room with fire­
place. Formal living and din­
ing room, 3 bathrooms, dou­
ble carport, etc. move right 
in to this lovely new home. 
For one of the best buys in 
this area please call Eric 
Hughes at the office or even­






LAKESHORE — Extra large, 
exceptional home with 343 
feet of beach and 6 acres of, 
privacy. Beautifully landscap­
ed; dock and storage shed fpr 
cars, boats. To see it con­
tact Andy Runzer at 764-4027 
evenings. MLS.
GLAMOROUS!! The only 
suitable word. If your heart’s 
set on view and quiet — this 
fully developed '2 floors are 
perfection itself. Well ap­
pointed living and dining 
rooms, dream kitchen and 
eating area with utility off. 
French doors lead to exqui­
site covered deck. Prime city 
location. Price $39,800. Call 
Bill Campbell at 763-6303 
evenings. MLS.
GLENMORE AREA REVEN-.
COLONIAL STYLE HOME— 
with 2 bedrooms, covered 
sundeck, ensuite plumbing, 
eating area in Idtchen, 2 
fireplaces. Located on Hay­
man Road— with view of 
lake and fruit trees on lot. 




REVENUE — CLOSE IN: 
Only 4 blocks from Safeway.
3 bedroom home with up­
stairs legal suite, increase the 
revenue with sleeping rooms. 
Yard well kept and fully 
fenced and landscaped. Clear 
title. Call Einar Domeij at' 
the office or evenings at 
2-3518. MLS.
UE HOME Three bed-
rooms upstairs with base­
ment prepared for a 1 bed­
room suite. Only 6 years old 
and all for just $26,900. Call 
Bob Clements at 764-4934 
evenings. MLS.
LOVELY HOME — GOOD 
LOCATION — in the city 
close to school, transporta­
tion, shop, this newer 3 bed­
room, full basement home 
has fireplace in . the taste­
fully■. decorated front room 
and is beautifully landscap­
ed. Ready for YOU. Asking 
$21,800. Call Dave Deinstedt 
at 763-4894 evenings. MLS.
WOOD LAKE RD., 
WINFIELD 
$13,900
Well maintained, 2 or 3 
bdrm., no bsmt, home with 
large utility area and gar­
age. Nicely landscaped, level 
lot. Net tax $1.00. School, 
store, lake and church, all 
within 2 blocks.
To view call owner
BRIGHT ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT 
suite, private entrance, suitable : for 
working couple or bachelor. No children 
or pets. $115 includes utilities. Tele-.
LOOK WHAT $11,900 WILD 
BUYl! A charming 2 bed­
room doll house completely 
remodelled and in immacul-. 
ate condition. Walk to town, 
church and schools. Also in­
cludes a garage and new cov­
ered patio. Ideal for retire­
ment or starter home for 
newlyweds. Call Terri Meck- 
ling at 763-6657 evenings. 
MLS.
A LOT OF HOME FOR 
$26,900 — Three bedrooms up 
and 1 down, 2 fireplaces and 
a bath and a half. Well land­
scaped lot with adequate 
parking and carport. This one 
will go quickly so phone Andy 
Runzer at 764-4027 evenings. 
EXCL.
42 TWO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH RENT- 
— ed suite in beautiful. Casa Loma area.
Available end of August Please tele- 
I phone after 6:00 p.m.* 762-5385. .tf
Cl CfTDA! IIY two bedroom home, full base- CLLvIIxULUA ment. refrigerator and stove optional.
- $185. Telephone 762-0971 between 4 p.m.
(Canada) Ltd. and 8 p.m._____________ ■ “
» > . » nnntnzw, AVAILABLE OCTOBER 1ST. CENTRAL­
SALES & SERVICE I ly located duplex, carpeted, with finish-1
tt I ed basement. Adults only. No pets. $180
1963,Harvey Ave. Iper month. Telephone 763-3642. tf
762-3012 tf SMALL TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,
___ _____ —...................    ; ... ' ’—- close in. for reliable couple. No objec-
WELDING I tion to one child. $110 monthly. Stove.
—----------- ------------ ———------ —-------—- refrigerator. Telephone 762-7491. 30
VICRON INDUSTRIES two bedroom house for rent
LTD. I in Kelowna. $155 per month. Telephone
Designing nnri Mannfanhiring of 762-8383 after 5 p.m.
All Types of Ornamental Iron one bedroom home on water-• « a »I front in Okanagan Mission. ElectricCustom Welding I heat. Telephone 764-4032. ; 30
■DI J65’93!7 o, now leasing low rentals. $m
Plant:,. R.R. -2»: Cary Road, I Two ..bedroom fourplex.- in Westbank.
Rutland, B.C. |.Telephone 768-5262. N
VACUUM CLEANERS
LUMBER
Delivered Anywhere in 
KELOWNA or VERNON 
AREA
Phone orders collect 
Buslness-^-545-13U 





BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free. Estimates.
ROD KING 
769-4697 days, 769-4671 
M. W, F tf
T, Th, S 36 TWO BEDROOM HOUSE IN SOUTH
——-———‘ I Kelowna. $125. Telephone 763-5630. 31
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
16. APTS. FOR RENT
phone 765-7549. 34
ROSEMEAD APARTMENTS. LARGE 
three bedroom unfurnished suite, plus 
full sized basement. Close in. Adults 
only, no pets. $125 per month. Available 
October 1st. < Telephone 762-4324. tf
BACHELOR APARTMENT FOR RENT 
to middle aged business woman. Half 
block , from Safeway. Fully furnished 
and self-contained. Ground ' floor, pri­
vate entrance. Carport, all facilities. 
$90 per month. Telephone 763-2548. . tf
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT IN 
garden-like setting, .with view of lake. 
Carpeting - throughout, refrigerator vand 
stove. $125 per month. No pets. First 
Avenue S.. Westbank. : Telephone 768- 
5875.«
AVAILABLE AUGUST 15th. SPACIOUS 
three bedroom suite in Eairlane Court. 
Fully modern, close to Shops Capri and 
People’s. Elderly people preferred. No 
children or pets. Telephone 763-2814. - tf
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex suite, overlooking Wood Lake. $110 
monthly. No pets. Telephone 766-2971. 
Winfield, between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
■ tf 
DELUXE SUITES fN KELOWNA'S Ex­
clusive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment. Maximum safety. and quiet­











A NEW ARRIVAL - YOUR NEW 
baby la a bundle of joy to Father and 
Mother. The arrival Is also welcomed 
by others. Tell these •friends the fast, 
easy way with a Kelowna Daily Cour­
ier Birth Notice as low as. $2.50., The 
day of birth, telephone a notice ^to 
763-3228 and your child’s birth notice 
will appear in The Kelowna Dally 
Courier the following day.
2. DEATHS
LOCKERBY — Passed away on Septcm- 
ber 2nd. In the Kelowna General Hos­
pital. Mrs. Hadassah Lockerby, aged 
93 years, late of Cellste, B.C.. Surviving 
Mrs. Lockerby are three sons. David 
‘in Cellste, B.C., Harry In Salmon Arm, 
. B.C. and Sheldon in Vancouver.' B.C.:
15 grandchildren! one nephew and one 
niece. Mr. Roderick McKay and Mrs. 
’Barbara Wood both In Chase. B.C. The 
remains - of the late Mrs. Lockerby 
will be cremated, a Memorial Service 
will be held In Cellste. B.C. at a later 
date. Day’s Funera Home Is In charge 
of the arrangements, . 30
8. COMING EVENTS
SPCA RUMMAGE SALE AT THE 
Women’s Institute Hall. Lawrence Ave­
nue. Wednesday. September 13th at 1:30 
p.m. For pickup telephone 763-2184 and






Five brand new 3 bedroom 
duplexes and a lovely 2 bed­
room home for the owner. 
Located in beautiful Spring 
Valley with all the units 
fully rented. This investment 
is priced at $225,000.00. Call 
the Royal Trust for full de­
tails. MLS.
VIEW, PINES AND TRAN­
QUILITY — A 4 bedroom 
family home only 4 years 
old, built .in a prestige area. 
It includes 5 piece and a 3 
piece plumbing, and a cen­
tre sundeck. Reduced to $33,- 
900. To view call Ernie Don­
nelly at 762-2558 evenings. 
MLS.
OWNER LEAVING
3 bedroom bungalow near golf 
course on quiet crescent. Base­
ment partially finished. 2 years 
old. Any reasonable offer* con­
sidered.
763-2935 In Kelowna and 764-4758 in L mnAM'A'TtnM A VP 
Okanagan Mission. 30. 33 1400 CORONA 1 ION AVC,.
O.O.R.P. BINGO COMMENCING JULY KELOWNA
5 and every Wednesday night through , . ■ „ . ,
July and August at the Elks Hail. 3009 Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 
Pandosy st.. 8:00 p.m. T’tf family apts. in gardenlike set-
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL ting.
PIANO AND THEORY LESSONS. LEO " °"Wa CBrpe 31
R. Pageau. Artist. Diploma A.R.C.T,, I •—Drapes.
Graham N. Welch, Bachelor of Music. rnlnwri nnnliannpq A.R.C.T. Telephone 763-4126. . 32 — LOWrea appliances.
piano and organ lessons in Available now.
your own home. Also theory and har- 7(M^MdB
mony Instruction. Floyd Sayler, A.R.C.T. iu*-**w.
Telephone 763-5944. T. tf tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
very low. rates.1 weekly or monthly. 
Telephone now 769-4511. tf
ONE BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. 
Brookside Manor. 1951 Glenmore St. 
Close to Shops Capri. Available immed-
lately. Telephone 763-6224. tf
THREE ROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
nearly new. For married couple. 1142 
Stockwell Avenue. Telephone 763-2456.
', ■' ’- ''' '''/.SO
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment in fourplex; wall to ,wall carpets, 
balcony. Available September 15th. Tele­
phone 765:8529,;’ , , tf
SUTHERLAND M A N O R. SPACIOUS 
.one bedroom sultp,. carpet; laundry and 
cablevislon included. Adults only. Apply 
at 560 Sutherland Avenue. if
LARGE, TWO ROOM, FURNISHED 
suite, private entrance and bath. Ok­
anagan Mission. Abstainers, non-smok-
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time of sorrow.
KAREN'S FLOWER BASKET
451 Leon Ave. 762-3119
M, W, F tf
CONSERVATORY AND ALL OTHER 
types of piano lessons given in. my NOW RENTING home. Also , theory lessons. For more 1
Information telephone 762-4879. 30
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK J THE LATEST IN
fireplaces. _ retaining walls, flower APARTMENT LIVING 
planters and stonework. Call Sebastian.
762-7782. tl ' ___
PIANO LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS THE BROCKTON MANOR
In Glenmore area, commencing Septem- io*>i DnnrlnovUtwet
ber 11th. Telephone 762-4409 alter 4 ludl ^anaosy bireet.
P.m. 34
ers. Telephone 764-4933. ■ tf
WILL SHARE MY HOUSE WITH A 
business woman. In good district, near 
Kelowna golf course. Telephone 762- 
2262. ■ 33
SELF CONTAINED TWO BEDROOM 
suite, carpeted, air conditioning, sun­
deck. Telephone 765-8866 or 455 Hol-
brook Road, Rutland. 30
4. ENGAGEMENTS
SirAHl’-MacPHEIlSON - Mr. and Mn. 
R. L, Sharp of Kelowna, announce the 
engagement of their daughter, Leslie 
Marie, to Mr. Neville Macl'heraon, ion 
of Mr. and Mre. Macl’heraon of- Bria- 
’bane, Australia. The marriage will take 
place on Saturday. December Oth. 1072. 
. al Kelowna, B.C. The couple will make
12. PERSONALS
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS: WOULD 
the carrier's heme and address and 
the Courier subscribers please make 
sure they have ■ collection .card .with 
telephone number on It. It your canter




has not left one with you, would voii :...
please contact. The Kelowna Dally
courier, telephone. 762-4445 M* W, F. til r\s\\s A| a RADTAACKIT
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS ~ WRITE ROY AL AH AR I AAtN I
P.O Box 587. Kelowna. B.C, Telephone 
765-5333. 763-5057 or 7(15-6923. In Winfield
tf
their home In Auatralla.
5. IN MEMORIAM
30
706-3107, Is there a drinking problem 
In your home? Contact Al-Anon at 763
543 Rowcliffe Ave.
6675 or 765-6766. tf
RYDER — In loving memory of our 
•on, brother, and lather, Jack Edward 
Ryder, passed away September 3th, 
1871.
We think at him tn alienee 
No eyea can see us weepi 
Bui still within our aching heart* 
« Illa memory wo keep.
Sadly mined by mom, dad. Shelley and
family., 30
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many yean ex­
perience, For further information, tele- 
phone Helen Gray. 763-6312, tf
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN, NON DRINK- 
er wishes to meet congenial widow for 
companionship and vutlngi. Write Box 
A 893. The Kelowna Dally Courier. 30
13. LOST AND FOUND
1 bedroom suites on quiet 
street close to downtown, air 
conditioned, cable TV, laundry 
facilities, elevator, Intercom,
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM. DE- 
luxo housekeeping units. Television. 
Close to. Vocational School and shopping 
centre. Telephone 762-3567., tf
DR1GHT, DELUXE. SPACIOUS SUITES 
for rent, Knox Manor Apartments. For 
Information telephone 762-7918. 1855 
Pandosy Street. ■ tf
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE 
In Rutland. Rcfrlgorntor. stove, hont. 
light supplied. $95 per month, Sult 
adult couple, 765-6370, No pets, 35 
FUBNISHliD TWO ROOM BASEMENT 
suite in Capri nrca. Rent Includes 
utilities. Telephone 762-8194, 32
SHERWOOD MANOR. ONE BEDROOM 
suite, quiet, adults only, no puts.. Tele- 
Phone 762-0861, . r tf
SUITE. THREE BLOCKS FROM SAFE- 
way. private entrance. Telephone 762-
3015. tf
covered parking. Reduction
rent to tenants 65 and over.
of
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe aulto available. No children or
pets. Telephone 703-7234. tf
JACKY RYDER: A beloved brother. 
One year has patted since that sad 
day ;
When one wo loved waa call'd away., 
'<lud took him home-Il was hl» will! 
'Within our hearts ho Uvelh atlll. 
Ever remembered by his loving brother, 
Don, Yvonne and children.30
RYDER - Jacky.
A silent tbonght. a allenl tear. 
Keeps Ms memory ever dear. 
Time takas away the edge of grief. 
But memory turns back every leaf. 
A dear brother, tadly missed by Jean. 












Immaculate 2 bedroom home 
with over 1,260 square feet. 
Laundry room upstairs and 
iy2 sets of plumbing. Fire­
place, full basement, large 
garage. The . land is beauti­
fully landscaped and priced 
at $35,500.00. MLS.
LIVE IN THIS TWO YEAR 
OLD HOME — for just $156 
P.I.T. per month. This home 
is in immaculate condition 
and is located on a large, 
beautifully landscaped lot. A 
few features are the large 
rec room with separate en­
trance, sundeck in indoor/ 
outdoor, also covered, double 
fireplace, This home must be 
seen. Call Sylvia Roberts at 
765-6936 evenings. MLS.
ZONED APARTMENTS — 
An immaculate 2 bedroom 
home on 50’xl20’ city lot 
close to everything. Try 
54,000 down. Worth investigat­
ing. Call Blanche Wannop at 
763-4683 evenings. MLS,
LOCATION AND QUALITY 
—A well built, 2 bedroom 
home in a choice area of 
Rutland. Developed base­
ment, landscaped lot, large 
garden space, close to 
schools, church and shopping. 







Highway Frontage, 1200’ service 
road, close to city centre, 16Mi 
acres and buildings 50* x 100’, 
two floors,, and 50’ x 80’, one' 
















HYDER — In memory of * brother and 
tmcltk. Jack Edward Ryder, who peewd 
•way September 3. 1971.
Ever remembered nnd Mdly misled by 
Meurice. Nellie and boye. M
! UN MEUORuiTvE£j£;
A collecGoa el suitable vetKa ter 
t« tn Mcmedama la ea head at The 
Kelowna Duly Couric* tMflca. In Mem- 
•riama are accepted untd 4i» p.m. day 
peecedta* pnMicatfoa. It yen wl«k 
coma to ear Claultted Counter end 
meta a ecicrttoa et telethon* to* a 
tretecd Ad-writer tn eteist yea la the 
gbetoa M an appropriate versa Bed 
la wrltlna iba la Memcriam. Tele- 
»teme warn.____  m. w. r, tt
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL fARK <1EMK^ 
tery new Hollywood Rd.
tend) Rultsnd. Telepbone 7434m. it
Your Me*M<e reaches 
36,(MW HEADERS 
DAILY
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
$140 P.M.
Rutland 4-plcx. Deluxe 2 br,, 
IMi baths. Near elementary 








Spacious suites, downtown, air 
conditioned, cable T.V., range, 
refrigerator, laundty, drapes, 
carpet*, Intercom.
MOBILE HOMES FOR RENT. BEAU- 
tlful park, close io all shopping, Tele- 
phono 763-5396, ’ t(
DELUXE SUITES FOB nENT. HOCHI'.- 
laga and Chateau Apartments. For In- 
formation telephone 7KI-6492, tt
FURNISHED SUITE, PRIVATE EN- 




40 homes under construction. 
Choose your home while the 
selection is good. All homes 
NHA at 8%% Interest. Prices 
start at $20,850.00 and down 
payments start at $1,054.00. 
All homes have full base­
ments and are carpeted In 
LR, DR and MUR- Complete 
with storm windows and 
screens upstairs.
OPEN MONDAY TO 
SATURDAY from
2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m,
JABS
smokers. Telephone 762-4847, tf
CONSTRUCTION Ltd
CAPRI VILLA APARTMENTS. ONE 
and two bedroom suites for rent. No
children. Telephone ’7634114 II
OK. MISSION
Lake front 3 bedroom fully fur­
nished available September 15. 





dell Road. Fireplace. »h»S (-arpeta, 
dtoia* rvotn and Iw •ddillonal
rooms in basement. Rutland.
monthly. Contact Itmiver Realty 







FURNISHED CABIN FOR BEXF. F.l 
wrmm, VWiUM Uda/kA
Ftr, Qkijrl, fihVc 
tarred. d*tv. Apply P» lllihUB) V 





Spacious 2 br. garden npis. Lo­
cated jusl off lakcshore and city 
limits. Inc. range, rcfrlg., air 
conditioner, cable TV, etc.
702-4015
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
CLEAN. WELL FURNISHED ROOMS 
with aepsnte entrance and linens sup­
plied. Or room and board. Telephone 
763-2136.t*
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR WORK- 
Ing gentleman. Abstainer. Close to 
downtown. Immediate occupancy, Tele­
phone 762-4761. tt
Liai"lFllOlTsh?Ki^ 
arate entrance. Gentleman preferred. 
Telephone 7M-3MJ. It
FURNfsHEl^ 
keeping room, No children or pets. 
Catt west floor, Ethel Slrccl. If 
iio^iiEEPiNG iFooIFs“”ron 
gentlemen only. Telephone 765-6793. tf
1D. ROOM AND BOARD
11OOM AND nOABD AVAILAtll.i: 
Aiigutl 27 for crnllrrnftn* ftharhtg,
iwr month. All living prlvlleres 
rishi person. Tetrphonn 76JOT21 ,
763-4438 I (;<»«>i» room ~ani> noum
B.lhrlv in qtbri hfttnn irt Riritan<| 











Best buy on the market, right 
downtown, all equipped with 
stoves and fridges and own 
bathrooms, completely sclf- 
contnlncd. Hot water gas 
heat. Beautiful valuable 105* 
x 200’ lot, ample parking. 
Excellent terms at 8%. For 
full details on this Exclusive 
listing, call Harry Rist of 
Wilson Realty at 762-3146, 
evgs. and weekends 764-7221, 
23-25, 28-30
BY OWNEIt. NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, 1H3 equere feel, full basement, 
wall (• wall ahag. double fireplaca. 
carport, patio, bls hitrhrn. Lshaped 
In Ine loom. Twa block. Irom Itulland 
Bish hrhool- Ileal tmy lor quick sale. 
Telephone TU-3#77. «
ACREAGE I ill have a total of 41 acres listed just 5 minutes 
from Rutland. Owner will sell in small acreages. Approx. 2< 
acres have beautiful view of entire valley with excellent 
building sites. Domestic water,-power, telephone* shcool bus 
route. If you want acreage, give me a call TODAY. Call 
Frank Ashmead at 765-6702 evenings.'Ml^S.
15 ACRE COUNTRY RETREAT - Just 5 miles from Kel­
owna. Plenty of room 'to build your dream home and keep 
your horses. Priced at just $1,495 per acre. For more inform­
ation call Bud Dalley at 769-4875 evenings. MLS. .
HOLDING PROPERTY - 21,88 acres of beautiful view land. 
Includes waterline easement to the lake. Full asking price of 
$57,000. To try your offer call Ken Mitchell at 762-0663 even­
ings. MLS.
Mary Ashe 763-4652, Harry Maddocks 765-6218, George Phil- 
Jipson 762-7974, Wilf Rutherford 7G3-5343,
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Ave,, 762-3713
Rutland: Shoppers’Village, 765-5155
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
YOU WANT A SMALL ACREAGE?
Here are seven, acres. Flat land. Good soil and mixed 
orchard. Room for horses. Under full irrigation. No build­
ings. Close to schools. Please phone mg, Luella Currie at 
2-5030, or evenings at 8-5628. MLS.
NESTLED IN THE PINES
2 bedrooms, no basement home with large lot. Very close 
to Shoppers Village. Ideal for retired couple. Phone Jean 
Acres at 2-5030, or evenings at 3-2927. MLS.
VIEW OF LAKE — $22,950
Attractive A-frame, full basement home with 2 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, fireplace, huge sundeck and a Mi acre of , 
land! To view, please phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or 
evenings at 2-3895. MLS.
COUNTRY HOME — $18,500,00
A good looking older 3 bedroom bungalow, situated on a 
beautifully treed large lot, Just on the outskirts, near 
the Iteach. For details, please phone me, Olivia Worsfold 
at 2-5030, or evenings at 2-3805, MLS.
/OUR OWN BUSINESS — $1,000 DOWN
Hairdressing and wig boutique recently established ano 
doing well. Owner Is overworked with other shops. A real 
opportunity for an aggressive hairdresser or entrepren­
eur. Don’t miss the boat I Call Orlando Ungaro at 2-5030, , 
or 3-4320. MLS.
Gaston Gaucher 2-2463 Shirley Aguirre 3-7354
REALTY
I • I ( )( J \f | 426 Bernard Avenue
■ ■ X-X V-Z v 1— I X 762-5030
P.O. BOX 1317, 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
563-1819
M, W, F 39
LOTS LOTSLOTS 
Glenrosa Highland Subdivi­
sion, Webber Rd., Westbank, 
B.C. Serviced, view, trees, 




Hwy. 33, RUTLAND 
LOTS I LOTS! LOTS!
View, serviced, trees, low 










M, W, F 45
PANABODE ■





SUN VALLEY HOMES 
NHA LOTS




ONE LOT LEFT NEAR
NEW RUTLAND 
SPORTS COMPLEX 








VIEW MIT ON IIIINN HOAD. 
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BEST BUY IN THE O.K. MISSION! •
You have to see this lovely, large family home with large 
lireplaee. talshM ^enlOvo 
aertt lot excellent view and dose to school Also 3 pee. 
plumbing off master bdrm. To view this finetotingjcall 
Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL 
250 ft of frontage on Hwy. .97.
33. This valuable property is priced right For full details 
cafl Md Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 7694409.
Inland Realty
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
1607 EUis Street Phone 763-4400 .
Lupton Agencies up
FOURPLEX— RUTLAND
Ideally located fourplex close to shopping centre. Each 
unit has 3 bedrooms and 1% baths. Nicely landscaped tot. 
Asking-$49AW — with good terns avadaWe. Call Ed 
SchoU at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-0719. MLS.
“SAFEWAY — V/2 BLOCKS!”
We have a new listing ’on this good-sized, 2: bdrm, home 
on Richter St There is a glassed-in veranda and a cute 
garage; Cannot be beaten, for VALUE at the fuU price of 
$15,700. Can be handled with $10,000 down. Please call 
Cliff-Wihmn .at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958. MLS.
Ih FINTRY LOT!
■v Situated in popular Fintry area, WestMde. This area 
?' makes for secluded living. Full price $3,500. See us for 
directions! Call Dale Brooks at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 
764-7338. MLS.
Wilson Realty^
543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
MOVING — Must sell this cozy retirement home on Ethel 
St 2 Fr targe bright kitchen and carpeted DR plus 
undeveloped attic with stairs up. The yard is full of lovely 
flowers, fruit trees and the garden is ready to harvest. 
All this and more for $14,000. See it and make your offer. 
Call Ruth Young 3-6758 eves or 3-5544 days. MLS.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS FAMILY HOME — 1185 Sq. Ft. 
of home featuring W/W carpeting, fireplace, plumbing, up 
and down. 3 Brs. up and one down. Rec room, laundry 
room and extra workshop or utility area. Lot 107 x 135 is 
beautifully cared for with trees and evergreens. Call John 
Walker 8-5632 eves, or 2-5544 days.- MLS.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY — Modern supermarket a 
good location in an expanding area; Turnover $173,000 
and increasing. A well equipped store; all sales are cash.
CaU 2-5544 days. MLS. -
TERRIFIC FAMILY HOME — Close to beach, 4 Brs— 
2 Full baths — two % baths. 2 Fireplaces. Double windows 
throughout. Fully landscaped. Stone fence. Excellent 
workmanship throughout. A view, a must. Call Betty 
EUan 9-4397 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
EIGHT UNIT REVENUE PROPERTY — in growth area 
' near KLQ Secondary school. On almost three acres with 
good potential and current revenue. Will trade'for land. 
Call Mike Chepesuik 4-7264 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
CLOSE TO SHOPPING. Excellent older home for the re­
tired couple or suitable for a small family. This beautifully 
landscaped home with many shade trees is in immaculate 
condition. Just 1%, blocks from Super Market. Full price 
only $19,500. with $6,000 down. Call Lloyd Bloomfield 
2-3089 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
Okanagan Realty
551-Bernard Ave. LID. 2-5544
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Jack SasseviUe —. 3-5257 John Driedger .... 2-8939
Midvalley Realty
RUTLAND — ONLY $1,600 DOWN. Immediate possession. 
Central location. 3 bedrooms, extra large living room with 
fiqnr tn filing. fireplace. Newly decorated with new rugs 
throughout. Full basement, good sized lot Full price only 
$16,850. MLS. Call Gerry Tucker 3-4400 or Fred Smith 
4-4573.
30 ACRES DEVELOPMENT' PROPERTY WINFIELD. 
Tremendous view of. Okanagan Lake. Some domestic 
water. Low down payment. Good terms. CaU Bill Jurome 
7634400. '
OKANAGAN MISSION, 1 year old, 1400 square feet of 
spacious living plus fully finished basement. 3 bedroom 
family type .home. Large brick feature wall and fireplace. 
Many extras. Large wrap around covered sundeck. ONLY 
$32,400 with just $5,000 down. Call Fred Smith or Gerry 
Tucker at 7634400 or 7644573. MLS.
POTENTIAL SUBDIVISION. 17.5 acres orchard in Win­
field. 1400 feet of road frontage, comer lot. Partial re­
lease available. Bring offers. CaU Dan Einarsson 34400 or 
766-2268 cbUect.
JUST LISTED — A new recreational land opportunity — 
' 230 acres which includes ^ mile of river frontage, mea- 
' dows and some lovely sandy beaches. Two creeks, smaU 
cottage, out buildings and'some machinery. AU this for 
only $60,000, call Dan Einarsson at 7634400 or 766-2268 
coUect. MLS.
FAMILY COMFORT—Let us show you this five bedroom 
house located on Cadder Avenue. It is only four years 
old and offers comfortable living for only $24,500. To 
view call Hugh Mervyn at 24872. MLS.
FANTASTIC — A four bedroom home on quiet -Aspen 
Court, an ideal family home with rec room, two fireplaces, 
intercom, and private back yard. Within paces of bus 
route, school and shopping. Owner has moved to coast and 
desires quick sale. To view call Roy Paul at 5-8909 even­
ings. $34,500. MLS.
WILDWOOD DRIVE — EAST KELOWNA—This new coun­
try home is just waiting for you and your family to fill up 
3 carpeted bedrooms,: a cozy living room with fireplace, 
a family sized dining room; a spacious modern kitchen 
with custom cabinets^ a large covered sundeck and a full 
basement. Situated on a ,42 acre lot in a quiet area of new 
homes. For appointment to view call Murray Wilson at 
44047. MLS.
NEW LISTING IN OKANAGAN MISSION—Very attrac­
tive new 3 bedrooms Cathedral entrance home. Many fea­
tures including 2 fireplaces, wall to wall carpets and fea­
ture wall in living room. Attractive dark ash kitchen 
cabinets, ensuite plumbing off: master bedroom. Covered 




1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343
Regatta City
REALTY LTD.
2 'BRAND NEW CITY1 HOMES — 2 brs,, full basement 
with outside entrance. Lots of rugs. Good Mtge. Could 
have legal suite in basement. For all details contact 
Bill Woods office 2-2739 or eve. 3-4931. MLS.
RUTLAND BUNGALOW — My owners have been very 
happy with me for 3 yrs. but even though I have .2 
brs., up and one in the full basement, plus a large 
sundeck in the back, my family needs more room, and 
have decided to trade me for a larger, home, or sell 
'me at the sacrifice price of only $21,500.00! With low 
monthly payments too! Call Frank Petkau for all de­
tails. Office 2-2739 or eve. 3-4228. MLS.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
WAREHOUSE FOR LEASE
1138 ST. PAUL STREET
I
Comprising 4,506 sq. ft. which includes office area 27x16; 
washroom, front entrance U’xl2’, inside clearance 12’, 
pumice block construction, duroid roof, concrete floors, 
heavy duty wiring, no heating fixtures. Available October 
1, 1972. Per month $275.00, minimum 1-year lease prefer- " 
ed. CaU Bill Fleck 7624400, evenings 763-2230
2 ACRES - ELLISON DISTRICT
-t
Excellent small holding; country living, level ground, full 
irrigation, planted to alfalfa, to be subdivided at time of a 




446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
DUPLEX —
Invest your money in this well kept, side by side duplex 
of 1,000 square feet, each side, near shopping, schools, 
and lake. Owner has moved and is open to reasonable 
offers. Try $8,000.00 down to one N.H.A. mortgage. Call 
Austin Warren, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-4838. MLS.
OPEN TO OFFERS
Two blocks to city centre. 4 Bedroom home. Landscaped 
lot. Immediate possession. Cash or attractive terms. Ask­












I have 2 and 3 bedroom homes for sale in Rutland,-West- 
bank and Winfield. Prices from $19,900;with as little as $400 
down if you qualify. Also need older .2-3 bedroom homes in 
Kelowna area. John Limberger 764-4496, 763-7900.
VACANT DELUXE HOME .
Lakeview Heights, 1692 sq. ft. unsurpassed view, Lg. Liv., 
Rm., Family Rm., Fr. Pl.,' Formal Din;. Rm., 3 lg. Bd. 
Rm., Kit., E.A.—Baths Carpet throughout. Absentee 




WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD..
Excellent View of Lake and City —Large Lots. 
Several VLA Sizes —- Domestic Water — Roads will 
be Paved — Underground Power and Telephone — 
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine — 
Only 7 Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available.
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA
Cross over the bridge turn right at the West Side road, 
continue to Bear Creek road, turn left and proceed to 
Parkinson Road and.West Kelowna Estates.
OFFICE PHONE 763-6689
J. W. SCOTT 
. Phone 768-5896
HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on this new three bedroom home, fea­
turing a large sundeck and' patio 
doors, luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall and master bedroom: double, win­
dows; roughed In plumbing in base­
ment and quality built throughout Full 
price is only $21,995 with ju3t $785 
down (with $1,000 B.C. grant) to an 
84i% NHA mortgage. For all the dee 
tails please call Don. Walllnder at 763- 
6066 or Crestview Homes at 763-3737.
________________________ !___________ » 
RESORT AND MOBILE/HOME PARK. 
7 miles to Kelowna bn Okanagan Lake. 
16 acres, 82 mobile home lots. 90 tent 
and trailer spots, paved. Store, laundro­
mat and living quarters.. Grossing; over 
$42,000. Full price $135,000. MLS. F- 
2394-Y. — 124 ACRE FARM with 94 
acres in hay. 30 acres with subdivision 
possibilities. Good house nd ban. 
Creek and dam. ? MLS. F-1856-P) CaU Leo 
Matte‘ at‘ Kalamalka Realty Ltd., 3104 




J. A. WITT 
Phone 768-5850 
tf
HANDYMAN SPECIAL; BY OWNER.) 
Ui storey, three bedrooms,, Rutland. * 
Main floor remodelled; Corner lot ’in. 
good district . Garage. Telephone 764- i 
4032. st*
11.9 ACRE ORCHARD. TWO BED-J 
room house, good garage, cabin, nice 
location, near school. Telephone 762- 
8496, _____________________________31
MODERN TWO BEDROOM ABBOTT 
Street home. View ot lake, patio, work­
shop* garage. 220 wiring, washer and 
dryer hookup. Telephone' .762-4290. 34
SMALL HOUSE ON 1.36 ACRES ON 
Milla Road, in RuUand, xoned for apart, 
ments. For further particulars'caU 763-
5578 or 763-3577. 33
T. Th. F, 42
HURRY ON THIS ONE. 1120 SQ. FT. 
home lor ' $768 down payment to one 
6W& NHA mortgage. Features included 
are luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall and master bedroom, large sun­
deck and paUo doors; <A bath in mas­
ter bedroom, roughed in plumbing in 
basement, double glazed windows plus 
many- other quality features. For all 
the details call Don Walllnder at 763- 
6066 or Crestview Homes at 763-3737. 
____________________________________ 32 
IDEAL FOR RETIREMENT - NEW, 
clear title, two bedroom house with 
sundeck: and roughed- in basement 
plumbing. Only $20,850.00 complete. We 
also have two and three bedroom 
houses in construction, priced from 
$20,990.00 .with low' down payments to 
one N.H.A. mortgage. Braemar Con­
struction- Ltd., builders in Kelowna 
since 1962. Office: 154 Stetson Motel. 
Telephone 762-0520; evenings, 762-0956
RETIREMENT SPECIAL, FOUR FLEX' 
grossing $4428 yearly, plus three bed.-' 
room house. Only $42400. 7% mortgage.
Telephone 765-8210, , . 37
NORTH GLENMORE. SIX ACRES, 
cleared orchard land. Fully serviced.
View of .vaUey and lake.' Four miles 
from city. ‘ Teephone 762-3697. . ■ 31'
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. FULL 
basement, large Jot with fruit trees, . 
double carport, oil furnace and small 
workshop. Telephone 765-5706. T, F. tt
MOVING 'MUST SELL. NEW TWO 
bedroom fuU - basement home. • Carport, 
largo covered sundeck. Extra large lot, 
quiet: location. Telephone 763-7027. 38'
IMMACULATE TWO BEDROOM HOME. 
fuU basement, gas furnace, 220 W. 
garage, fruit trees, grapes, $14,500. Tele- 
phone 762-6601 or. 762-7491. M W> S, tf1
480 ACRES CHOICE FARM LAND WITH 
complete set of buildings. In Peace 
River district. For Information call 763.
7318. 38
or 763-2810. tf
OWNER-BUILT HOME IN RUTLAND. 
Close to everything. Large family home 
— containing five , bedrooms, beamed 
living room with fireplace, large sun­
deck and carport , on. large, nicely 
landscaped ■ lot. To view, < call Don Cam­
eron, days, 703-4932 or evenings, 705- 
7995. MLS. Lund and Warren Realty 
Ltd. 446 Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, B.C.
_______________30
OWNER BUILT — LOVELY NEW 
three bedroom, two bath home with a 
beautiful- view. Two cheery fireplaces, 
large-roomy kitchen with eating: area, 
dining room and a large 12'xl8*'sundeck
I overlooking the lake. To view this ex­
cellent home please call Shirley Aguirre 
at Hoover Realty Ltd., 762-5030 or
I evenings at 763-7354. M.L.S. 30
BUILT BY OWNER, BRAND NEW 
three bedroom, two bathroom home; 
dining room, lovely kitchen, two fire­
places, shag carpet throughout, rec. 
room partly finished. : Attached gar­
age. beautiful balcony. Owner moving, 
must sell. Best offer. Telephone - 765-
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, FULL 
basement, air .conditioned* quiet neigh­
borhood in Bankhead opposite park. $31.- 
500. Telephone’762-2170.- tt
BEAUTIFUL VIEW LOTS IN PEACH- 
land, Close to lake, schools; shopping. 
Reasonably priced. - Telephone 763-3315,
M. S. 30
CENTRALLY LOCATED THREE BED- 
room duplex for sale. $36,000. ’ Telephone 
769-4151. ■. . - . tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 
full basement,' immediate occupancy. 
Telephone 762-4116 or 762-2716, ■ : tf
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
7691. t{
BY OWNER: REVENUE HOME, FOUR 
bedrooms, (three up, one' down) plus 
one bedroom self contained suite in 
basement. Carport, double garage—fin­
ished, : insulated and heated. Mortgage 
7Vi%. Full price 827,500. Telephone 763-
2992, 2264 Aberdeen Street. 41
429 Hwy; 33, Rutland, Phone 765-7704
JUST BEING COMPLETED. Brand new 3 bedroom home 
in Springvalley. Wall to wall carpet in bedrooms, living 
and dining room. Large well planned kitchen with plenty 
of eatihg area. Dining room has glass sliding doors on to 
the generous sized sundeck. This is not a mass produced 
job, but a carefully built home by reputable' builder. If 
you are looking for a clear title home with po mortgage 
payments you may have this one for only $23,200.00 cash. 
Call Midvalley Realty 765-7704. Exclusive.
LOW INCOME? First time offered small 2 bedroom, full 
basement home, electric heat. Large garage. 1 block to 
bus line in Rutland. Gardener’s paradise, every kind of 
fruit tree. Needs decorating. Priced at only $14,800.00. 
Call Mtdvalley Realty 765-7704. Exclusive.
A HOME WITH EVERYTHING. Quiet Rutland location- 
well landscaped — 3 bedrooms up — 1 bedroom down — 
two fireplaces — sundeck — carport — beautifully kept. 
Low interest NHA mortgage. Priced at $24,900.00. Call Mid- 
valley Realty 765-7704. Exclusive.
LOTS! LOTS! LOTS! Midvalley Realty in Rutland, has 
both Exclusive and MLS lots, which we would be pleased 
to show1 you. We have every type of lot from Permanent 
Mobile Home to Lakeshore, and in all price ranges. Why 
not call one of our representatives at 765-7704,
Richard Gcntille .. 765-7955 Bill Haskett........... 7644212
otto Graf 765-5513 Sum Pearson .... 762-7607,
Al. Horning.......... 765-5090 Gordon Davis .... 765-7436
Ken Alpaugh .. 702-6558
Bert Badke 




Bill Trethewey .... 6-2970 
(collect)
2-3574 Bill Poclzer ...... 2-3319
. 536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
TWO BEDROOM RETIREMENT HOME 
with taxes only $3.00 per month.'Ideal­
ly located in southside, one block from 
lake, shopping centre and bus service. 
Only $16,900. Call owner at 762-3518 bet­
ween 12:00 - 1:00, or 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
No; agents. ; tf
ATTRACTIVE NEW EXECUTIVE 
home. Three bedrooms,: three' bath­
rooms, • family room with fireplace, 
formal dining and living room, double 
carport, 1850 square feet, only $35,900. 
Please call Eric Hughes personally, at
OFFICE SPACE .
FOR RENT
SINGLE OFFICES and 
COMMON RECEPTION AREA 
FOR LEASE 
— newly renovated 
— air conditioned 
— wall to wall carpet 
— inset lighting 
— windows 
— common reception area 
—common receptionist, or 
typist may be arranged s • 
— heat and power included 
— Downtown—Pandosy Street 
-. Rent from $100 to $120 per 
month
Contact Mrs. Marsha Clark at
762-5434 -
tf
768-5953. Montreal Trust. 34
Move in Nowl New 2-Bedroom Home 
DOWN PAYMENT ONLY $700.
(if you qualify for B.C. second)
( Cathedral entrance, wall to wall carpeting, colored bath­
room fixtures, roughed in plumbing In basement, car­
port. Large lot. Quiet area near schools.
Full price $19,300.00 P.I.T. $165.00.
Choice of two and three bedroom models.
IN NEW HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS. All fully serviced NBA 
lots with 8%% mortgage. Prices start as low as $20,500,00.
FOR FURTHER IN FORMATION AND VIEWING
Call 762-0718
PREHOFER CONSTRUCTION LTD.
’ 30. 32, 34
BEGER CONSTRUCTION LTD.
offer* you
QUALITY BUILT 3 BB. NBA HOME to Kelowna, 
Tionson Drive.
2 Bit HOME In Rutland on Dudgeon Rond.
Both homes have full basement, w w carpet nnd ninny extras.
ALSO HAVE LOI’S FOR CUSTOM BUILT HOMES.




243 Bernard Ave. — Kelowna
Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland Main St., Westbank
LOW, LOW DOWN PAYMENT — A close in location with . 
3 B/R’s upstairs with full bathroom. Utility room at back 
entrance with 2 pc. bathroom, plus ample storage, makes 
this an ideal family home. Full price JUST $21,000.00, 
Stew Ford at 2-3455 or 5-5111 for details. Exclusive.
HALF-ACRE VIEW LOT with spectacular view over Lake 
Okanagan! Furnished 2 bedroom home, large garage, 
workshop, pump house with 42' cased well. Very attrac­
tive location and nicely kept. To view this Westside home, 
call Stella Gunderson 3-2887 or 5-5111. Exclusive.
A FINE INVESTMENT— Four-plex, fully rented, 1045 sq. 
ft. each unit. Close In location, all double glass and sound­
proofed. Revenue far exceeds the payments, Easy to own. 
Call Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111 for details. MLS.
' ATTENTION INVESTORS AND BUILDERS - Something 
special for you in this acre of land, fronting busy highway. 
Multiple dwelling zoning a possibility here, An ideal loca­
tion. TRY OFFERS — For details call Bill Kneller 5-5841 
or 5-5111. Asking $30,000. MLS.
369 BURNE AVENUE
A great location. Older two bedroom home that has char­
acter. Possibilities galore. Hardwood floors In each large 
room. Shade trees In a yard that offers privacy. FuU 
basement. Full price $21,000.00. To view contact McKinnon 
Realty.
ACREAGE
10 to 20 acre parcels of land located just north of Okanngan 
Centre, Fantastic view from each lot. Priced so every­
body can afford to buy. Don’t miss your chance. For fur­
ther information contact —
McKinnon realty ltd.
Corner Highway 33 and Asher Rond, Rutland





BY OWNER: ON LARGE LOT, NEW 
three bedroom home at Lakeview 
I Heights. Ensuite plumbing, full bright 
basement, two finished fireplaces,. wall 
I to wall carpets throughout, vinyl sun­
deck. Reduced to sell fast, $26,900 or 
yout offer. Telephone 769-4186. ; 34
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, by owner, shag carpet through­
out. Roughed-in rumpus room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Across from new 
park . Ih Rutland. Telephone 763-9129. 
I evenings. ' " tf
BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM, 
split level for private sale. Two baths, 
wall to wall shags. Rosewood panelling, 
main floor laundry, garage, large land­
scaped lot with view, In Lakevipw 
Heights. Telephone 769-4394. 33
COMMERCIAL SPACE
FOR RENT -
Retail and office, in new mod­
em, air conditioned building, 
downtown Kelowna on Bernard 
Ave. Choose your space now. 
Contact Al Salloum at
OKANAGAN REALTY
551 Bernard Ave.
. 763-5544, eves 702-2673 ,
■ - . ■ • . -tf
LOVELY KLO HOME
4 bedroom home—2 up and 2 down, 1260 $q. ft. up, same 
downstairs, beautifully panelled, quality carpets, solid maple 
cupboards, built-in oven nnd stove, fireplace, f-nrge dble. 
carpoit, all paved with laigc garage in rear. Fully land­
scaped. Large fenceri nnd treed lot with garden.
PHONE 763-6828 anytime
Large mediterranean design home with all the view and
privacy, to a high class residential area. Many luxurious ?onm, HVing2room and hail carpet "<L 
built-ins such as elevator, built-in round bed, pic-shapcd bath fireplace up and down, completed rec 
tnh tn mnnfinn nnlv n few roomandbath inbascmcnt.Asklng $27,-tub, to mention amy a icw. poo. Telephone 762.4527. 34
Drive up to-see the outside — if it appeals to^you, westbank, by owner, walking 
make an appointment to view this inside. oid^homc^ce^bcd’rMm.1'
' carport, roughed In basement, landscap-
TELEPHONE 762-4971 . e(i. Would consider mobile homo for
down payment. Telephone 768-5588. 30
333 POPLAR POINT KELOWNA Rutland,, close to schools.
29, 30, 33, 34 three bedroom homo; completely fin­
ished basement plus family suite, car­
port nnd garage. Will consider trade 
on property or older home. $33,900. 
Telephone 765.1)048. T. Th. S, 30
QUALITY BUILT HOMES READY FOR 
occupancy. Downtown, . Okanagan Mis­
sion, Lakeview Heights,, 3' bedroom 
hoime, Abo building lots for sale and 




ON SARSONS RD., JUST YARDS FROM THE LAKE 
AND BEACH.
Beautiful 3 bedroom split-level home with carport, patio, fire­
place, 2 baths, finished rec room and laundry, double glazed 
windows plus many more features.
Lot is beautifully .landscaped with double paved driveway.
Will be ready for occupancy by, September 1.
FULL PRICE $33,000.00
BUY IT FOR CASH OR ON TERMS.
NEW TWO BEDROOM DELUXE 
home with two fireplaces, Niuulcck, 
carport, full basement, with Hood mort­
gage and Interest. Please cal) 
Enns nnd Quirlng Construction Ltd. 7(1.1-
MOSAIC CENTRE. 1449 ST; PAUL ST. 
. (awarded Park and Tilford trophy, 
Certificate of honnr, 1971). Second 
floor: office available > for lease. 300 
square feet plus 88 square foot patio. 
Suitable financial or sales office, Rental 
$255 per month Including air condl. 
Honing (one control), healing, lighting, 
Janitor service. Ample pnrklng at 
tenant rates. Telephone 763.481 L tf
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office 
space, 600 square foot to 1450 square 
foot areas available. - Rents from $200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argu* Indus­
tries Ltd., Northgate Pfozs or telephone ' 
703-2732. tf
AIR CON IHT1ON ED OFFICE SPACE 
for lease m now Rutland professional 
hulldlng. Telephone 765-7027, ' .
■ ; ___ M. w, F, if'
FOR RENT: STORE SPACE AT DM 
Sutherland Avenue, across from Capri. 
Telephone collect to 112-542-30(1(1, 34
OFFICE SPAClFFOlTilENT IN WF.BT- 
bank, Nelson Block. Telephone 700-5273.
M, W, fl. tf
5578 or 763-5577. , 33
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX - BICNTLD. 
Full basement, carpeted, carports, land­
scaped. Full price 820,700. Telephone 
7115-0514 or 703-6018. No Saturday calls
Please, II
PRIVATE SALE THREE BEDBOOM 
revenue homa with carport and artifi­
cial fireplace. Close Io hospital and 
Shops Capri. 123,000, Telephone 762-4364.
I________________ 31
THREE BEDROOM HOME, FULL 
basement, large lot, close lo school. 
Carpeted throughout. Roughed In plumb­
ing In basement. 1040 square feet, 
4IP.0OT. Telephone 763-0018, II
18.4 ACRES, HIGH DENSITY OR.
Phone JABS CONSTRUCTION - 762-0928 a
Evenings 764-4737 or 762-3465 -- -------- -- —----------------
° (.CLOSE IN, NESTLED BKTWEEN
" I pln»«, ju»t »cro»« from Ulenmnre
——— - - - - - , -- | (jo)/ cnutfe. Coty Iwo bedroom home,
Urge treed end fenced lot. Double ger- 
bro. Telephone 701-4940. T, Th, H, tlFOR SALE
Nelson Manufactured Homes
See 2 Models now near completion on 
BACH ROAD, 
built by K.L, Construction.
PHONE 765-8742
<>r
Choose one of the many models from the 
Nelson Brochure.
For Information call our Nelson representiwivc
BUD BATES 765-7583
3o',4 :h
116,500 HOME. MICAH MIOPPINO 
centre. rlos* Io bnsjntsl. schools. Now 
furnac*. garsg*. iinmedlat* occupancy, 
tiny terms. Trail# accepted, «3J Bur tie
Avenue, Telephone 703-4201. 33
CMFTON HOAD, (JLENMORE, LAND- 
new two bedroom lioint, car­
pel Ihroosliout. covered sundeck, cstli- 
r.lrsl entrance, double fireplace, lull 
basement, Telephone 761-0050. tf 
. <»<•*, .., I, , . ,*  -*
ON ROGER'S PASS HIGHWAY, HER. 
vice elation Rite. Entry and exit per- 
mite, 21 miler rssl of ItrveUtoke. Apply 
to Box A 8W, The Kelowna Dally 
Courier. , M
niHEK~iBEDnd6inibMKrwAu7"Tb 
i wall carpet throughout, full basamenL 
with recreation and trull atoraga room, 
rundeekf 75' a M0‘ lot with fruit tree*.
| Telephone 7*5-8979. M
I i-i-- J-t .,!■«. i ■ । iiw.ni ir:i|iwerewii.i-Bwirm ,ri—rrenr rru »rr-—t——--*-i • ■■■
TUB El BEDROOM IIOMK. Cl/IRE IN. 
moth end. pear foie atop, achrxl. Nicely 
tsndir-aperl, »»UWtO, fOI Bay Av*nw> 
telephone 7I.J JCI. tf
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES 
SMALL APARTm’eNT BLOCK - AT- 
tractive, modern six suite apartment 
block with luxurious living quarters, 
balconies and carport lor each aulie. 
Situated close In. Open lo olleral t 
Will take home as part trade. To view 
please telephone Olivia Worsfold at 
7(12-5030 nr evenings at 7(12-35113, M.L.B. 
Hoover Realty Ltd,.
14, ID, 18, 22, $4, 27, 
___ _ ________ 78, 30, 32, 34, 36, .38 
20 UNIT MOTEL - UK’ATED IN , 
last expanding Okanagan city, Owner 
operated, well maintained, quality built 
20 unit motel and gilt -.hop plug at­
tractive six bedroom living quarters. 
Ideal lamlly or partnership operation. 
Excellent cash flow. Telephone Ernie 
Zeron. 762-5232 nr 763-4144, Apple 
Valley Really Ltd, M.L.fl, .10
SEVEN CABINS, FOURPLEX AND A 
well-kept Iwo bedroom home (with 
Hobby Shop) used .for living quarters. 
Income lO.'i1 per, month. For details 
pleas* telephone me, Olivia WorafoM at 
762-31193 evenings or 7*2-9830 office, 
lloover Really Lid. M.L.S.
20. 27, 2L 30. 35. 33, 38.
40. 42, 44, 40, 47, M, M
RESTAURANT FOR BALE. ONE OF 
the busiest and Iwst In town, Reason ~* 
retiring. Includes building and fixtures, 
has beverage licence, Apply Dox A- 
M3, The Kelowna Daily Courier, Will
answer ell Inquiries. II
ruwaiNK. airrwARK 'MANurA<£ 
turlnk. Money rn»k»r for lh« ambltlou* 
nor,on. Send all Inquiries fa Box AHU, 
The Relowia Dally Conrltr. T, Th, A, tf
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS 
HINDS AVAILABLE "yon SMALL, 
lira! and arcond morl<at««. RaaaoMble 
ratoa and (erme. Contact Roger CetUe or 
Don McConaehle al Lorton AcomIm, 
7M-4W or eyealnga 7IF4949 a«4 7ffl-




MORE CLASSIFIED ON PAGE 14
er
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
HUNTING SPECIALS — -1950 LAND 
Rover, four wheel drive.- excellent con­
dition. $550; 1956 Chev panel, fair 
condition. $195. Telephone 766-2481 Win-
28. PRODUCE ANO MEAT phone 763-6714. 30




M. W. F, UPainting, 763-5378.
30pets. Tdephone 762-8307.
tfphone 765-8950.
phone 763-6942 after 5:30 p.m. 30
34 uTelephone 765-8956. with, tables. Telephone 765-5954. 31
31WILL BABY JSIT IN MY HONE. WILL .765-7226 evenings.









853. ;OrviIle> Washington. 31
WHITE. M INCH, TAPPAN ELECT1UC tree. Telephon. 7SS-75H. 30
range. tn good clean condition. Trie-
30
762-6M0 after 6:00 p.m. 33
" 36. HELP WANTED
60c Hundreds of fashion facta $1. )
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road. Rutland.
n.n 
ties
EXERCISE BICYCLE; BED CHESTER- 
field; Danish rocker. Telephone 70-
1965 CHEVY HALF TON PICKUP WITH 
canopy.and 1958 Chevy 1V5 ton truck 
with racks.; Both in good condition.
1960 JEEP 4x4 STATION WAGON, 283, 
V-8. Excellent condition. $1,000. or near­
est offer. Must sell by this weekend. 766-
10* x 50* CHAMPION LAKEWOOD Mo­
bile home. Two bedrooms. 84,000. Tele*
BABYSITTER WANTED FOR GLEN- 
mor* area. Monday to Friday. Tele-
MALE, ’ STANDARD POODLE, TWO- 
years old, excellent with children, $95.
1968 SUZUKI 500. EXCELLENT SHAPE, 
$500 or best offer. Telephone 766-2127,
1970 19 FOOT TRAVELAIRE HOLIDAY 
trailer. Fully contained, separate show­
er. basin. Propaneelectric refrigerator, 
hot water tank, furnace.-Tdephone 762-
1967 INTERNATIONAL T A N D E M 
dump truck. . Very good condition. Tele*
FOR SALE 
able price .
MATURE HOUSEKEEPER. SITTER TO 
live tn. Two boy* age* 8 and 6 year*. 
Good w«gr». Weekend* and evening*
ONE POM AND TERRIER MALE 
pup, seven weeks . old. Telephone: 762-
1969 1600 DATSUN STATION WAGON, 
good running order, new brakes, radio. 
11.400 or best otter. Telephone 766-22W)
1372 DUSTER "340.' POWER STEERING, 
power brakes, $3400., Telephone 765-










USED SECRETARIAL DESK, LIFT UP rhf"” 7« 53M after « p.m. 
lot typewriter, tn* TtHvhrme I  -——— ------- ------—™
(IIH,
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
RED VOLVO. 1958. TWO DOOR SEDAN.
Winter tires, stick shift. $250. Tele*
HARLEY DAVIDSON CHOPPER 74 
Knucklehead. See at 1309 Bertram
5141.
»T“ WINCHESTER MAOSUM WITH
INSTALLED CAMPER SHELL. FOR 
wide box. % or % ton. Telephone 763-
1971 650 CC , B^^. LIGHTNING. 
Asking • $650. Excellent condition. Tele-
FOUR WHEEL AXLES. ELECTRIC 
brakes, hitches. Telephone 764-4137 or
ONE EXPERIENCED ASSISTANT 
landscaper, for interview telephone 762-
LICENCED -. MECHANIC REQUIRED 
immediately, for new automotive । dealer­
ship in Kelowna. Apply to Bolt A880, 
The Kelowna -Dally Courier, giving, full
INSLEY SHOVEL, MODEL K12 MOUNT* 
'ed on ' truck, ten near' new 10.00x20 
tires plus backhoe attachment. Ex De­
partment of Highways, Vernon. Special 
—$3,950. Telephone Bob -Berget, Walkem
420 JOHN DEERE CRAWLER WITH 
hydraulic angle blade. Good condition. 
450 John Deere Crawler B4 yard buc­
ket, back hoe and log grappler. Extra 
tracks. For sale or rent Telephone Vic
1970 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE 
door hardtop, automatic, power 
ing, power brakes, radio, w/w 
extra set of winter tires on
GRENADIER n TROMBONE. .ONE 
year <nMt« carrying case, two .mouth 
pieces. $U0 cr oilers. Telephone 763- 
SU». / J1 V.’ '-'33
pound picked at Casa Loma 
Stand. Telephone 763-2291.
LEAVING COUNTRY. MUST SELL.
1966 Jeep Wagoneer. $800. See at , 446
BARTLETT PEARS. TOM HAZELL, 
4335 Turner Road, Okanagan Mission.
COLLIE-SHEPHERD-SAMOYED PUP- 
pies for sale, seven weeks old. Good 
natured mother. $5 each. Telephone
1971 HONDA. CL 100, PERFECT 
mechanical condition, $395.. Telephone
1965 VOLKSWAGEN CREWCAB PICK 
Up. New paint job, 1969 engine, with 
fibreglassed' canopy, $850, ideal for
HVL I’lFvi: IHUM M.I* <1X1. ll.Vlj 
<W. in rcatuoa. Tekrhw* < 
fast «H«r « f rn.. i: I
35. HELP WANTED, FEMALE
n m *4
LANDSCAPED LOT AVAILABLE SEP- 
tember L Trojan Villa. Tdephone 769- 
4235. 31
PATTERN NUMBER,
A GOOD HIGH CHAIR. FRUITWOOD 
Provincial Furniture. Telephone 765? 
9825. 31
PAINTING — INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates. Telephone. KX
- PEARS — REASON- 
please bling containers.
1972 19* FIBRE FORM SANTA CATA- 
lina, '165 Merc Cruiser inboard-out- 
board. Telephone 763-3171. tf
I TAM D8III ns. Mt ST HATE «l-A*■ *«| 17*•
4 lirtn**, Ttkrhnn* 31 bl »!<’». 8I.VM» Ttl<r‘'hone If.
15,000 original miles, ono owner. _____
or nearest offer. Would consider trad'
10C,"J lt<> AD RUNNER. 383. FOUR 
speed llur»t. low mileage, very clean. 
Many extras, Telephone 763-4840 daysi
LK«D GUITARUT AXiO IMItiMMMd l*t**to<*» «»P«rU«c« m* wmiuir, »«• 
looking b.‘ sen«n mno.l.n, tn t«m|lr»'n •« A,;J* Kelowna
blue. ,«ek M«»l haie ««n eou.p.' t>»d* O>i>er.
» SAtjaiMAN TO TAKE OVER KSTAH
1OA AAIICIf*Al I real*, mnxl hat* rut »n<1 willing
I la wort to hour* keoklv Avuikr* earn- 
INSTRUMENTS I tat* **<*”’• Apply -tc<%,——------- .. -.-n-,.r..„., ,r ... , „ _ , I tnatital hlatink telrpbmi« number
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Telephone 769-4226, 
PEACHES. PEARS,
VARIETY OF APPLES FOR SALE. 
Telephone 766-3152, Winfield. 30. 32. 34
BARTLETT PEARS FOR SALE. BRING
contalners. Telephone. 769-4519.
28A. GARDENING
1963 PONTIAC. $150. TELEPHONE 763-
2392.______________________ 34
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE CUSTOM 
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36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
[44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
49. LEGALS & TENDERS 49. LEGALS & TENDERS
PEACHES, BARTLETT tXlCWnA/ADTU
PEARS and PRUNES tNIWUKIH
. « . > . ' HOUSE OF MUSIC LTD
- Now Available att . .*g*< sutheriand ve.
MASON^BISCH. HENRY , HERBERT 
piano In. excellent condition. Telephone 
763-7612. •>
PXPP.UIENCeB PIANO TEACHEB, 
KLO-Benvoulln area* $2 per half hour 
lesson* Telephone 763-7Q13.______ • 33
TREVOR’S FRUIT STAND 
KLO Road —763-4390 
Ako Red ’Tydeman and 
Wealthy Apples. Local Field 
Cucumbers and other Farm 
Fresh Vegetables.
CANNING PEACHES, 
PEARS, PRUNES AND 
* APPLES
- in Lakeview Heights, 
Turn left at Shell Station 
(Hwy. 97 S.l onto Boucherie Rd.
-Drive 1 mile.




SCHOOL BAND • RENTAL IN­
STRUMENTS now In stock. 
Rent or rent to purchase plan. 
20% Student cash discounts. 
Also used, reconditioned instru­
ments. ■
OLDS — HUTTL — MONTE 
— ARMSTRONG?




ORIGINAL PAINTINGS . BY. ROYAL 
Academatimta. fine oil . and water col­
ors at ’Strohm’s Antiques, 2374 Pan­
dosy* < next door to '• Strabm's:, Barber 
and Beauty, shops. . , 30
THE LFTTLE SHOP ;THAT5 CAUSING 
lots of excitement! Good things at 
Strchm’s AnUques. next door to Strohm's 
Barber and : Beauty (hops. 2974 Pandosy 
Street. ________________
32. WANTED TO BUY
VBGENH.Y REQUIRED PRE-SCHOOL 
aide to assist pre-school teacher with 
handicapped children. Also driver for 
small Bas transportation lor children. 
Class 4 licence required. Apply to 
Executive Director. P.O. Bex 128. 
Okanagan Mission er telephone 764-7278.
30
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old’ crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish'or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 7654272. if
EXPERIENCED FRAMER WISHES 
framing fay contract. Free estimates. 
Telephone 763-7278. , 30
DAY CARE. MY HOME. 504 BUCK- 
land Avenue, commencing September 
$3 per day. Telephony 763-6820. ? 31
WILL DO BABY SITTING IN MY 
home; 305A-Prior:Boad. Rutland. Tele-
FRESH VEGETABLES
Sweet Corn, Field Tomatoes and 
Cucumbers, Peaches? .(Free­
stones), Pears, Prunes and Mac 
Apples. Apply at —
PIANO AND THEORY LESSONS FOR 
children ' and : adults?' Please . contact 
Mrs. Dorothy Clyne. FUIM*BMT. ■ 910
Lawrence Avenue. Telephone: 762-3491.^
ITALIAN PROVINCIAL PIANO? FRUIT* 
wood with upholstered bench. $700. 
Telephone 764-4991. _______________ 30
PROFESSIONAL BASS AMPLIFIER 
and’ speaker.. Reasonably .priced.... Tele­
phone 762-8124.________ 34
SPOT CASH * 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
■ items.
Phone us first at 762-5599




Hwy. 97 N. or S;-:
1968 SB. ‘CHEVELLE. 396. VERY 
good .- condition.-many extras. Tele* 
phone'7634697. ■____________________ tf
1949 WILLY'S FOUR WHEEL DRIVE, 
in very good shape. Must be sold. Tele* 
phone 763-7270._________ '____________ 34
DUNE BUGGY. 1600 CC. GOOD CON* 
dition. Telephone 765*5062 after 5 pan. 
See at 315 Merrifield Road. Rutland. 34
1965 WILLY JEEP WAGONEER. FOUR 
Wheel drive. Telephone 765-6040 after
8-X32* TRAILER WITH GAS RANGE, 
stove, and furnace. Sacrificing at S2J00. 
May be viewed at Chevron Service Sta­
tion. corner Lakeshare and KLO Road. 
_________ tt
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pet* 
please. Cable TV included. TeJephon*
WILL ACCEPT GOOD TRAVEL TRAIL* 
er part down ■ payment, on new two 
bedroom fun basement home in Rut­
land. Telephone evenings 765-6556. , 34
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM 12*x53' 
late model mobile .home. Set. up in 
adult section of mobile home park No
26* AIRSTREAM TRAILER. 1965 
Chrysler tow car. good condition. $3500. 
Trailer only -$2750. Telephone 763-6586.
FOR RENT — NEW HARDTOP TENT 
trailers, two sizes, complete with mat­
tresses : and spare tires. Also some
SOUTH EAST KELOWNA 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT
EAST KELOWNA.
BRITISH COLUMBIA '* 
CONTRACT NO. 21 
CONSTRUCTION OF POOLEY 
DIVERSION DITCH AND 
TRIMMING OF MYRA 
DIVERSION DITCH
* INVITATION TO TENDER 
SEALTD TENDERS marked 
“Tender for Contract No. 21 — 
Construction o£ Pooley Diversion 
Ditch and Trimming of Myra 
Diversion Ditch" will be re­
ceived by the undersigned, up 
to 3 p.m. local time on the 13th 
day of September, 1972, and 
opened in public at that time 
and date at the District Office, 
Gulley Road and McCulloch 
Road, East Kelowna, B.C*
Work under this contract Wil 
be cost plus and includes the 
supply of equipment and per- 
I sonnel for the construction ol 
approximately ten thousand.
SOUTH EAST KELOWNA 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT , 
EAST KELOWNA, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
CONTRACT NO. 29 
CONSTRUCTION OF TWO (2) 
(REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS marked 
as to content and addressed to 
the undersigned will be re­
ceived until 3 p.m. local time on 
Tuesday, September 12,1972 for 
the construction of "two (2) re­
inforced concrete control struc­
tures.
The work includes site prep­
aration, excavation and T con­
struction of two (2) re-inforced 
concrete control structures, 
namely
1. Myra Ditch> Control con­
crete structure : approximately 
one hundred (100) feet long by 
an average height of fifteen (15) 
feet with cut off walls and walk 
way an apron approximately 
fice (5) feet by nine (9) feet 
with wing walls and a stilling 
basin aproximately forty-two 
(42) feet my nine (9) feet with.-
ALMOST NEW. 12V6’ TRAILER. WILL I 
toko into model car or truck as down 
payment. Balance' at $U5 per-month. 
For appointment telephone 765-6753. - 
30 
8* x 28* MOBILE HOME FOR SALE^ 
best offer, trades accepted. Telephone
(10,000) lineal feet of Pooley 
Diversion Ditch and for the 
trimming of approximately 
twenty-six hundred (2,600) lineal 
feet of the existing Myra Diver­
sion Ditch, for the purpose of 
increasing its capacity.
A pre-bid tour of the site will 
be arranged for tenderers on 
September 8th, .1972, at 8 a.m. 
at the District Office. Plans, 
specifications and conditions of 
tender may be obtained at'ithat 
time.
The District reserves the right 
to reject any or all tenders and 
the lowest tender will hot neces­
sarily be accepted.
The Secretary, 
South East Kelowna 
Irrigation District. 
P.O. Box 64, 
East Kelowna, B.C. 
Telephone: 763-4206
WILL DO CARPENTER WORK AND 
cement'Work. Telephone .762-6494. ,34
39. BUILDING SUPPLIES
WRECKING . OLD REVELSTOKE Hos­
pital. 300.000 used red bricks. See man 
on job- seven days a week._______34
40. -PETS and LIVESTOCK
REGISTERED WEST HIGHLAND, 
white' Terrier puppies. Six weeks old. 
$100? Telephone Area Code 509-476-2194. 
or write Mrs. Joanne Whlteaker. Box
Winfield.___________________________
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES wing walls. Also included is tK supply and installation of t 
proximately one hundred ai 
five (105) feet of six (6) inch 
perforated! metal drain pipe. ;
2. Lower Drop Structure — 
concrete structure . approxi­
mately twenty-four (24) feet 
long by nine (9) feet high by 
eight (8) feet wide with project­
ing wing walls on the upstream 
end nine (9) feet long.
Plans, specifications and ten­
der forms may be obtained from 
the office of the South East Kel­
owna Irrigation District, Gulley 
Road and McCulloch Road, East 
Kelowna, B.C. Tenders must be 
accompanied by a certified 
cheque equal to ten per cent 
<10%) of the . total bid price 
and by a letter from a Bonding 
Company agreeing to furnish a 
Performance Bond and a one (1) 
year Maintenance Bond each 
equal to 50% of the total bid 
price or equivalent security.
The lowest or any tender will
10*x60* THREE BEDROOM. 1V4 BATHS, 
furnished, immaculate.. Telephone 764*. 
4137 or 764-4201._________ .________- tf
8Wi FOOT VANGUARD CAMPER AND 
jacks/ like new. $1.800.. Telephone 763* 
4812. 34
WENTWORTH conservatory of music 
• 1211 SUTHERLAND AVE.
We are now registering students for coming term in following 
instruments.
PIANO-CONSERVATORY, MODERN, KINDERGARTEN, 
ACCORDION — Stradella — free ban.
GUITAR — Classic, folk, electric, (Class or Private) 
DRUMS — ORGAN — VOCAL — THEORY 
Highly qualified teachers.
FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT PHONE 762-0920
NEAR NEW. WESTERN SADDLE, 
original price $280. What offers? Also 
registered. quarter horse filly, quarter 
horse gelding, very gentle. Suitable.for 
anyone to ride. Telephone 762-7128. 34
FREE TO GOOD HOMES. FOUR 
darling kittens, two black and white, 
one with black eye patch. Two grey
field.
tf
34and white. 762-0858. Telephone 762-7172 after 6 p.m. 30
30768-5777. camper. Telephone 762-8604. 31
304471.Telephone 764-4989. 31
2180 or. 766-2933, Winfield. 30
CLASSIFIED RATES
phone 765-5285. 30 48? AUCTION SALES






bee. 43 per wordtf765-6029.
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
31Daily Courier.- ;
Evenings :'G. Marks 762-3432. 30
particulars. 32
31Machinery. 763*4250.
tf3384. only. All day Saturday. ■ ' .30
T. Th. S tfWelder 762:2522.






BARTLETT PEARS, $2.50 PER BOX.
Printed Pattern31Telephone 765*7059. $4250radioBARTLETT. PEARS FOR SALE. TELE-
1972 Renault 12 TL sedan _ $245033phone 762-8430.
SUPER-VALUtf 31














31*7 after 4 p.m. 30 22M. if
, phon* 745-7703.
31
MALE OR FEMALE WlntleM. 33irvp* and c.tr>lr< <*»». rrreileni con-
tf
If











number advertisement, ■ while 
endeavor will . be made to for- 
replles to the advertiser as 
as possible, we accept no Ha­
in respect of loss or damage
alleged to arise through either fail­
ure or delay in forwarding such re­




PUREBRED WHITE FEMALE 
poodle pups.. .Please call..766-2971 be­
tween 6-7 evenings.-. tf




Corner Byrns and 
Springfield Roads
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
14W FOOT FIBERGLASS TRAVELLER 
run-a-bont. with fuU electric (including 
generator) . 1971 50 hp Mercury out­
board. Full price $1595. Telephone 763- 
2920 days or 763-2203 after 6 p.m. tf
HEAVY DUTY BOAT TRAILER. FOR 
16*: to 18*'.boat. See at. Mainline Rent- 
all. 2000 Spall Road. Telephone 763-
PEACHES, PEACHES, PEACHES, CAN- 
siag, eaUng - and jam peaches. Bartlett 
pears -at' bulk prices. Una’s Orchard 
Stall, Just north of Summerland, past 
the golf course on Highway 97. ; : ■ 30
SIX ACRES OF ORGANICALLY 
grown semi ripe and ripe tomatoes, 
peppers, egg plant, squash and cuc­
umbers. -Located on Munson Road ■ off 
Benvoulln. Please bring boxes. tf
BARTLETT PEARS. $1.50 PER BOX.
' miles down < Hollywood Road past 
; Quigley School. First house:. after left 
turn of the road. A. Steppuhn? telephone
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College. 444 Robson St.. Vancouver 688- 
4911__________________________ tf
JEAN HARROD. L.R.A.M., A.T.C.L. 
Teacher of piano and*, theory. Now ac­
cepting puplld for , September. Hollywood 
Dell area. Telephone • 765-7942 ' 30
ACCORDION AND ORGAN LESSONS 
available in Glerimore - arta? Telephone 
763-5919. 34
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
MAKE EASY $$$ 
Easy to sell pantyhose? Also 
socks for the entire ? family, 
briefs or bikini panties, etc. 
Free instructions and, color ca­
talogue. Write today:; Reston 
Hosiery Ltd., 10383 Hebert St. 
D-14j Montreal North 459, Que-
READY TO GO, YORKSHIRE TER- 
rier puppies out of registered stock. 
Telephone 763-3370._______________ ■ 30
ADORABLE, PUREBRED YORKSHIRE 
Terrier puppies. Telephone 765-8264 after
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- [ces tor this page must be received 
lar sales every Wednesday; 7:09 p.m. w 4:30 p.m, day previous to publica- 
We pay cash for complete . estates and “on • except 12 noon Saturday for Mon- 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647. 1 •I®? Publication.
Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway I Phone 763-3228
97 North. tf WANT AD CASH RATES
: One. or two days Sc per word,
TRANSCENDENT CRABAPPLES AND 
Bartlett pears for sale. Bring your own 
containers please. Telephone 762-8055. : . 
: 1 ' 33
BARLETT PEARS. PICK YOUR OWN 
at 5c-per pound.; .Turn at Grass Shack 
across bridge from-Kelowna, m , miles 
to end'bf road‘at'Casa'Loiiaa Resort, tf
BARTLETT' PEARS FOR’SALE. TOM 
Hazell, next to -city limits on Byrns 
Boad. ‘Please bring your own contain* 
ers,'$2.90 per box. ■ , ;___________ , tf
'pickling CUKES, 15c ■; A POUND. 
Tomatoes, 10c a pound. B. Hunyadi, 
■ Trepanler Bench Road. Telephone 767*
2210. _________________________34
BARTLETT CANNING PEARS, $2.00 
per box including container. Kelowna 
Growers? Exchange, 880 Vaughan- Aven­
ue, Kelowna. ' , 1 . , 38
WEALTHY APPLES, EARLY PRUNES, 
pears. Hyslop crabapples. Bring your 
own containers, ready picked or pick 
your own. Telephone 765*5644. 30
BARTLETT PEARS. $2.50 PER BOX. 
Bring your own containers please. • K; 
Braam, Scenic Road. North- Glenmore.
Telephone 762-8852. 31
BEAUTIFUL. BIG TRANSLUCENT 
. crabapples for sale. 6c per pound. Half 
- mile down Hartman Road. Rutland. 31
THE BRITISH . COLUMBIA ’ HUMAN 
tights : act prohibits any .advertise-’ 
ment that discriminates. against any 
person*- or any . class of person be­
cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality. ancestry, place of origin ; or 
against anyone because of age; be*: 
tween *44 and 65 years unless, the dis­
crimination Is justified by a bona fide 
requirement: for. the ■ work., involved. .
WOMAN WITH PLEASANT VOICE FOR 
telephone work* with local finn for ap­
proximately five weeks. No . experience 
necessary. Short hours. Apply, after 10 
a.m.. 364 Lawrence Avenue, upstairs.
31
COMPANY REQUIRES CLERK TYPIST, 
must have, typing skills of 50 wpm. A 
good , appearance and ability to deal 
with people in a pleasant and; tactful 
manner* are essential. Must, also be 
able to handle detail .work.;-Excellent 
opportunity for young ambltous girl, 
starting salary $500 ■ per? month.: For 
appointment, apply, in your, own -hand­
writing to Box . A 890/ The Kelowna
CRANE - AUSTIN WESTERN 110, 
full hydraulic telescopic boom, rebuilt 
engine. and ■ transmission, new torque 
converter, 'complete with cab and 
guards. : Price . $8^500.00. Looking for 
trade-ins. Good late model 3 ton truck, 
or good late'model compact car. or in­
board-outboard boat, or what have you? 
Gemco' Equipment Limited. 991 Ellis 
Street.. Kelowna. Telephone 762-3939.
STARCRAFT
CAMPER TRAILERS
SALES and RENTALS 
SUN COUNTRY 
538. Leon Avenue, Kelowna
M, W, F tf
SUBSCRIPTION RATES : Three consecutive days, 
v | word per insertion.
I Six consecutive :■ days, 4c
Carrier boy delivery 65c per week. per lnsertlon. 7 
, Collected every two weeks. Minimum charge based on
I Minimum charge for any 
we M I ment is $1.00.
*13'00 I Blrths« Engagements, Marriages 5c 
7 00 'lper word,- minimum: $2.50.
1 Death Notices,' In Memoriams. Cards 
, I of Thanks, 5c per word, 'minimum $2.50.
B.C. outside Kelowna City Zona Pr‘°r ‘® SL?”Uns' a 10%
12 months .............. $22.00 I discount may be deducted. .
6 months ......................... 12.00 LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
. 3 monUis 6.50 I , Applicable within circulation gone
Canada Outside B. C. I only. . : ,
■ 12 months ............... $29.00 Deadline ‘4:30 p.m.: day previous to 
6 months*16.00 ' publication, except 12 noon Saturday for 
3 months .................... 8.50 Monday publication.
U.S. and Foreign Countries On« WHlon $2.03 per colum inch.
12 months ......................... $38.00 “n?®Stive tasertloM «‘9«
6 months .......................... 20.00 I per column inc“-
* 3 months 11.00 I Six consecutive insertions $1.89 per
I column inch.
All mail and Motor Route Subscriptions *> . n-**navahin in -dvanep - * I ‘ Read .your advertisement the first
day it appears. We will not be res-.
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER I ponsible for more than one incorrect
necessarily be accepted. 
The Secretary, 
South East Kelowna 
Irrigation District. 
P.O. Box 64, 













RIDE-LITE HILANDER TENT TRAIL- 
er. Large family trailer, sleeps six. 12” 
wheels, spare never used. Lovely beds, 
privacy curtains.. Custom dinette. Just 
-20 months since new; Must sell, this 
week. Real bargain. ; Call at garage 
behind 1441 Richter. Trailer erected in­
side. Driveway on Martin Street. Best 
offer. 6 p.m. -8:30 p.m. weekdays
requires a 
SALESWOMAN 
For Men's and Women's Shoes . 
Experience Preferred. . r 





25 FOOT T A N DEM INDUSTRIAL 
trailer: Can be -seen at 870 Cadder 
Avenue? Will-consider anything in trade.
34
FOR rSALE — BIN LOADER FOR 
front of tractor. 1060 Hollywood Road, 
Rutland. - Telephone 765-6171. - 31
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
COME IN AND SEE THE AMBASSA- 
dor, Diplomat, - Statesman and Em­
bassy mobile homes. Especially designed 
for air conditioning. On display. Built 
locally by Romeo Industries Ltd. Tele­





on Casorso Rd. between 






1972 BMW 2003, sliding roof,
QUALITY USED CARS 
1971 Volvo 142S sedan, radio 
............................................ J. $2995 
1971 VW 1600 fastback „ $2195
735 Baillie Ave 763-7832
30
1966 CHEV.
Impala 4 dr. sedan 
.. $395
TELEPHONE 762-4307
Between 10-11 a.m. and 7-8 p.m. FOR INTERVIEW '
30,31, 32
OK. LANDSCAPING 





WELL-HOTTED COW MANURE. $3.001 EEKA Al C 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. I r EfYlAUE
Discount on large , orders. Telephone I ——----------------- --------- ----------—
763-3415. tfl
WILL DO ROTOT1LLING AT REA*] SOON THE sonable rate*. For estimates telephone I • ww*'' ,»»<»-
TR12E8 FELLED AND TOPPED. FROM CHILDREN 
We«tbank to Oyama. Telephone 762-6034,1
Kelowna or 766-2360, Winfield. w will be back In school.
*NP REM0VEDu will you do with your time? 
- Call:




“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph: 763-7700
32
LUXURIOUS LIVING IN THIS 1971 
Atco home, ' 12’x66’, three ; bedrooms, 
shag carpets- master:: bedroom, living 
room; velvet valances, drapes, fir 
cupboards,, permanent shine linoleum, 
General Electric washer and - dryer. 
Telephone 765-5449. 33
IF YOU'RE BUYING OR SELLING 
a mobile home, why not have it 
appraised first. Get a better idea of 
the value. Call Barry Montgomery at 
763-2925 or 765-9366. Its worth the small
insertion.
BOX REPLIES
50c charge for the use ' of-a Courier 
box .number. . and. 50c additional if 
replies are to be mailed.
■Names and address of Boxholders 
are held confidential.
As a condition of ■ acceptance of a














29. ARTICLES FOR SALE .
ASSORTED ’ STUDENT DESKS AND 765-8895 
cheats of draw«r». We al»o rent baby no on
crib* and rollaway cot* by the week. I ZH, JO
Whltet^ad’s New and Used. Telephone pKRMANENT POSITION OFFERED 
. —------- ---------------------- —.................. I to retpontlble woman. Willing to be on
BUS TOURS: YELLOWSTONE. SALT job from 4 p.m. Io 7 a.m. Light duties 
Lake. Zion Canyon. Tucaon, Tijuana. I and lupervhton. Normal steeping hours. 
Disneyland. Reno — 22 day*, leaving I Room and board plu* wnge*. Time off, 
Kelowna October 7th. Hl Lite Travel I May have husband and/or mature 
Club 762-6171' 301 older child. To begin in October. Re-
WINFIELD
Ok. Centro Rd., Berry Rd. to 
Davidson Rd.
WESTBANK
Windmill and Pine Grove 
Motela nnd Trojan Villa 
Trailer Court.
ing for building lot. Telephone 762- 
4144 after 5;30 p.m, _______31
1969 COUGAR. RED WITH WHITE 
vinyl roof, white interior, V-8, 331, 40,- 
000 miles, power steering, power brakes, 
radio. Must sell immediately. Tele­
phone Vernon, 542-6370, after 0:00 p.m. 
________ ’ . ■■ ■ ’ . _________  30 
1035 CHEV, (1001 ANOTHEK 1053 
Chev, good body, (731 1963 Dodge sta­
tion wagon, (27Si 1063 Chevy II, two 
door hardtop, (125, Telephone 760-4385,
ssN?nit.ns s tSKS!
Bed o?fA^1933 WaVer RMd' Ke,<wna ,eUphonaJ
owns. Telephone 7«-«TO. 30. 32. 14 ___ _____________________ _
rxW| MM bar with two rtoela; foot
twrlti oil heaters fliuro abate*, stea Bchoofer Will accent cma child TVle* tadteo* (MfmT Thtephima ? P m * U
WANTED A GIRL TO BABY SIT INThwIneM ^’*?*J*m*"*,I my home, one or two daya a week. 
h,iv* transportation. Glen- 7*l*p|lo,>**v*alait** . '..___ more are*. Telephone 7M-S141. 33
E?e*« BANKHEAD SCHOOL AREA. GOOD
Sa Kitani XlS T.mLJ 7*? 0«y c»r« ,0* «'<• »<■»'■ oM »'• d#Z- cld. emllent condition. Telephone 764- >nd glx ytar aner <4.h()0|, tn
*WT'............... ......  . ...... ....... .......” your home, Telephone VOIUOO. tl
Contact 
The Circulation Dept. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER
Driver Required
Pcnchland and surrounding 
area. Must have own trans- 
jxirtnlion (small car prefer­
able) to deliver papers to 
stores, carriers nnd cus­





I960 TOYOTA SPRINTER, A-l SHAPE, 
6.000 mile* on reconditioned motor, 
Radio, radial tlrea, plus two winter 
tire* on rima, (1,450 or nearest off<<. 
Telephone 702-4144 niter 3:30 p.m; ’ 31
1071 MUSTANG, V-B, POWER STEE1V 
Ing. power brake*. Automatic transmls- 
»lon, 18,500 mile*.. Vinyl root, new 
tires, Telephone 762-3440 after (1 p.m.
.______________ _____________ 31
1939 PLYMOUTH SEDAN IN KXCKL- 
lent condition with four good tlrea. 
Aaklng (ISO, Dependable transportation. 
Telephone 703-6635, _________34
1957 THAMES. CHEVY POWERED, 
lot* of goodie*, open Io offer*. Will 
consider pick up trade. Telephone 763-
DOWNTOWN
Mon., Tues., Wed. — 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m 
Thurs. and Fri. ~ 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Sat. ■— 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
ORCHARD PARK
Mon., Tues., Wed* — 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Thurs. and Fri. —• 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sat. — 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m,
SUPER-VALU
A lAHGr: CANADIAN FIRM HEGVIH* 
ck turn iui<1 unnifii Io fill an>1 
nuhiitfrmrftt pvvlliom In Vrirwn. Fhll 
w ImH Uma* Ineome 'an from 
JTifl to H/uo, ar mmt prr month Em- 
prtlciue requited Full teaming
ECONOMY PI.US, 1988 CORTINA, 
automatic, radio, low mileage, new 
tlree. Telephone 763-6394 after 6 p.m. 
Atklng (1.130. Open to offer*. 30
four barrel. 42tooo mile*. Unlroyal 
Tlger-pawa. ET mage. Telephone 766-
BEAUTY FOR BEDS
Add sunshine to n bedroom 
with this colorful spread.
Spark a bedroom with light­
hearted colors. Embroider pan­
sies in quick, easy stitches. Pat­
tern 844; transfer 4 motifs from 
5'A” x.SMs" to W’ x 15>/t”; 
directions.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 
each pattern —• cash, cheque 
or money order. Add 15 cents 
for each pattern for flrst-cla^s 
mailing and special handling, 
—to Laura Whcqlcr, enre of 
'Hie Kelowna Dally Courier, 
Needlecraft Dept., 60 Front St. 
W„ Toronto. Ontario residents 
add 4c sales tax. Print plainly
MUST BELL: 1972 DATSUN 510. NEW 
eondUlon. poly*l*M tire*, four .peril 
Iraniiml.alon. Telephone 7»3-7»10. 31
IM1 CHEV STATION WAGON: liitilir 
ijllndrr automatic, radio, hliwk hralri, 
traitor kHrtt In rrwrt ennttttfnn (ovt 
Telephono 7<kV73«l7 alter 5:00 pm. 31
NAME nnd ADDRESS.
Ail New for 10731 Fnshlon- 
Inspircd Necdlecrnfl Catalog 
—more knit, crochet styles, 
crafts. FREE patterns . .. 75c
NEW! Instnm Money Book— 
make extra dollars at home 
from your emits --------- S1.00
Instant Crochet Book ... $1.00 
Hnirpln Crochet Book .. $1.00 
Instant Mncramc Book .. $1,00 
Instant Gift. Book ... $1.00 
Complete Afghan Book .. $1.00
16 Jiffy Rhri Book . . 
12 Prize Afghans Book
60c 
60c
Quilt Book 1-16 pattfrim 
|M'H'’’'ini Quilt Bonk 2 
: m a 15 Quills for Today B<xik .
ZIP IT UP!
YOU’LL LIVE IN this zip­
front casual—It's both com­
fortable and quick to slip Into! 
One main part plus collar, 
sleeves. Sew In knits, Dacron.
Printed Pattern 0019: NEW 
Misses' Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, IB. 
Size 12 (bust 34) requires 1’^ 
yards 60-inch fabric.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS 
(75c) in coins (no stamps, 
please) for each pattern--add 
15 cents for each pattern for 
first-class mailing nnd special 
handling. Ontario residents add 
4c sales tax. Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS and 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Kelowna 
Daily Courier, Pattern Dept., 
60 Front St. W., Toronto.
SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
nnd choose on« pattern free 
from new Spring-Summer Cat­
alog. All sizes* Only Me. 5
INSTANT SEWING ROOK1
sew today, wear tomoirow. $1. 






















guilt v In June tn
t for Nigeria .■>
rran
9*
WELL, BLESS AW BOWES IF IT AIN’T THE SKYJACKER RAT 
THAR. LUGGEN A SATCHEL OF MONEY JES LIKE THE 
RADIO SAYS
Mf'nti-units will help them profit from 
.. •niic'io' after bcm', .'•imdj.ed as a tn.l cng.iirei .ng («>n-.the < hangrover, scheduled for





















































♦ A K Q 10 8 3
*7 4 3






















Lions, attention to precise de 
tails. Be ready.
common
patience with discussions Is rc 
warded. n> i t i IfIN MY
CLA-a
' Kev.n White of Boston.
kvin.a.





































After an nbortiv. escape
■ b ukemla Monday,
muidc i'
escape, 












































TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
Pigeon-Toed Child
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it
is LONGFELLOW
. ' One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 





Saturday’s Cryptoqubte: IF YOUR CAPACITY TO ACQUIRE 
HAS OUTSTRIPPED YOUR CAPACITY TO ENJOY YOU ARE 
ON THE WAY TO THE SCR AP HEAP.-G. BUCK
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
TO THE AFRICA CAVE,
fc'u NEAR KNYSNA. SOl AFRICA;




OF NEW ZEALAND, HAS A 
BILL SO POWERFUL THAT IT . 
builds a nest by chopping 
OUT CLUMPS OF UNDERGROWTH 
AS IF MELDING AN AXE ?
QUEENIE
What Can Be Done
By George C. Thosteson, M.D.
just been told that my six-year
old daughter iS pigeon-toed.
Our pediatrician told my hus­
band he would make an ap­
pointment with a bone special­
ist if we liked.
How serious is this, defect? Is
the treatment long and ex­
pensive? Or can it, be , taken 
care with corrective shoes? Is
said, to poor .circulation, yet he 
did not prescribe any medica­
tion to help her. Her condition
it possible that, if we keep re­
minding her to turn her toes
out, she would improve?
We also have a four-year-old
who seems to “throw’’ her foot
the same way her sister did at
that age. Could this be cor­
rected more easily at an. early
age?—B.E.D
It’s not a dangerous condition
By Ripley
All IBN SIDAH
AN ARAB LEXICOGRAPHER 




is getting serious and I wonder 
if nicotinic acid would help
so far as health is concerned,
but it causes an awkward, un­
gainly gait Having it corrected
her.—Mrs. R-W
Doctors do prescribe nicotinic, 
acid to improve circulation—in | 
cases in which it will help.
Some cases cannot be helped
by it. I am sure the specialist 
would have told your sister to 
use . it if he thought it would 
help her. Some eyes problems 
are slowly progressive and it is
is worthwhile for the child as
she grows . up. After she is
grown, there is no easy way o:
making the correction.
impossible to stop the process.
If it will set your mind at
ease, ask the doctor whether 
nicotinic acid would help.
Dear Dr. Thosteson
concerned, about an article that
said when a female is X-rayed
in the vicinity of- the ovaries,
the ovaries should be shielded m 
as the rays could damage the
Pigeon-toeing results from 
tension on certain muscles that
cause the feet to toe in. Posi­
tion during sleep can be a fac­
tor in some youngsters.
i The correction is not rapid
but neither is it expensive ex­
cept in terms of time and pa
tience. Special shoes, massage
and a reminder to toe out.
I would do as your pediatri­
cian has suggested—see an or
thopedist; And since the earlier 
correction is made the better, I
would have him examine the
younger girl, too.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Why
don’t doctors prescribe
tinic acid to aid circulation?
Since it belongs to the vitaim
I am 27 and had my bowel X
rayed once and gallbladder and
stomach X-rayed twice in the
last six years, and my ovaries
were not shielded.
My husband and I would like
to start our family now, but I
am leery and' afraid the baby
might not be normal. Do you 
think the X-rays could cause
damage to our offspring or am
I worrying needlessly?—M.W.-
■ It is true that heavy doses' of
X-ray can cause changes—-but
these are the heavy doses used
for treatment purposes; You
didn’t have any such doses for 
diagnostic purposes.' Such ex­
posures are for a fraction of a
second. Indeed, all your X-rays
B-complex group, I -cannot see together doubtless totalled only
how it would be harmful.
My sister suffers from failing
eyesight due, the specialist
By Phil Interiand:
“He said I was the cutest little monkey wrench that , 
ever fouled up the Corporate machinery and then ho 
fired me ”
Murderer Denied Wish
____ ... ___ A I'Jyear-dit 
convicted niurderder who ei-
BOSTON (API
caped from a hospital last
month and wanted to "go home
succumbed to acute
part of a second.
In a word * yes, you 'are wor­
rying needlessly.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
The imaginary hands may seem
farfetched, but, even so, it is
better to think in a positive
manner that permits defeat of
the contract than to think in- a
negative manner that amounts
YA K Q 10 a
*Q 10 8 6 5
AKQ9 8 7 4 2
The bidding:
Opening lead-
to conceding the contract.
a typical
Assume you’re West, defending
against four spades. You cash
the king of diamonds
continue with the queen as
everyone follows suit.
In the light of dummy’s highly
impressive hearts and clubs,
you realize you can’t defeat the
contract unless your side can
win two trump tricks. All your
thinking this point
therefore devoted to conjuring
up hands South can hold —
particularly his trump holding
— that .will- permit the contract
Instead of thinking directly in
terms of South’s possible trump
holdings, it is considerably
easier to think of East’s possible
trump holdings. Some of them
will lead to defeat of the. con­
A defender secs only his own
cards and dummy’s, but he
should always be busy as a
beaver constructing and recon­
structing declarer’s hand so
that he can deal with it in the
that you .don’t credit declarer
with a hand that allows him to
make the contract.
On the . contrary, you try to
magine hands he may have that 
allow you to stop the contract
in hospital, but waa novi r sen
lenced because that would ll.H
meant confinement In prison.
tract, provided you get - the
greatest mileage possible out of
the trumps you have.
The proper play at trick three
is a low diamond. This play will
be effective if East ruffs high
with any of these four trump 
holdings’: Q-x, J-x, singleton
queen, or singleton jack. In all
you
trump tricks with the A-10, 
instead of only one, because 
your partner's ruff promotes 
your ten into an extra trump 
trick.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Wednesday, SEPT. 6 
Arles (March 21-April19): It 
s just possible you’ve gotten
into a spot , where you don’t 
know enough, or need highly 
skilled help. Haste will not do.
Taurua (April 20-May 20):
The temptation is to rush a new
idea Into use—at some risk.
Travel, brings good results. 
Remembering to bring home a 
pleasing surprise.
Gemini (May 21-June 20):
Self-control is worth all you in 
vest ,in it. Favorable comment 
disappears altogether, unless 
you keep generating It,
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Carefully planned travels cn
counter interesting diversions,
require changes. Creative ven­
tures prosper, purely material
concerns lag.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Take a
break from time to time, re­
flect on your progress, trying 
for nothing special. Better in­
fluences will show tn due time.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Scpi. 22): Do 
things in groups if you must 
stick to home base. If you have 
business at a distance, use the
Libra____ (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Finding a balance between’the
many ideas and demands of to­
day is difficult but worth 
while—you learn something.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov, 21)
Conditions still encourage 
vague or wishful thinking 
Later hours bring good ques
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec, 21):
Playing it straight is the only 
path today. Yesterday's turbu 
lence should abate, tomorrow's 
not yet stirring. Be diligent.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-J an. 19):
Your energy and persuasive
ability arc up and to be used 
constructively. Persistence is
needed, accept some delay as
helpful.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
So many factors are missing
you can't Judge today's situ
ation well; give people time to
fill in more Pf the story.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mnrch 20)
Opinions clash, and It may be
your task
ground, offer conciliation. Your
to find
Nigerian Police And Soldiers
Can Shoot Suspect Criminals
LAGOS. Nigeria (API -- Po­
lice and soldiers patrolled the
streets of Nigeria’s major cities
today, authorized to shoot law­
breakers In a nationwide crack­
down on mob violence
The patrols followed reports
of suspected kidnappers being
stoned to death by angry mobs
In several parts of the country,
was ictiiir ...................... ........ No police figures have been
!h;s i.md.Loi I om.ii.ir I to dcie-| released on the number of mob
I'ctci- Yuha.s, of Portsmouth,5 iterate, deaths but unofficial counts put
11lie toll at more than 10 m IlieN II.. pleaded
srcouJ-dc;i cc . , , 'Jir Suffolk ('ouniv Sh
alasiiU of John E. cnst.tot
an aide to Mayor
The day .utter Yuhas pleaded 
gu.’ty b> the charge, which car­
ries a mandatory life sentence
Ilwta.i diM rl< d J.e had leu-
reported to have been chased
into a Nigeria Airways building 
with the mob in pursuit shout­
ing accusations of child steal­
His killing—reported to be 
Ilie third in Kaduna In one
week—followed the pattern of
similar re|>orted killings else
Some newspaper reports said
Ihe kidnappers are
After his return, hr* unite to., 
nff TtMinn JMX "rpkv
wanted to go hmne to <i;<
! and stabbing a 
"1 scions in Kndun.i.
,, , . ... ceria'* North Central state, andAbo charged in the Labanara .
murder was. Arno’.i Kin 18. of i mxl htnltliin It.
childien away for use
or human sacrifices
rhe i eports said
spiriting 
as slaves
forthcoming currency change 
from the British system to the
deeinul system has provoked 
believers in witchcraft to make
X PONT RARE 
00 SEEN’. THAT
• A1R-CAR >S , 
MOVING FASTI
WHEN I WAS A
KID 1 USED TO COME
Z\ UP TO THE ROOF OF 










ZN7XE SIPS WALL OF THS OLD NUNS 
TUNNEL.,^ ONLY MS flMVKe-PMX & 
s/poSes-
CORNY AS IT SOUNDS 
I USED TO SAY-’ROSANNO, 
MY BOY... ITS ALL
OUT THERE. YOU WANT









YIS. MY CAR BROKE 





AFTER ALL, I THOUGHT
THOSE BUILDINGS - THE WONDERFUL
THINGS IN THEM- THE SUCCESS THEY 
REPRESENTEP...THEY WERE ACHIEVED 
BY KIPS LIKE ME WHO STARTED WITH 
NO MORE THAN AMBITION ANP 
A DREAM?





r get along 
ON THE SMALLE5
ALLOWANCE
Hand Is Slill Competing 
After Cross-Country Tour
RUTLAND PAGE Area Swimmers Complete
Nanri Bullock,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joan 




Public school teachers in the 
’ fourth largest city in the United 
. States went out on strike' today, 
Refusing to give up what the 
school board says is the short­
est high school working day in
completed the cross - country 
tour of events in equitation with 
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Graham 
of Calgary, with much success, 
she is still competing in various
Including EHisoa and Belgo Areas
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I
the country.
^Affected are 13,000 teachers. 
5%00 para«profess!onal union 
members and 285,000 puoils, 
who are due to begin classes 
Thursday. ■
;The teachers were to report 
for work today.
♦•Bargainers -for’ both sides 
agreed that the key dispute 
centres on the board’s demand 
that secondary Jevel teachers 
extend their work day to five 
l;®irs, 40 minutes from five 
hours.
' < The board, $52 . million in 
debt, has offered raises of $330 
a-year to the 5,000 city teachers 
now a top scale, but also has 
isked that other salaries be 
frozen and that 485 positions be 
phased out by adjustments in 
class size in ah effort to save
horse shows in B.C.
Nanci placed in many events 
at the- Chilliwack Horse Show 
held in mid-August, emerging 
with two first-place ribbons, 
one in Western equitation on 
Legend Pert Laddie, the other 
in Open Working Hunter on 
Grand Idea. '
Continuing her success, she 
took two second-place ribbons in 
Junior Jumping on Grand Idea 
and .in Anglo-Arab Western 
Pleasure on Legend Pert Lad­
die. She also placed second in 
Open Jumping on Grand Idea.
She placed fourth in English 
Pleasure with Legend Pert Lad­
die and obtained third place in 
Anglo-Arab Show Hack, riding 
the same horse.
At the PNE Horse Show, she 
placed,third with Legend Pert 
Laddie in Anglo-Arab, Western 
Pleasure and took fifth place in 
Green Hunter, first year, with 
Legend Pert Laddie. She also 
placed fifth on the same'mount 
in Show Hack.
$11 million.
The teachers, in a list of 400 
demands, have asked for pay 
toises averaging 34 per cent on 
their scale that now ranges 
from $8,900 for a begimiing to 
$17,000 for a veteran with a 
PhD. __________
Incorporation Is The Answer 
To Better Proteclion-Attree
Staff Sgt. Ken Attree, of the 
Kelowna RCMP detachment, 
has maintained his stand that 
incorporation is a must if Rut­
land-area residents want better 
police protection.
Commenting today on a re­
port in a local weekly news­
paper that ’.‘criminal activity” 
was on. the increase in Rutland 
and that recently a 14-year-old 
boy was allegedly beaten by a 
gang of youths, Staff Sgt. At- 
tree said two RCMP members 
are row patrolling the area on 
a 24-hour basis, “but we can’t
residents have become concern­
ed over nightly gatherings of 
teen-agers at p local drive-in 
restaurant and the boy who was 
apparently beaten was chased 
from the restaurant to a nearby 
park.
Swimmers from Kelowna and 
Rutland have completed a Red 
Cross program in safe swim­
ming and life saving. Classes 
were held at the Rutland pool 
and ran for the months of July 
and August.
The foUowing are the names 
of the students who successfully 
comp 1 eted the prescribed 
courses:
PERMAFROST STUDY
SASKATOON (CP) - Mac­
kenzie Valley Pipe Line Re­
search Ltd., a consortium of 16 
major oil and pipe line compa­
nies, has provided the Univer­
sity of Saskatchewan with . a 
$4,800 grant to study perma­
frost. The consortium is inter­
ested in transporting oil along 
the'Mackenzie River route from 
the Arctic to Canada and the 
United States.'
squeeze it any more.”
“We’re now providing the 
maximum protection we can 
without robbing other areas 
which deserve just as much 
protection as Rutland does.
'• “I still think the best solu­
tion is incorporation. Then the 
people of Rutland , can hire as 
many policemen as they feel 
are needed to protect their 
community. Right now it’s bas­
ically up to the provincial gov­
ernment to hire as many police 
as they see fit.
“We certainly can’t send men 
there who are being paid by the 
city of Kelowna.”
■ -The', newspaper report said
Project 
Delayed
RUTLAND (Staff) — Chang­
ing. plans have delayed con­
struction of *an addition to 
Shoppers’ Village. However, 
the completion date is still given 
as November.
“Everything’s m o v i n g on 
schedule now,” owner Al Sto­
ber of Kelowna said Friday. 
Plans had to be changed to con­
form do wishes of tenants. '
. This is part of ; a two-stage 
addition to the centre. It will 
provide a second bank, enlarg­
ed premises for some present 
tenants and more stores. The 
second part is planned for next 
year.
July. 3 - August 21- 
Russ Rice, Debbie Hlady, 
Rhonda Rowlett, Karen Lake, 
Joey Johnson, Robert Buchner, 
Debra Desmaris/Maureen Met- 
calfe. Gary Dyck, Darran Light, 
giike Jensen, Sandra Roth/Judy 
uchner, Gordon Cameron, 
Linda -Hack, Tim Light, Kathy 
Mun>hy, Mary Lou Irwin; Sheila 
White, Sandra Cheyne, Annette 
Beauchesne, Todd Thompson, 
Karon Hack, . Janet Cameron, 
Terry Nelson, Susan Duncan, 
Randy Falck, Michael Ito, 
Jacob Van Vliet, Bill Feist, Doh 
Buchner, Kim Travis, Wolfgang 
Tietz, BevCrly Gregory, Andrew 
Haub, Debbie Henry, Carol 
Prochnavy, Kathy Russell, Gor-
don Owston, Bill Mahoney, Judy 
Gartner, Paula Greer, Stacey 
Johnson, Sharon Walsh, Karen 
London, Tim Linden, Mark 
Sieben, Lorna Rohl, Danny 
Rohl, Brian Bailey, Bradley 
Lowenberg, Robert Bruce Howe. 
INTERMEDIATE RED CROSS 
. Cameron Bakala, Craig Bak­
ala, Robbie Clarke, Gordon 
Bailey, Donnie Dyer, ‘Michael 
Buchner, Sha r o n Morphey, 
Louise Steinberg, John Morph­
ey, Cheryl Henry, Elaine'Mack­
ie, Rita Koops, Carolyn Mar­
tindale, Joan . Martindale, San­
dra Rohl, Jean Bailey, Darrell 
Brunt, Geoff Gramlich, Wendy
Lorna Rohl, Danny Rohl,- Karen 
Rice, Andrew Haub, Paula 
Greer, Kathy Russell, Beverly 
Gregory, Jan Jaud, Louise 
Steinberg, Sheila White, Mary 
Lou Irwin, Tbdd Thompson, 
Terry Nelson, .Gary Dyck, An­
nette Bdauchesne, Sandra Chey­
ne, Pam Westen, Rita Koops, 
Elaine Mackie, Fran Cheyne, 
Cheryl Henry, Jackie Westen, 
Sharon Morphey, Doris Orlow- 
sky, Kathy Murphey, Carolyn 
Martindale, Joan Martindale,
Robert Hutchings, Susan Dun- ' 
can, Christine Cameron, Jean 
Bailey, Robert Bruce’ Howe, 
Chris Corley, Dovray McKen­
zie, Anne McKelvy, Darlene 
Buchner, Brenda Krause, Gene 
Walsh, Terri-Lynn Higgs, Tim 
Light, Gordon Cameron, Linda 
Hack, Karen .Husch, Janet Cam­
eron, Shelley Dyer.
BRONZE RLSS
.Janice Fowler, Robert Mal-
CANADA AHEAD
' EDMONTON (CP) — A Uni­
versity of Alberta civil engi­
neering professor who toured 
Russia says Canada is consider­
ably ahead of the Soviet Union 
in the quality of concrete con­
struction and architectural de­
sign. Dr. J. G. MacGregor said 
Canada’s advancement is partly 
a result of Russia’s emphasis on 
manufacturing standardized 
products.
Gramlich, Devray; McKenzie, 
Aime McKelvy, Gene Walsh, 
John Van Vliet, Brenda Krause, 
Chris Corley, Leah Terai, Dar­
lene Buchner, Terri-Lynn Higgs, 
Colleen Light, Doris Orlovsky. 
SENIOR RED . CROSS
Robert Hutchings, Karon 
Husch, Ellen Hoyer, Eilleen 
Bailey, Pam Westen, Neil Wes­
ten, Shelly Dyer, Judy Cazan, 
Kelly Murphy, Janice Jaud. 
SURVIVAL RED CROSS
August 15 - August 23
Leah Terai, Geoff Gramlich, 
Wendy Gramlich, Tim -Lindon, 
Brian Bailey, Mark Sieben, 
Wolfgang Tietz, Karen Lyndon,
Russ Rice, Debbie Desmaris, 
Rhonda Rowlett, Karen Lake, 
Maureen Metcalfe, Debbie 
Hlady, Mike Jensen, BUI Feist, 
Sandra Roth, Darran Light, 
Sandra ■ Rohl, Craig Bakala, 
Cameron Bakala, Darrel Brunt, 
Debbie Buchanan, Michael Bu­
chner, Donnie Dyer, Donnie 
Naka, Bill Smith, Gordon Bail­
ey, Randy Falck, Kelly Mur­
phy, Neil Westen, Judy Cassatt, 
Ellen Hoyer, Edeen Bailey, 
Karon Hack, John Morphey,







Burgers 3 tor $1.00 
Fish and Chips 70o 
Opposite Mountain Shadow* 765-5414
R
The Xerox 1860 
Copy Printer .
Takes originals up to 36” 
wide on bond Vellum or 
Mylar 
Produces copy to size or
MOR-EEZE
SHOE MART 
"Self Serve and Save'
• DRESS SHOES
O SCHOOL SHOES






-reduced to various shea. 
• Blueprinting.
• Fast, efficient service.
Our other . services include: 
sfset ’ duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils,, 





' Businessmen For 15 Years 























ADay* to Shop! Wednesday, September 6 Through Saturday, September 9.
While Quantities Last
Low, Low Prices on Pillows in Pairs
Check the Low Price When You Buy Two Goose Down Blend Pillows
A Resilient blend of goose down and small feathers. 
Zippered Perma-Prest covers for easy-off, easy wash. 






Softest Goose Down Blend
B. Sleep tight on this soft, fluffy goose down/feather 
blend pillow. The ticking is downproof printed cotton, 
horded edges help to retain pilldw shape. Finished size 
i? 20"x26 . ft .ift ftft
Sale Price ..........  ........... .......... . 4 for BUivv
-••a • ' ri . ,
Soil, Buoyant Foam Latex
Sale Price 2 for 25.99
Goose Feather and Down Fill
Medium soft pillow for just a little more body arid 
buoyancy. Floral printed; cotton ticking is downproof. 
Corded edges help retain pillow shape. ft ft ftft 
Finished size 19"x25'\ ................Sale Price 4a for wiVv
NOT SHOWN
C. Single piece foam latex construction l<eeps pillow from sagging, 
kippered print coyer for easy on-off machine wash/dry. Non-allerqenic. 
finished size 19''x24". ft Q aa
Simpsons-Scarz Low Price .....  .......... ........ . 4 for Ouvv2..,8.99
100% Forlrel Polyester Filled
D. A low price to pay for these pillows with 100% polyester, fibrefill. 
Rainbow print cotton cover. Corded edges help retain shape. Nori- 
allergenic, moth and mildew proof. Finished size is ft ft ftft 
19"x25". .................... .................. . . Sale Price 4 for MS
100% Fortrell Fibrefill
in
Slmpsona-Sears: Staples (06), Kelowna 763-5811
These solar thermal foam pillows are light as feathers. Designed to 
provide lasting comfort White cover with corded ft ft ftft 
edges. Finished size is 20x26. .................. . Salo Price 4» for ViW
All-Weather Leathers
Sofi and Supple Coals
Popular Orlon Sayelle
Colourfast, machine wash 'n dry Orlon.
Knitting Worsted Sayelle. CTFa
2 oz. skein........... . ...............................    Ea. vf G
Sayelle Superball ft
8-oz. ball. Sale Price ............................   4«Ul
Notions (25)
Mediterranean Shell Units
All metal unit in Walnut finish 
shelves. 36x36x9!4".




Fashion Focus on Co-ordinates 
Trendy Polyesler-Wool Gear
Simpsona-Seert Low Price
69"’ W. Jr. to.
All-Nude Junior Bazaar Panlihose
AH - nude sheer from waist to toe. One size 
fits 100 to 150 lbs. Beige, Brown, Q7ft 
Purple. Sale Price..................................   pair vl G
Hosiery (75). Junior Bazaar
Craftsman Radial Saw
Radial arm saw with 9" blade arid 13Zt hp 
motor. Takes all accessories.
Sale Price...................................................Ea. ^4*4* B
Hardware (9)
We hove single-breosted, double-breasted in 
pant lengths or full lengths in five outstanding 
styles. All hove warm zip-out body liners of 
Orion* acrylic pile for all-season wear plus 
rayon linings. In sizes 8-18.
Sweater Girl in 3 Styles
Choose from Turtle Neck, Round Neck or 
Rib Knit Turtleneck. S, M, L. ft ftft
In 5 colours. Your Choice ............................... Oiww
Women’ll Sportswear (7)
Sewing Machine
Strctch-stitch automatic portable. Chain- baste,
Personal Stopping; Women's Coats (11)
Sludent Study Lamp
Chrome - steel base with 6" reflector takes
200 watt bulb, (not included). ft ft*f





Perk Free While Yow Shep 5imp»ena*Seera, Orchard Park, Kelowna,
Simpsons-Sears Low Price
12” * 22”
Tunic Is Ixrnr On Top — 
Snappy button-up style In 
Gold button trim. 2 Patch 
pockets, knee-length. Sizes 
12-18, Black, Grey, Purple
Ea. 14.99
Blazer-Fortlca Flashback —• 
Wide lapel mid trim fitting. 
Single-breasted. 2 U-shapa 
pockets. Black,‘Grey or 
Purple, Sizea 12-18.
Ea 22.99
V-Neck Jumper — A classic 
of the fashion wheel. A 
design that's always In 
tunc. Self tie-belt, knee­
length. Black, Grey, Purple
Pull-on Panto — Comfort 
plus goM looks. No binding 
at the waist. Taper flare bot-




Sleek fitting In sizes 
Purple, Block or Grey.' 
.............................  12.99
Nlmpaona-Sears: Women’s Sportswear (7). Kelowna 703-5811
